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ABSTRACT
Spanish infinitive sentences are independent
syntactic structures whose verb is an infinitive.

Although

they are very common in popular speech, most grammar books
do not even mention them; there is no study extant which
deals with them exclusively or analyzes them as sentences;
and no accurate classification of them exists.
Studies which include infinitive sentences are of
two types:

(1)

those that do not consider them sentences

because the notion sentence requires a verb capable of
expressing person and number information; and (2)

those

that treat them as sentences but without analyzing them,
that is, without saying what makes them sentences or what
the requirements for sentencehood are.

In both types,

classification is arbitrary and idiosyncratic.
Two current analyses of these structures, one
structural and one generative, are shown to be inadequate

in accounting for them.

Under the structural analysis,

these sentences are treated as dependent structures whose
"marked n intonation permits them to function independently.
xii

xiii
As to the

gene~ative

analysis, it treats them as subordi-

nated structures whose embedding sentences -- either higher
performatives or reconstructed matrices based on discourse
-- are deleted.

Both analyses are shown to be ad hoc and

devoid of empirical content.
A study is needed that can determine whether these
structures are sentences and that can classify them
rigorously and precisely.
This dissertation offers a
syntactic-composition analysis.

(language-particular)

Proposing new definitions

for verb, sentence, and other related notions which are
free of the problems that have beset previous studies, it
shows'that infinitives

~

capable of expressing person,

number and other notions, and that infinitive sentences are
sentences.

It also classifies those sentences formally

by means of intonation -- and presents spectrographic
evidence demonstrating that they are grouped into discrete
classes on the basis of ptirely formal features.

The formal

classification shows that infinitive sentences are as
systematically related as are non-infinitives, thereby
achieving two important generalizations: a unified
treatment of all Spanish verbs and all Spanish sentences.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze
Spanish infinitive sentences in an insightful manner that
incorporates such structures into the more general pattern
of Spanish sentences.
Overview of Infinitive Sentences
In Spanish, an infinitive sentence is an independent syntactic structure whose main verb (i.e., the
element organizing all the arguments, or the only verb
present, or the leftmost verb in a verbal sequence) is an
infinitive.

These structures are independent in that they

are not the objects of prepositions, do not function as
subjects or complements to other sentences, and may, themselves, embed other structures.

The following four exam-

pIes are typical:
(1)

MORIRse Franco e IRse todo para
to-die-~ Franco and to-go-~ everything to
1

abajo.
down
1. Henceforth, all infinitives which constitute the
main verb of the sentence will appear in capitals for ease
of identification.
1

---------

-----------

2

As soon as Franco died, everything went
2

to pot.
(2)

iJUGARte la pasta de esa manera!
to-gamble-yourself the dough in that manner
How could you gamble your money that way!

(3)

lHUMILLARse ~se? iNi SONARlo!
to-humble-himself that-one not to-dream-it
What, him humble himself?
of it!

(4)

Don't even dream

No DARle dinero a este sujeto.
not to-give-to-him money to this subject
Don't give this guy any money.

Infinitive sentences have been described at various
3

times,

but have never been the exclusive subject of any

individual study.

Yet they are deserving of analysis; they

2. All English translations are mine.
It has not
always been possible to render these data into idiomatic
English or to preserve their popular flavor.
Sometimes an
English gloss will sound so stilted with an infinitive that
another form must be used.
To counteract the inadequacy of
the English translations, literal translations are given
below each Spanish sentence.
3. The earliest descriptions seem to be two mentioned by Wilfred A. Beardsley (1921:84-5): Friedrich C.
Diez, Grammaire des Langues Romanes, 3 vols. (Paris: 18741876) and Wilhelm Meyer-LUbke, Grammaire des Langues
Romanes V. VIII (Paris: 1890-1906). Subsequent ones include Alf Lombard's L'infinitif de narration dans les langues romanes. Etude historique (Uppsala: 1963). These
studies, however, are by romanists and refer to all of the
romance languages, not just Spanish; as Gonzalez Muela
states, there is no extant "work especially for Spanish"
(1954:108).

3

are neither marginal nor newcomers to the language.

Hernanz

Carb6 writes that, "Although, at first glance, [infinitive
sentences]

seem to constitute a very residual class of

sentences, they present, in reality, a relatively wide range
4
of possibilities; ••• " (1982:368).
Some types of infinitive
5
sentences go all the way back to Latin,
and all can be
6
attested as far back as the XIII Century.
Moreover, infinitive sentences

are very colorful, the spice

4. All quotes which appear in Spanish in their
source will appear in English throughout this study. All
translations are mine.
5. Vicente Garcia de Diego (1951:330) quotes this
exclamative infinitive sentence from Virgil: iMene incepto
DESISTERE victaml (Aeneid, I, 37). Elcock (1971:112) mentions that the early comic writers in Latin often employed
the infinitive colloquially in exclamatory or imperative
phrases, which explains, in his view, the syntax of modern
official prohibitions. He illustrates with one example for
Italian, Non SPUTARE nella carroza 'No spitting in the car'
and one from French, Ne pas MARCHER sur Ie gazon 'No walking
on the grass'.
6. Beardsley (1921:85-6) quotes various infinitive
sentences from Berceo, a XIII Century writer: imperatives
from the Libro de Alixandre 2435 and from Sacrificio 75, a
narrative infinitive from Milagros de Nuestra Senora 889,
and an exclamative infinitive from EI duelo que hizo la
Virgen Maria el dia de la Pasi6n de su hijo Jesucristo 17890; Garcia de Diego (1951:330) quotes an interrogative infinitive sentence from Don Quijote de la Mancha I, 4 and
narrative infinitive sentences from F. GonzAlez (XIII Century); and Hayward Keniston (1937:535-44) quotes examples of
imperative, exclamative and narrative infinitives from XVI
Century prose.

4

of dialogue: " ••• the independent infinitive can be used in
lively discourse, to give rapid orders, summon help, etc."
(Beardsley

1921:85)~

"The infinitive is sometimes used to

formulate a vehement negation, explicit or implicit, ••• " and
"The narrative or descriptive infinitive abounds ••• in
vehement expressions of the popular tongue" (Garcia de Diego
1951:330)~

and "The general impression that this infinitive

construction produces is that of an animated picture" (Molho
II 1975:689).

Some types of infinitive sentences, such as

the ones generally called exclamatives, occur mainly in dialogue, and few informal conversations would be complete
without them.

Others, such as imperatives, are used in

public signs.

The most important reason, however, why in-

finitive sentences should be studied is that they present
linguistically interesting problems.
The analysis presented here has been undertaken both
for the intrinsic value of infinitive sentences for linguistic theory and for the contribution it can make to the
literature on infinitives in Spanish.
Data and Methodology
Data
The 575 infinitive sentences (see Appendix A) which
form the basis of this analysis were gathered primarily in
Spain during the summer of 1984.

They have four sources:

- - - - - ---

---------------

5
1.

Theatrical works, both texts and live performan-

ces; the live performances were taped and were transcribed
the following day.
2.

Printed signs and instructions in public places

such as subways, telephone booths, museums, streets, vending
machines, business establishments, etc.
3.

Conversations, either overheard or in which I

participated.
4.

Printed materials, such as newspapers,

magazines, novels, short stories, cookbooks, etc.
Methodology
It is necessary to explain why a closed corpus was
used. Since I am a native speaker of Spanish, many would
argue that my data base is really all the sentences I can
produce, that is, infinite.

The reason I have chosen to use

a closed corpus has to do with two facts. First, there is a
prescriptive perception of command infinitives as limited to
colloquial, careless speech, a perception clearly not based
in reality: "The infinitive is also used as an imperative,
especially in the spoken language •••• " (Gili Gaya 1983:55);
"The infinitive is also sometimes used in colloquial, careless speech, to exhort, command or prohibit •••• " (RAE
1982:362); and "[The infinitive as a command] ••• is considered a vulgarism" (Alcina Franch and Blecua 1982:747).

6

The command infinitive is thus made to sound as a vulgar
deviation from the norm when, in reality, there is a very
good syntactic reason for its existence in Spanish, as the
analysis in Chapter IV will show:

the infinitive's propos i-

tional basis can be the same as that of the imperative or
the subjunctive and is what licenses its command function.
The command infinitive is not only not vulgar, but
7

it also has the respectability of both diachronic
synchronic usage.
spread.

and

Currently, its usage in Spain is wide-

It is used by newspapers and magazines. It is heard

on the radio, on television and in movies.
of choice for signs everywhere:

It is the form

in parks, theaters, public

telephones, subways, airplanes, highways and streets.

In-

finitives are used for the instructions on vending machines,
do-it-yourself kits, recipe books, laundromats, and such.
Most important, speakers use them constantly.

If the stan-

dard can be defined in terms of custom and the general
consent of speakers (to which the command infinitive's widespread usage attests), then this form is standard.
The misconception about the command infinitive's
vulgarity could not have been cleared up without empirical
evidence.
7. As stated before, the command infinitive can
trace its ancestry all the way back to colloquial Latin
(Elcock 1971:112).

7

The second reason for my use of a closed corpus is
that, although I am a native speaker of Spanish, I cannot
produce the type of sentence which I will term

enunciative~

Enunciative sentences, one of the major types, do not occur
in my dialect and I therefore cannot construct grammatical
examples.
Enunciatives are assertions; their propositional
basis is satisfied, since they correspond to the way the
world is (Steele et al. 1981:170).

The following sentence

is an example:
(5)

Se van el domingo para alIA. El
they-go the Sunday for there the

~

lunes ESTARse alIi, HABLAR y ARREGLAR
Monday to-be-~ there to-talk and to-fix
las cosas.
the things
They are leaving Sunday to go there.
On Monday they'll stay there, they'll
talk, and they'll patch things up.
This type of sentence, which asserts and uses an
infinitive, is impossible for me to produce.

Dialects of

Spanish differ on the possibilities available to infinitive
sentences.

I selected the dialect which, to the best of my

knowledge, has the most extensive possibilities:

Castilian,

8

the dialect which is spoken in the center and North of
Spain.

Speakers of American dialects of Spanish do not use

enunciatives, as far as I have been able to ascertain.

In

fact, even infinitive commands are rather rare in American
Spanish, being mostly confined to public signs of prohibition such as No estacionar

'No parking', No pisar el

'No stepping on the grass', etc.

c~sped

Thus, in order to insure

the grammaticality of the data, it was necessary to obtain
them from the native speakers who use them.
Justification for the Use of a Corpus.

Since lin-

guistics is a descriptive science, there is really nothing
reprehensible about using data that have been attested in
the usage of native speakers.
procedure early linguists used.

In fact, this was exactly the
The aim in generative gram-

mar, however, unlike that of structural linguistics, is not
merely to describe the corpus.

In generative grammar, the

data being described and classified are analyzed only incidentally, " ••• by 'projecting' them onto the indefinitely
large set of sentences that constitutes the language" (Lyons
1970:37).
corpus.

But such an aim does not exclude the use of a
Though I am working with a set of data which I

collected rather than my intuitions, my intention is to
extract from them rules that can account for an infinite
number of infinitive sentences.

9

Definitions
The definitions given in this section form the basis
for this analysis of infinitive sentences.

They are

language-particular.
It will be shown in Chapter II that the traditional
definitions of infinitive and sentence have been largely to
blame for ignoring infinitive sentences or for ad-hoc
analyses of them.

In this section, precise definitions of

verb, infinitive, sentence, and other related notions are
given.

These definitions are exempt from the problems posed

by previous ones as regards infinitive sentences.

They

neither relegate these structures to non-sentential status
(an obviously undesirable goal, since infinitive sentences
are very much a part of the Spanish language), nor do they
call for ad-hoc solutions if one opts for recognizing the
importance of infinitive sentences.
The definitions are the following:
Verb
A Spanish verb is a form composed of a base and a
compatible suffix from the list below, or the word ir Ito
gol, or one of a handful of suppletive forms which express
notions of per·son and number (among others) :

10
8

-a,

-e,
-0,

A

-As

8

-Vran

-~is

8
~

-Vras

-Vra

-Vrias
10

9

6

-Vrian
8

-is

-VrA

-Vste

-Abamos

-i

-oy

-Vr~

-VrAn

-~ramos

-ia

-rA

-aban

-VrAs

-ierais

-ad

-r~

-abas

-Vria

-Vramos

-aron

-abais

-Vremos

8

-Vs

-ed

8

-id

-Vn

-eran

-erais

-Vriais

-on

-aba

-eras

-ieran

-Vsteis

-An

-ois

-eron

-ieras

-i~ramos

-era

-iera

-ieron

-Vriamos

-i6

-ian

-omos

-iamos

-ar

-ias

-iais

-remos

-er

-rAn

-ir

-rAs

10

8

-VrAis
-Vmos

-Vr~is

Infinitive
An infinitive in Spanish is a verb ending in a
(compatible) suffix

-~,

-~,

or -ir from the above list, or

the word ir 'to go'.
8.

These suffixes take either a or e as the initial

vowel.
9. This and all other unnumbered suffixes beginning
with V take ~, e or i as the initial vowel.
10.
vowel.

These suffixes take either a or i as the initial

11

Sentence
A structure in a given language which may be used to
perform speech acts whose analysis depends on propositional
satisfaction conditions (Steele et ale 1981:169).

In

Spanish, every sentence type has a particular intonation
contour which distinguishes it form other types, as well as
from other linguistic units, such as clauses.
Proposition
In Spanish, intonation is the functor (Adjukiewicz
1967:209; this use of functor is an extension of Adjukiewicz's use) or element which maps from P (=proposition) to S
(=sentence); P itself is the result of a mapping by the
functor temporal element (=any one of the inflections from
the list under Verb above, from /p (=proposition radical);
and IP is the result of a mapping by the functor Jverb (=any
one of the base forms which may take suffixes from the list
under Verb above, or the base form of a suppletive form, or
the non-phonetic base for the verb ir 'to go'), from that
vverb's argument structure.

This (compositional) approach

to the notion proposition can be schematized as follows:
Functor
1.

{Verb

2.

Temporal element

3.

Intonation

Argument

Result

-----------> IF
(:P ---------------------------> P
P ----------------------------> S
Argument Structure

12

A proposition, then, is an abstraction, a sentence without
any intonation contour.
The Infinitive as an Argument Organizer.
sentences

All

contain an element that organizes the arguments.

In infinitive sentences, the main-verb infinitive contains
this element.

Thus, just as in a non-infinitive sentence

the finite verb can be said to fulfill the function of
argument organizer, the infinitive can be said to fulfill it
in an infinitive sentence.

This can be shown syntactically.

The argument structure for infinitives is identical to that
for tensed verbs.

Consider, for example, the following

pairs of sentences; the first one of each pair is tensed,
the second one has an infinitive:
(6)

Lanzaste sucesivamente las cinco bolas.
you-threw successively the five balls.
You threw the five balls in succession.

(7)

LANZAR sucesivamente las cinco bolas.
to-throw successively the five balls.
Throw the five balls in succession.

Both of these sentences would be equally ungrammatical if
the direct object which lanzar Ito throw' requires were
missing:
(8)

*Lanzaste sucesivamente.
You threw in succession.

(9)

*LANZAR sucesivamente.
Throw in succession.

13
In fact, the infinitive demands the same type and number of
arguments as any tensed main verb organizing a sentence:
(10)

No se sent6 aqul.
not se he-sat here
He didn't sit down here.

(11)
(12)

*No sent6 aqul.
not he-sat here
No SENTARse aqul.
not to-sit-se here
Don't sit here.

(13)

*No SENTAR aqul.
not to-sit here.

sentarse 'to sit down' is a reflexive verb which must (in
this meaning) be used with a reflexive particle.

In the

case of sentences (10) and (12) above, the reflexive se is
present and both are grammatical; in (11) and (13) se is
missing and both are bad.

To carry this illustration one

step further, consider poner 'to put', a verb which requires
both a direct object and a locative.

Sentence (14) below,

with a tensed verb and both arguments, is grammatical, as is
(17), a sentence with an infinitive and both arguments.

But

sentences (15) and (18), which are missing the locative, are
ungrammatical, as are (16) and (19), which are missing the
direct object:
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(14)

No pusimos el pie en el and~n.
not we-put the foot on the platform
We didn't put our feet on the platform.

(15)

*No pusimos el pie.
not we-put the foot
We didn't put our feet.

(16)

*No pusimos en el and~n.
not we-put on the platform
We didn't put on the platform.

(17)

No PONER el pie en el and~n.
not to-put the foot on the platform
Don't put your feet on the platform.

(18)

*No PONER e1 pie.
not to-put the foot
Don't put your feet.

(19)

*No PONER en e1 and~n.
not to-put on the platform
Don't put on the platform.

Sentences (6) to (19) demonstrate clearly the status
of the infinitive as containing the element whose argument
structure must be satisfied.

Syntactically, the infinitive

is in every respect the counterpart of a tensed verb in a
sentence.
Basic Premises and Aims
There are no extant works which deal with infinitive
sentences per
fill.

~,

a void which this dissertation seeks to
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Traditional grammar has not viewed infinitive sentences as sentences.

It has either ignored them totally or

accorded them non-sentential status.

Of studies that in-

clude infinitive sentences, not one deals with them exclusively; they are merely included as part of the range of
syntactic combinations into which the infinitive may enter.
All such studies are of two types:

(1)

those that make

mention of infinitive sentences, describe them, classify
them, and give examples, but do not analyze them, that is,
do not say why such structures are sentences, and (2) those
that do analyze

th8h~

but relegate them to the status of

phrases or clauses; these latter ones view all infinitives
as embedded structures and, as such, lacking syntactic independence.
For traditional grammar and for studies of type (2),
the problem has lain with their definition of sentence,
which ordinarily includes the requirement of a finite verb.
Such a condition excludes infinitive sentences out of hand.
For studies of type (1), the problem is one of deficiency.
They leave undecided the issue of the nature of the notion
sentence and the conditions for sentencehood.

The built-in

flaw of both types is an inability to offer a unified
account of all Spanish sentences.
There is yet another deficiency inherent in both
types of studies which, despite its importance, has never
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been addressed, and that is the lack of a means of classifying infinitive sentences in a principled manner.

Finite

sentences are classified (i.e., as declaratives, interrogatives, and so forth).

Infinitive sentences are merely

placed under various headings, but no criteria for the
groupings are given.

The bases for their classification are

purely semantic and they are never made precise; the classifications are often arbitrary, idiosyncratic, even.

Conse-

quently, there is a proliferation of categories and a tendency to misclassify: the selfsame sentence can be classified one way one day and a different way the next, depending on the classifier.
But surely the issue of classification -- when the
result of classifying is meaningful and revealing

is

central to the larger issue of analysis, since the
systematic relations obtaining within a group are based on
common properties whose nature and significance are the very
object of the analysis.

Insightful, precise classification

is thus crucial to any attempt to analyze.

Thus far, how-

ever, classification of infinitive sentences in this
exacting sense has never been undertaken.
Clearly, a study dealing with infinitive sentences
exclusively is long overdue.

Such a study should make

clear, once and for all, whether infinitive sentences are
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really sentences, and, if they are, it should give the
criteria by which the issue of sentencehood can be decided.
Further, it should classify infinitive sentences in such an
insightful fashion as to further refine the analysis which,
in turn, gives sUbstance to the classification.

Precise

classification and constrained categories automatically fall
out from such an approach.
This dissertation undertakes both these goals.
Using an approach based on the functor-argument notion of
syntactic composition, it is crucially different from previous analyses in that it is capable of showing (1) that
independent infinitive structures are sentences, and (2)
that not only do they fit neatly into the general scheme of
Spanish sentences, but they also playa key role in
providing a full picture of sentential facts.

The analysis

also provides a means of accurate classification:

since the

formal features of infinitive sentences, i.e., their intonation, are central to the analysis, sentence classification as a function of intonation is an automatic consequence.

The resulting classification, being formal, is

rigorous and precise.
The analysis offered here is not only viable, but
also elegant.

Moreover, being compositional, it sheds light

on compositionality itself by testing it empirically.
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Organization
Chapter I has included all basic issues: an overview
of infinitive sentences, the data and methodology, the definitions to be employed, and the basic premises and aims.
Chapter II provides a review of the literatur.e.

Chapter III

deals with classification, both non-instrumental and instrumental.

Finally, Chapter IV presents the analysis and

offers some conclusions.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
As previously stated, there are no studies extant
that deal with infinitive sentences exclusively, but a review of the literature reveals two major sources of information on the treatment infinitive sentences receive.

These

sources are (1) traditional grammar, and (2) studies that
include, but do not focus on, infinitive sentences.

Both

are explored in this chapter, which is organized as follows:
Section 1 presents the analyses (or lack of them) of the
most important grammarians.

Section 2 briefly mentions the

studies that have called infinitive sentences "sentences",
but have not analyzed them.

Section 3 presents and rejects

as inadequate two current analyses which deny these structures sentential status.

Section 4 summarizes.

Infinitive Sentences in Traditional Grammar
Though infinitive sentences are very much a part of
the Spanish language, most grammar books do not even mention
them.
ces.

Those that include them do not consider them sentenIt would be tedious and superfluous to mention in-

dividuailyevery tradiiional grammar~an since the XVIII
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Century and to repeat what each said about the infinitive,
so

only those grammarians considered the most important and

having the greatest impact on grammatical theory, both in
Spain and Latin America, will be specifically mentioned.
This section is thus an overview of the treatment of infinitive sentences in general since the

XVIII Century up to the

present.
Infinitive sentences have not fared well in traditional grammare
them.

The earliest grammar books do not mention

The Real Academia Espaftola ("RAE"), for example, does

not include them in its 1771 edition or subsequent ones.

In

fact, except for imperative infinitive sentences like (4) in
Chapter I, it does not incorporate them even now in its
present (1982) edition.

Bello (1853), Lenz (1920), and

Alonso and Henr!quez-Urefta (1962) do not study them either.
Of those grammarians who do mention them, two (Gili Gaya
1983 and Alcina Franch and Blecua 1982) say they are not
sentences.

Only one (HernAndez Alonso 1982) calls them

sentences, but he does not analyze them.
All along, the point of controversy has been the
nature of the infinitive, which has run the gamut from being
considered a noun tv being considered neither a verb nor a
noun.

The infinitive is said to be unable to express, by

itself, such notions as tense, person and

~timber.

The

problem, then, is the perceived nature of the infinitive
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versus the characterization sentence, whose definition
generally includes the requirement of a verb conjugated in
personal form, that is, having an inflection that expresses
tense, person and number (Bello 1981:151, 271; Gili Gaya
1983:22; Alcina Franch and Blecua 1982:847).
The Supposed Nature of the Infinitive
The cause of some grammarians'

(Bello 1981, Lenz

1920, and others, all following Bello) classifying the infinitive as a noun has lain in the definitions of verb and
infinitive they give:

"The verb is, then, a word that de-

notes the attribute of the proposition, expressing both the
number and person of the subject and the tense of the
attribute" (Bello 1981:151); "The infinitive is a sUbstantive verbal derivative" (Bello 1981:313) and"
[the infinitive]

though

••• is not a verb, it is the name with

which we refer to the verb" (Bello 1981:316); "Infinitives
••• are mere abstract substantives

[which lack] all the

specific characteristics of the verb:

the infinitive does

not include the expression of the person of the subject,
does not corrsspond to any tense ••• its abstract meaning
makes it adequate as 'name' of the verb" (Lenz 1920:375).
Calling the infinitive a noun is the most radical
view of its nature and the most difficult one to maintain.
Bello's analysis, on the grounds of the infinitive's ability

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.--------

--
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to perform all "substantive functions such as subject,
11
predicate and object" (Bello 1981:314)"
is the result of
conflating functional and morphological categories.

It is·

true that infinitives can function as subjects, predicates
or objects, but so can clauses, without becoming
(morphological) nouns thereby.

Bello's analysis has already

been successfully refuted. But Bello's initial misclassification of the infinitive has led others to equally bad
analyses.

Cuervo, for example, after cogently defending the

infinitive's verbal nature, concluded that the infinitive
could not be "definitely classified either with nouns or
with verbs ••• " 1950:111), thereby defining it privatively.
others' (Gili Gaya 1983:187, RAE 1982:483) have espoused the
analysis of the infinitive as both a verb and a noun.
say that

~he

Most

infinitive is "the name of the verb" (Bello

1981:316, Lenz 1920:375, Gili Gaya 1983:186, RAE 1982:483),
rather than a verb itself.

Even Alcina Franch and Blecua,

who classify the infinitive primarily as a verb (1982:741),
add that when the infinitive functions nominally, its
"behavior as a primary term (substantive) and a secondary
one (verb)
subject

••• is reflected in the absence or presence of a

••• "

(1982:743).

11. This analysis was first offered in the midNineteenth Century, a fact which gives some idea of the
impact Bello has had, and continues to have, on Spanish
grammatical theory.
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By the definition of "verbs" given in Chapter I
(forms composed of a base and a compatible suffix of a
particular type), infinitives are, of course, verbs and not
nouns.

But inflections are not all that unify finite verbs

and infinitives.

Morphosyntactic patterns also apply to

both equally. It is well known, for example, that verbs in
Spanish may take clitics as their (direct- and indirectobject and reflexive) arguments.

Infinitives, no less than

finite verbs, may do the same, even when they perform "substantive functions such as subject •••

[and) predicate"

(Bello 1981:314), as in the two examples below:
(20)

El DECIRmelo tu me molest6.
the to-say-to-me-it you to-me it-bothered
Your saying it to me bothered me.

(21)

Lo mejor es LEVANTARse temprano.
it best it-is to-get-up-~ early
It's best to get up early.

In sentence (20), the infinitive decir 'to say' performs the
substantive function of subject and takes the dative clitic
me 'to me' and the accusative clitic 10 ' i t ' .

In (21),

levantar 'to get up' performs the function of predicate to
the copula

~

'is' and takes the reflexive clitic 'oneself'.

In these sentences, the infinitives, though functioning
substantivally, display morphosyntactic features which are
the exclusive property of verbs: they permit cliticization
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of their arguments, something no noun can do.

The funda-

mental contrast between infinitives and nouns, then, is the
ability of the former, as a class, to take clitics.

These

were precisely the grounds used by Cuervo (1950:102-11) and
Isaza Calder6n (1967:217-22) for refuting Bello's analysis
of infinitives as nouns, and they constitute the infinitive's "distinctive characteristic of its verbal condition"
(Isaza Calder6n 1967:219).

And, they are incontestable

evidence of the internal consistency of infinitives and
finite verbs as a class.
The Infinitive as a Verb and its Interaction with the Notion
Sentence
Some grammarians, like the RAE and Gili Gaya, have
analyzed the infinitive as at least partially a verb;
others, like Alcina Franch and Blecua, as only a verb.

But

all, without exception, have said the infinitive is a nonpersonal verb, that is, one that cannot express such notions
12. Notice that this is not tantamount to saying
that nouns may never take arguments. Just as there are
adjectives that have associated arguments (e.g., fAcil
'easy', diflcil 'hard', which, in the Spanish equivalent of
tough sentences, take a prepositional phrase as an
argument), there are some nouns which also take arguments.
Trato 'treatment', for example, must take an adjective:

(a)

Juan me dio un trato inhumano.
Juan gave me inhuman treatment.

(b)

*Juan me dio un trato.
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as person and number ("P/N").

This analysis offers no

problems for embedded infinitives, since they are controlled
by the matrix verb.

It does present a problem for infini-.

tives in sentences.
For those who analyze the infinitive as a noun, the
definition of sentence makes no

difference~

they have no way

of analyzing "noun" sentences, so their only option is to
ignore them, and ignore them 'they do.

But for grammarians

who analyze the infinitive as a verb, the problem lies in
their definition of sentence interacting with what they consider the nature of the infinitive to be:

a verb un-

inflected for P/N.
The RAE has two definfitions of sentence, one of
which could accommodate infinitive sentences:

"Sentence is

the smallest unit of complete sense in itself in which real
language is divided"

(1982:350)~

"complete sense" is defined

as "enunciations (affirmative or negative), questions,
wishes or commands" (1982:349).

This definition could, of

course, include infinitive sentences, but since the RAE does
not give examples of infinitive sentences and does not even
mention them, it seems that it designed this definition to
account for what it calls "unimember sentences".

As ex-

amples of such "unimember sentences", the RAE mentions
weather sentences such as Llueve 'it is raining' or such
verbless expressions as

Adi6s! 'Good-bye!', which the RAE

--------------------------------

.....

_-.-._._--_.

--
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treats as sentences.

The RAE's second definition, which it

claims "does not contradict the wider definition we have
given above" (1982:352), is as follows:

" ••• a syntactic

form that expresses the relation between subject and predicate" (1982:352).

This definition does exclude infinitive

sentences: since the infinitive is considered not to include

PIN, it follows, on this analysis, that it could not express
the relation between subject and predicate.
Alonso and Henriquez-urena also face the same problem. They state that "for that reason [i.e., that it lacks

PIN inflections, the infinitive] cannot ••. form sentences
properly defined, that is, those that are sentences at once
because of their meaning and their form: it can only figure
in subordinated propositions" (1962:150).

Their definition

of sentence excludes infinitive sentences, and they wisely
make no mention of their existence.
Alcina Franch and Blecua's definition of sentence
states clearly that a verb conjugated in personal form is
required.

Structures used in discourse which do not meet

this criterion, such as Si 'Yes', are called "phrases"
(1982:847).

Their definition of sentence also excludes

infinitive sentences.

These grammarians do describe infini-

tive sentences, but avoid characterizing them as such by
means of an ad hoc solution:

infinitive sentences are

analyzed as a subtype of phrase called "bimember structure"
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(1982:1195), a category that has the inconvenience of
lumping together very diverse structures: Prohibido el paso
"Entrance prohibited', which is a participial

phrase~

Adelante, senor Fago, y no DESMAYAR 'Come in, Mr. Fago, and
do not be dismayed', which is an infinitive

sentence~

and

Jugador lanzando golpe de castigo 'Player making a master
play', whjch is a gerundive

phrase~

etc.

(1982:1195).

Gili Gaya's definition of sentence likewise includes
the requirement of a verb conjugated in personal form
(1983:22).

He mentions specifically that the infinitive,

not being a personal form of the verb, cannot form sentences
(1983:220).

Like Alcina Franch and Blecua, Gili Gaya also

describes infinitive sentences, but avoids ad hoc solutions
by simply contradicting himself:

"In exclamative, in-

terrogative and exhortative sentences, infinitives replace
other tenses"

(1983:191~

emphasis added).

The analysis of the infinitive as a form that does
not express PiN, interacting with definitions of sentence
that require PIN in the verb, leads to bizarre results:

The

RAE and Alonso and Henriquez-Urena opt for ignoring the existence of infinitive
sort to an ad hoc

sentences~

solution~

trap of contradiction.
generalizations:

Alcina Franch and Blecua re-

and Gili Gaya falls into the

All lose out on two important

the possibility of.treating all verbs and

all sentences in a unified manner.
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Conclusions
Infinitive sentences in traditional grammar have
been either ignored

o~

denied sentential status.

The

fore~

going overview of analyses of the infinitive and sentence
definitions shows that traditional grammar has not yet
satisfactorily answered at least three questions:
1.

Are those structures whose main verb is an in-

finitive and which function independently sentences or not?
2.

If they are not, which of the necessary and

sufficient conditions for sentencehood do they lack? .
3.

If they are, what formal characteristics do they

have that make them sentences?
In this dissertation, these basic questions have
already been partially addressed by the definitions in Chapter I.

The undertakings of Chapters III and IV will be to

give substance and refinement to those definitions.
Studies Which Include Infinitive Sentences
Extant studies which include infinitive sentences
(Garcia de Diego 1951:329-331; Keniston 1937:235 and
1939:543-4; Beardsley 1921:84-6; Hernandez Alonso 1982:27980; GonzAlez Muela 1954:108-19) have tended to be descriptive rather than analytic.

They do little more than mention

infinitive sentences and give a few examples;
them in terms of their sentencehood.

none looks at

None says, for
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example, what makes these structures sentences;
accept them as such without further ado.

all simply

These studies will

be explored in more detail in Chapter III.
Two Current Analyses
Unlike the studies mentioned in Section 2 above,
Skydsgaard and Hernanz Carb6 do offer analyses of infinitive
sentences, but both works are fatally flawed.

Both reach

similar conclusions, but by such different paths as to
warrant separate treatment.
Skydsgaard.

In La combinaci6n sintActica del in-

finitivo en espanol (1977), Skydsgaard explores the syntactic combinations into which an infinitive may enter.

He

thus deals with the full range of structures which may have
infinitives, not just with infinitive sentences.

His analy-

sis of infinitive sentences is found in Volume II, pages
1125-29, and the pertinent data are on pages 1130-34.

The

data are taken from contemporary Spanish literature.
The theoretical bases of this work are inherently
structural, not generative; as such, this analysis has great
descriptive value but lacks real explanatory power.
Skydsgaard's point of departure is that infinitives
have no syntactic independence but are subordinated to a
finite verb (1977:13-4, 1125-7, et passim).

As to infini-

tives in independent structures, he does not consider them'

,,.
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sentences, as a sentence must have a finite verb (1977:21).
He analyzes independent infinitive structures as having a
marked intonation (which he calls "elliptical intonation").
which overrides the syntactic requirement of a finite verb
and licenses these structures to function independently
(1977:1125-7).
Skydsgaard distinguishes between the intonation of
assertive sentences, which he says is unmarked, and that of
interrogatives, volitives (=exhortatives), and emotionals
(=exclamatives), which have what he terms "elliptical" intonation (1977:1127).

In other words, he localizes the
. .I

difference between sentences and non-sentences to two
characteristics, unmarked intonation (versus marked) and the
presence of a finite verb (versus its absence).

These two

features give us the following four logical possibilities:
1. [+unmarked intonati0rl]

+fini te verb

J

3. [-Unmarked intonationl
-finite verb

2.

J

f-unmarked intonatio~
L+ f ini te verb

4.

J

runmarked intonatio~

~finite

verb

J

Feature bundles 1 and 2 are the characteristics of
sentences with a finite verb.
marked assertives

Feature bundle 1 covers un-

because "An unmarked intonation is domi-

nated by, and deduced from, the syntax" (1977:1125).
Feature bundle 2 covers "marked" assertions, because

,
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"constructions in the first and second person, in dialogue,
and in colloquial situations are susceptible to passing from
an unmarked to a

[marked intonation]" (1977:1125).

Why

first and second persons should be crucial is not at all
clear.

Feature bundle 2 also covers interrogatives and

exclamatives, because "[marked] intonation covers the area
of interrogative, volitive and emotional situations"
(1977:1125).

Feature bundle 3 covers all infinitive

structures with a marked intonation which, though they are
not sentences for lack of a finite verb (1977:21), can
function independently because of their "elliptical" intonation.
The catch is that, on Skydsgaard's analysis, objects
covered by feature bundle 4 are predicted not to exist; they
contain neither the finite verb which would insure syntactic
independence nor the marked intonation that would override
such a syntactic requirement, assuming Skydsgaard's analysis
of tensed assertions having "unmarked" intonation.

But

structures subsumed under feature bundle 4 do exist, as the
following two examples show:
(22)

Vas a tener cantidad de trabajo. Nada
you-go to to-have quantity of work
mAs REGRESAR y PONERte a escribir, dno?
nothing more to-return and to-put-yourself
to to-write no
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You're going to have lots of work.

You're

going to start writing as soon as you
return, aren't you?

(23)

iQu~ comida mAs rica!
T6 Ie dirAs a tu
what food more rich you to-him you-will-say

marido: IR a la Ballesta, IR
husband: to-go to the Ballesta to-go
al Puebla y COMER Y BEBER buen
to-the Puebla and to-eat and to-drink good
vino.
wine
What a good dinner!

You'll say to your

husband: I went to the Ballesta, I went to
the Puebla, and I ate and I drank good wine.
These are the infinitive sentences I will term enunciatives.
They have both a finite verb and what Skydsgaard calls "unmarked" intonation.

To sum up, Skydsgaard does not analyze

independent infinitive structures as sentences, but as
structures that can be made independent by a marked intonation.

His analysis is wrong, since it makes a prediction

which is empirically falsifiable.
Hernanz Carb6.

Hernanz Carb6 analyzes infinitive

sentences in El infinitivo en espanol (1982).

This work is

a doctoral dissertation defended in 1978 and is analytical
in nature.
tives.

Its scope, like Skydsgaard's, is all infini-

Infinitive sentences are analyzed on pages 367-426.
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The analysis takes Extended Standard Theory ("EST")
as its basic reference point and was therefore already
somewhat dated at the time of publication.

It does not take

into consideration some of the developments and consequences
inherent in Chomsky's Government and Binding ("GB") Theory,
something the author recognizes and mentions in the Introduction (1982:6-7).

Its main flaw lies not so much in its

theoretical paradigm as in its treatment of all infinitives
as embedded structures.

Such an analysis is unsuitable for

independent infinitives, since the only way of accounting
for them is by means of an embedding sentence which is
elided -- the ellipsis solution.
The Ellipsis Solution
Probably the most debated question posed by infinitive sentences is whether these structures are truly
independent or whether they are subordinated by embedding
structures which are then deleted.

The question has been

posed by philologists and linguists with respect to the
Romance languages in general (Diez, Grammaire des Langues
Romanes, 1874-76; Meyer-LUbke, Grammaire des Langues
Romanes, 1890-1906; Lombard, L'infinitif de narration
dans les langues romanes, 1936; and subsequent ones), as
well as with regard to French, Italian, Portuguese and
Spanish individually (Beardsley 1921~85-7).

For Spanish,
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the ellipsis solution has been partially adopted by GonzAlez
Muela (1954:111-9) and totally embraced by Hernanz Carb6
(1982:367-426) •
In the analysis of infinitive sentences, ellipsis
Inay be of two types.

There may be deletion of (abstract)

subordinating sentences or of reconstructed matrices.

Ab-

stract-sentence deletion is posited for independent infinitive sentences such as exclamatives, interrogatives,
commands and some enunciatives (GonAzlez Muela 1954:112;
Hernanz Carb6 1982:377-408).

The deletion of reconstructed

matrices is posited for what has been termed infinitives
dependent on a previous linguistic context (GonzAlez Muela
1954:113-4; Hernanz Carb6 371-376).

This second type of

ellipsis, also called general ellipsis, is for infinitive
sentences "whose interpretation entails the mental reconstruction of a compound [sic] sentence which contains the
infinitive proposition as an integral part of itself"
(Hernanz Carb6 1982:374).

The "mentally reconstructed"

embedding sentence is deleted.

Both types of ellipsis are

problematic.
Abstract Sentence Deletion.

The notion that (ab-

stract) higher sentences may subordinate lower ones to
impart to them a certain modal or semantic hue is not new.
Bello first posited such abstract matrices for
desideratives in 1853.

comma~as

and

Other Hispanic grammarians followed
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suit.

Of more recent vintage are the analyses advanced by

Robin Lakoff (1968), J. R. Ross (1969), and Jerrold M.
Sadock (1974).

They all have roughly the same idea:

the

embedding sentence has a first-person subject, a secondperson object, and a performative verb of communication such
as declare, affirm, ask, request, command, etc.

This ab-

stract sentence, which is deleted at some point in the
derivation, subordinates the lower one, imbuing it with
whatever modal and/or semantic content the higher verb had,
so that the surface sentence winds up being a declarative, a
question, a command, a request, etc.

This analysis, at

first blush, appears to be particularly suitable for infinitive sentences.

Since infinitives per

~

are thought to be

unmarked for tense and modality, appeal to a higher sentence
which is so marked can explain the modal and/or semantic
character of infinitive sentences such as commands, exclamatives, interrogatives and enunciatives.

The abstract-

sentence analysis has problems, however, one being the
matter of its logical entailments, the other its ad hoc
nature.
Logical Entailments.

Sentences with abstract ma-

trices have different propositional bases, and consequently
different logical entailments, frow. sentences without.
command sentence like

A
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(24)

SALIR.
to-go-out
Leave.

has a propositional basis which is "incomplete and responsible to deed"

(Steele et ale 1981:170), that is, its

propositional satisfaction conditions arenlt satisfied until
the order is carried out by the hearer(s).

By contrast, a

sentence like
(25)

Te ordeno salir.
to-you I-order to-go-out
}
I order
{ 11m ordering

you to leave.

has a propositional basis which is complete and responsible
to fact.

This sentence entails merely that the speaker

utter it in order for its propositional satisfaction
conditions to be satisfied.
The Ad Hoc Nature of Abstract Sentences
The ad hoc nature of the abstract-sentence analysis
becomes evident when

a~plied

to infinitive sentences.

Hernanz Carb6 1s analysis of "optative infinitives" and
"modal interrogatives" is instructive.

(26)

For a sentence like

iAh, SER joven!
oh to-be young
Oh, to be young!

Hernanz Carb6 (1982:392-5) posits a verb of wishing such as
desear Ito wish l as embedding the surface structure.

But
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since all abstract verbs have non-abstract counterparts,
Hernanz Carb6 must deal with the problem that sentence (26)
above does not receive the same interpretation (i.e., nonexclamatory) as the paraphrase with the non-abstract verb:
13
(27)
Yo deseo ser joven.
I I-wish to-be young
I

want to be young.

Hernanz Carb6 deals with the problem by positing yet
another higher abstract sentence, a

(+Exclamative)

(1982:395) which embeds the infinitive sentence.

Sentence

(28) below illustrates what the deep structure of sentence

(26) would presumably look like before wholesale deletion of
the abstract sentences t3Kes place:

28/S1

1

I

+Verb
+Abstract
+Exclamative

to be
13. The fact that in this sentence the subject is
coreferent with the subject of the embedded infinitive is an
added problem, since abstract embedding verbs call for a
second-person object. Although not irrelevant to the ad hoc
nature of the higher-sentence analysis, this problem is beyond the scope of the present discussion.
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For the sentence
(29)

tC6mo EXPLICARle el que la antigua criada
how to-explain-to-him the that the former
criada se sentara a la mesa a comer con
maid se would-sit to the table to-eat with
los de casa?
them of house
How to explain to him that the former maid
would sit at the table to eat with the
family?

she similarly posits two abstract subordinating sentences,
one to carry the illocutionary force of the question, and
14
the other one (with a [+Pro, +Indef.J subject)
with the
(abstract) verb poder 'to be able to'.

There is a third

(non-abstract) sentence with the verb explicar 'to explain'
and the adverbial of manner de que manera 'in what way'
(=c6mo 'how'), and, finally, the infinitive sentence
embedded by explicar as its object.

The deep structure

looks like (30) below (after raising-to-subject has
applied)

(Hernanz Carb6 1982:390):

14. Again, the ad hoc nature of this analysis is
apparent. Strictly speaking, higher abstract verbs always
have a first-person subject. Again, such a problem is
beyond the scope of this study.
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(30 )

P

I

+Ab!tr.
G"POderj
"to-be-able-to'

v
eXPlical
'to-explain'
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I

jzp

;(~

NP

J

P

NP

I'
'0'

~e~l:-==q~u:":"e-::-"l"l-=a~a~n~t~l.!""g~u~a~c~r~l.~a~a

'that the former maid'

~l

'him'

P

I

de
'in'

~I~

qu~

'what'

f

maner a
'manner'

The analyses proposed in (28) and (30) above suggest
that there is no limit to the number and type of abstract
structures that may be posited to account for any type of
15
sentence.
Carried to its logical conclusion, this
15.
In this connection, note Ross's stipulation
that "every deep structure contains one and only one performative in its highest clause" (1969:261). Fraser refutes the
higher-performative analysis precisely on the grounds that
many sentences carry illocutionary-force multiplicity
(1974:3, 6, 7).
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type of analysis would lead to individual rules for
individual sentences.

Hence, the proposal has no empirical

content.
Deletion of Reconstructed Matrices
This type of ellipsis is just as problematic as the
foregoing one. According to this theory, infinitive sentences dependent on a previous linguistic context are independent only in their surface structure

("SS")~

in deep

structure ("DS"), they correspond to hypotactic propositions
whose matrix is reconstructed from information contained in
previous strings in the discourse (Hernanz Carb6 1982:374).
To

de~ive

the SS, an optional deletion rule of "general

ellipsis" applies to the OS string, yielding an SS "fragment" whose verb is an infinitive. Hernanz Carb6 (1982:3745) gives the following example:
"(53c)

-tQu~ ha prometido el Gobierno
what it-has promised the government

a los trabajadores en paro?
to the workers on stop
What has the Government promised laid-off
workers?
- MEJORAR el seguro de desempleo.
to improve the insurance of unemployment
To improve unemployment insurance."
The OS of the S5 "fragment" immediately above is said to be
the following (Hernanz Carb6 1982:374):
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" (62)

[NP e1 Gobiernq
the government
[NP

[S

[VP
ha prometido
has promised

el Gobiern~
mejorar el seguro de
the government to-improve the insurance

desempleo]] [PP a los trabajadores en paro]]]"
of unemployment
to the workers on stop
The application of the (optional) rule of "general ellipsis"
to the DS string above (after EQUI and infinitive formation,
of course) yields the SS of (53c):
"(53c) MEJORAR el seguro de desempleo."
Under the theory of general ellipsis, on1y complete
sentences have "a fixed number of semantic interpretations"
(Hernanz Carb6 1982:373), whereas "fragments" are infinitely
ambiguous if they are separated from their context.

For

example, the fragment
(31) Watch Dolly Parton.
is ambiguous unless the preceding context is taken into
account.

Thus,

(31)

loses its ambiguity when it is analyzed

together with a preceding sentence, for example one of the
list below:
(32) a. Guess what I'm gonna do tonight.
b. Name one thing the Pope won't do.
c. And then he said that instead of being with
me, he'd rather
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Since structures like (31) above present obstacles to a
theory of analysis within the limits of the sentence, the
general ellipsis theory, which takes discourse into account,
has been advanced to deal with them (Hernanz Carb6 1982:
373-4).
But General ellipsis has two major problems:

(1)

reconstruction can be ambiguous or impossible, and (2) the
principle of recoverability is violated.

Each will be dealt

with individually, though they are obviously related.
Ambiguity or Impossibilility of Reconstruction.

In

my data, those sentences which are similar to the ones
Hernanz Carb6 classifies as elliptical turned out to be of
two major types, as follows:
1.

Type I. Reconstruction is unambiguous.

The

"elided" material, a tensed verb with or without other
lexical items such as clitics, is perfectly clear:
(33)

-Deberias decirselo a Luisa.
you-should tell-it-to-her to Luisa.
You should tell Luisa about it.

-No.
No.
-[Deberias] PREPARARLa.
[you-should] to-prepare-her
[You should] prepare her.
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(34)

-Est! mintiendo. Usted es un quijote.
you-are lying you you-are a quijote
Seria capaz de sacrificarse por una
you-would-be capable of to-sacrificegallina. Le gusta.
yourself for a chicken to-you it-pleases
You're lying.

You're a quijote. You'd be

capable of sacrificing yourself for a
chicken.

You like it.

-tLa gallina?
the chicken
Chicken?
-[No. Le gusta]
SACRIFICARse.
[no to-you it-pleases] to-sacrifice-yourself
[No. You like]

To sacrifiCe}
{

yourself.

Sacrificing

(The material in brackets represents what was supposedly
elided.)
The other type of ellipsis is the following:
2.
impossible.
A.

Type II.

Reconstruction is ambiguous or

There are two subtypes of this ellipsis:
The elided material consists of a few

reconstruction is ambiguous:

words~
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(35)

-iA mi no me toque!
to me not me touch
Don't you touch me!
-TOCARte, no. iCLAVARte en el suelo
to-touch-you no to-nail-you in the ground
si das un paso m~s!
if you-give one step more
I'm not just going to touch you.

I'm going

to nail you to the ground if you take one
more step!
In sentence (35), no one, probably not even the
speaker who uttered the infinitive sentences, could say with
certainty just what the elided words were; reconstruction
can be achieved in many ways, as in the following examples:
(36)

Simplemente

Lo que
es
Voy a

No voy a

har~

OCARte, no.
No quiero

Te prometo

Solamente

Pienso

Simply

What I'll do

CLAVARte .••

is
I'm not going

(to)
you, no.

I'm going

I don't want

I promise

Only

I plan

to nail
you •••
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B.
all.

The elided material cannot be reconstructed at

The only link between the infinitive sentence and the

preceding one is thematic, sometimes even vague:
(37)

-Entonces, ~qu~ tripa se Ie ha roto
then what intestine ~ to-you it-has broken
a ust~?
to you
Well, then, what the hell is bugging you?
-DECIRte cuatro palabras, solos y en serio.
to-say-to-you four words alone and in
earnest
To tell you a thing or two, alone and in
earnest.

(38)

-lHa salido la t1a?
she-has gone-out the aunt
Has my aunt gone out?
-S1, Y es 10 que van a hacer
yes and it-is that which are-going to-do
tambi~n ~stos: iLARGARse de aqu1!
also these to-go-quickly-themselves from
here

Yes, and that's what these (people) are going
to do:

get out of here at once!

As the gloss for (37) indicates, the link between
the infinitive sentence and the one before is not really
semantic, but thematic.

We cannot pinpoint a specific link

between them; all we can say is that there is an overall
continuity. The link between the two.sentences in (38) is
even less obvious.

The proposition contained in the first
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sentence merely expresses a question as to the aunt's going
out, but does not state from where or in what manner.

But

in the infinitive-sentence reply to it, a parallel is expressed between the aunt's going out and what "these
[people]" are about to do: to get out from here at once; the
reply further implies that it is the speaker's wish, not
"these [people] 's", that the [getting out] take place.

If

there is elision in such cases, it is not determinable from
the context.
These problems vitiate the rationale given for the
theory of general ellipsis.
(33) to

(3~)

We have seen from sentences

that reconstruction of an embedding sentence

based on preceding discourse is not always possible.
Attempts at reconstruction of Type II ellipsis lead to
either (1) reconstructed matrices which are as ambiguous as
unreconstructed "fragments" such as (31) above, or (2) No
possibility of reconstruction, as in sentence (38).

Taking

previous discourse into account does not solve the ambiguity
problem; in fact, for some sentences, it creates it.
Violation of Recoverability.

Recoverability puts

in relief the flaws of the general ellipsis theory.
what should be recovered?

Just

Some infinitive sentences appear

to be infinitely ambiguous under the reconstruction
hypothesis, as (35) shows; others do not lend themselves to
reconstruction, as (37) and (38) demonstrate.

Another
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problem besetting the general ellipsis theory, then, is its
violation of the principle of recoverability, which
stipulates that a deleted element must always be recoverable
(Chomsky 1964:41). Hernanz Carb6 states, following Morgan,
that general ellipsis does not, in reality, violate recoverability, because it takes the preceding discourse into
account and, "in context [,] the deleted elements are recoverable"
sis~

(1982:375).

This is true only for Type I ellip-

for Type II, the "deleted" elements are not recoverable

for the simple reason that matrices for them are not
uniquely specified semantically or are not reconstructable.
If the latter, no elements are deletable because they were
never there in the first place.

In either case, however,

general ellipsis does violate the principle of
recoverability.
In summary, the ellipsis solution, whether of abstract subordinating sentences or reconstructed matrices,
is inadequate and has previously been found unacceptable
(Jespersen
others).

1965:307~Fraser

1974;Bo~r

and Lycan 1980; and

As to the ellipsis of abstract embedding

sentences, the chief objection is that the results of deletion are distinct from their corresponding abstract
structures in ways which deny their equivalence: they have
different logical entailments and different propositional
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16
As to general ellipsis, which operates on recon-

bases.

structed matrices, it creates ambiguity and violates the
principle of recoverability, the very ills that it is meant
to remedy by taking discourse into account.

General ellip-

sis' inadequacy to handle Type-II ellipsis points to the
fact that infinitive sentences are sentences (given the
definition of sentence in Chapter I) in their own right, not
reduced versions of a "real" sentence.
All data in the corpus that might have been classified as elliptical, were ellipsis possible, are classifiable as full-fledged infinitive sentences through their
formal characteristics, with which Chapter III will deal.
Summary
The review of grammars and extant studies of infinitive sentences in this section can be summed up as follows:
1.

Infinitive sentences have been ignored by tradi-

tional grammarians.

Of the most influential ones, those who

do not even mention them include the Real Academia Espanola,
Bello and Lenz (who did not even consider the infinitive a
verb, but a noun), and Alonso and Henriquez-Urena; those
who do mention them -- Alcina Franch and Blecua and Gili
Gaya -- say they are not sentences, because their definition
16. See Bo~r and Lycan (1980:71-100) for discussion of
the different truth conditions of abstract structures and
transforms.
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of sentence requires a verb expressing notions of person and
number, and the infinitive is thought to be unable to express such notions.

But since infinitives are verbs and

infinitive sentences do exist, traditional grammarians have
failed to generalize across verbal and sentential categories
in Spanish.
2.

The studies by Garcia de Diego, Keniston,

Beardsley and GonzAlez Muela make mention, and give
examples v of infinitive sentences, but they do so only in
passing, without looking into the nature of the infinitive
or the conditions for sentencehood.

We can say they

describe, but do not analyze, these structures •
.3.

Skydsgaard and Hernanz Carb6 treat all infini-

tives as syntactically dependent.

Skydsgaard accounts for

the independence of infinitive structures by means of their
"marked" intonation.

Hernanz Carb6 likewise analyzes all

infinitives as embedded structures and infinitives sentences
as arguments to either an abstract higher sentence or a
"reconstructed" matrix (the ellipsis solution). Discussion
has shown that both of these works are seriously flawed.
Not one of the grammars or extant studies reviewed
analyzes infinitive sentences as such.

The present study,

by contrast, analyzes independent infinitive structures as
sentences and as having syntactic independence, a necessary
consequence of the definition given in Chapter I.

-----_._-----------------_._------_.

""""

...

CHAPTER I I I
CLASSIFICATION
The aim of this chapter is to classify infinitive
sentences from a formal perspective, thereby answering fully
one of the questions posed in Chapter II as to the formal
characteristics of sentencehood that these structures
possess.
As stated in the Basic Premises and Aims, Chapter I,
misclassification and proliferation of categories are problems that have beset previous studies.

No criteria for

accurate classification of infinitive sentences have ever
been offered by anyone; a meaningful and precise classification is, thus, very much in order.

In this chapter, a

formal division of sentence types by means of intonation is
given, and instrumental evidence is presented.

The result

is a rigorous and constrained classification based on a
feature -- intonation -- which is the central object of the
analysis in Chapter .IV.

Thus, the issue of classification

is an integral and crucial part of the issue of analysis.
This Chapter is organized as follows:

Section 1

presents previous classifications of infinitive sentences
and shows that the categories are imprecise.
50

Section 2
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gives a non-instrumental classification of non-infinitive
sentences and shows that infinitive ones offer the same set
of distinctions.

Section 3 explores the formal

propertie~

of infinitive sentences and presents instrumental evidence •
.Section 4 offers the justification for a formal classification and some conclusions.
Previous Classifications of Infinitive Sentences
This section provides an overview of previous
classifications which clearly points to the need for new and
accurate classification:

no less than sixteen different

categories have been established.
Infinitive sentences have been variously classified
but, except for Gonzalez Muela (1954), who defines his
categories, and Garcia de Diego (1951), who defines one of
his, no criteria are offered for the divisions made.

The

examples are simply listed under their particular heading,
with no definition of the category, so that it is not always
clear why this label or that was given to a particular
sentence.

Adding to the confusion is the fact that

classifiers do not always use the same terminology.

For

these reasons, it is not possible to collapse the various
examples of a type under a common heading.

I will therefore

list the various classifiers individually, giving under each
one all the sentence types he/she lists, and giving one of
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his/her examples of each type.
given, I will include them.

When definitions have been

The classifications are as

follows:
Garcia de Diego (1951).
A.

Narrative or descriptive infinitive (p.330).
No definition given.

(39)

Nos divertimos mucho, por la tarde
ourselves we-enjoyed much in the afternoon
BAILAR, por la noche JUGAR.
to-dance in the night to-play
We enjoyed ourselves a lot.
noon, we

B.

played~

In the after-

at night, we danced.

Temporal infinitive (p. 330).
No definition given.

(40)

SALIR tu y LLEGAR nosotros.
to-go-out you and to-arrive we
We came in as you went out.

c.

Sentential temporal absolute infinitive
(p.331).
No definition given.

(41)

Nada mAs VESTIRnos, marcharemos.
.
nothing more to-dress-ourselves we-will-leave
As soon as we get dressed, we'll leave.

D.

Exclamative infinitive (p. 330).
No definition given.

(42)

;TENER yo que abandonarlo ahora!
to-have I that to-abandon-him now!
For me to have to abandon him now!
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E.

Interrogative infinitive (p. 330).
Definition: "[The interrogative infinitive]

serves to formulate a vehement negation, explicit or
implicit,

before the strange supposition that such an

action should be carried out" (p. 330).
(43)

tIRme yo con ~l, dijo el muchacho,
to-go-myself I with him said the boy
mAs?
iMal ano!
more bad year
What, me go with him, on top?, said the boy.
Heck, no!

F.

Imperative infinitive (p. 329).
No definition given.

(44)

LLEVAR esto.
to-take this
Take this.

GonzAlez Muela (1954).
A.

Historical or narrative infinitive (P. 109).

Definition (quoting Lombard): "[The historical
infinitive] expresses an action that truly takes place, that
exists in reality ••• The narrative infinitive, then, can be
defined as an absolute infinitive that expresses, without
any appreciable modal sense, the idea of a real process ••• ;
one could call it 'the indicative infinitive'" (p. 109).

- - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------

--
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(45)

E fecho 10 que quiere, otro dia
and done it that he-wants other day
la rysa en case e BAYLAR en un pie.
the laughter at home and to-dance on one foot
And when what

jhe

lwants is done, the next day

l she f

there is dancing at home and lightheartedness.
B.

Descriptive infinitive (p. 118).
No definition as such, but

Go~Alez

Muela

states, quoting Lombard, that "Perhaps the most logical term
would be 'indicative infinitive' •••• This infinitive does
not contribute to develop a succession of events, does not
advance the narrative; ••• between this [descriptive]
infinitive and the historical infinitive, there is the same
relation as between the imperfect and the preterit" (p.
117) •

(46)

En el verano SUDAR e en el ynvierno
in the summer to-sweat and in the winter
TEMBLAR.
to-shiver
I sweat in summer and. shiver in winter.

C.

Exclamative infinitive (p. 116).
Definition (quoting the RAE 1931):

"The

infinitive is qlso sometimes employed in [admirative and
exclamative] sentences ••• , either to deny, or to express the
great astonishment that whatever we express through it
causes us" (p. 115).
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(47)

Non SER en mi casa senora de un huevo.
not to-be in my house mistress of an egg
Not to have any say in my own home!

D.

Imperative infinitive (p. 115).
Definition (quoting the RAE 1931): "We also

sometimes use the infinitive to exhort, command or prohibit
"

(p. 114).

(48)

ESFOR~AR,

amigo, que gato era.
to-make-effort friend that cat it-was

Do your best, friend; it was only a cat.
HernAndez Alonso (1982):
A.

Narrative infinitive (p. 280)
No definition given.

(49)

iMUy bonito! T~ a tomar caf~ con los amivery pretty you to to-drink coffee with the
gos y entre tanto yo COSER, yo FREGAR •••
friends and mean time I to-sew to-scrub
Lovely!

You go drink coffee with your

friends;, and

in the meantime, I sew, I

scrub •••
B.

Exclamative/Interrogative infinitive (p. 280).
No definition given.

(50)

itAGUANTAR yo esto?!
to-stand I this
What, me stand this?

c.

Optative infinitive (p. 280).
No definition given
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(51)

jVIVIR, VIVIR, VIVIR!
to-live to-live to-live
Oh, to live, to live, to live!

D.

Imperative infinitive (p. 280).
No definition given.

(52)

iCALLAR!
to-be-quiet
Be quiet!

E.

Reply infinitive (p. 280).
No definition given.

(53)

-lQu~ vas a hacer ahora?
what you-go to to-do now

What are you going to do now?
-lYo? LAVARme.
I to-wash-myself
Me? {

Wash

}

myself.

I'm going to wash

Hernanz Carb6 (1982).
A. Narrative infinitive (p. 370).
No definition given.
(54)

Venlan sofocados. CORRER a un
they-were coming suffocated to-run to one
lado, CORRER a otro.
side to-run to other
They

arr'iv~d

one side,

suffocating. jRUn
lTheY'd

jrun
ltheY'd run

t to
~

tt~

run~

the other.
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B.

Exclamative infinitive (p. 369).
No definition given.

(55)

Pero CASARme con ese hombre,
but to-marry-myself with that man
s6lo porque es rico.
only because he-is rich.
Marry that man, just because he's
rich!

C.

Interrogative infinitive (p. 369).
No definition given.

(56)

(Yo! lDARles consejos?
I to-give-to them advice?
Me!

D.

Give

1Me

}

them advice?

give

Imperative infinitive (p. 370).
No definition given.

(57)

SEGUIR trabajando.
to-follow working
Continue working.

E.

Infinitive dependent on a previous linguistic
context (p. 368).
No definition given.

(58)

-Pero el, ique hacia en el laboratorio?
but he what he-was doing in the laboratory?
But what did he do in the laboratory?
-Lo dicho. TRAER las bestias.
it said to-bring the beasts

---------------_. -.
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g
jBrin
He I d br ing

As stated.

1

t

in the beasts.

f

Skydsgaard (1977).
A.

Descriptive infinitive (p. 1135).
No definition given.

(59)

OIRlo y CAER en la cuenta de que
to-hear-him and to-fall in the count of that
andaba por ah! el capitAn.
was-walking through there the captain

As soon as

I

heardl::m\ '

realized that

I

the captain was around.
B.

Questions (p. 1138).
No definition given.

(60)

iPara qu~ HABLAR de aquellos tiempos?
for what to-speak of those times
Why speak of those times?

c.

Exhortative/Descriptive infinitive (p.
No definition given.

(61)

y t~, tDEJARte robar?
and you to-let-yourself rob
And you, you let yourself be robbed?

----------------------------

--_.

---

_.

---

1136).
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D.

Exhortative infinitive (p. 1135).
No definition given.

(62)

Ustedes no SER tontos.
you-pl. not to-be fools
Don't you be fools.

E.

Hypothetic exhortative infinitive (p. 1133).
No definition given.

(63)

jHABERlo hecho!
to-have-it done
You should have done it!

Summary of Previous Classifications.

The following

table of sixteen categories summarizes the various previous
classifications:
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TABLE I
Summary of Previous Classifications
Garcia Gonde
zAlez
Diego Muela
Exclamative

X

Interros:ative:

X

1m erative
Exclamative
Interrosative:
Historical
or Narrative

X

Narrative
Narrative or
Descrietive

HernAndez Hernaz SkydsAlonso Carb6 gaard

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

DescriEtive

X

X
:

Temeoral
Sentential
Temporal
Absolute

X
X
:

°etative
Exhortative/
Descrietive

X
X

Exhortative
Hypothetic/
Exhortative :
Reply
Infinitive
Infinitive
Dependent on
a Previous
Linguistic
context

··

·

X
X

.

X

X
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There would not, of course, be anything wrong with
having sixteen categories if the data being classified
required them, but they do not.
Imprecision of Previous Classifications.

Previous

classifications have been imprecise in that they are composed of categories which are superfluous or inaccurate.
Superfluous categories are those that make a distinction
where none exists, that is, where examples of one type of
sentence are indistinguishable from examples of another.
Inaccurate categories refer to those that are comprised of
examples of disparate sentences.

To illustrate the super-

fluousness and indccuracy of previous classifications, four
different groups of examples are set forth below:
Group 1.

Garcia de Diego gives the sentence below

as an example of the category sentential temporal absolute
infinitive:
(64)

Nada mAs VESTIRnos,
nothing more to-dress-ourselves
marcharemos. (1951:331)
we-will-leave

17

As soon as we get dressed, we're leaving.
He contrasts this type with another, the temporal
17. Throughout this section, some examples, already
given under each person's classification, may be repeated
and renumbered. This is done for ease of reference.

- - - - - - - - -----------
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infinitive, which "is used with another infinitive
expressing immediate actions" (1951:330).

The example he

gives of this type is the following:
(65)

SALIR to y LLEGAR nosotros. (1951:330)
to-go-out you and to-arrive we
We arrived as you were leaving.

But sentence (64) could just as easily have had two
infinitives:
(66)

Nada mAs VESTIRnos y MARCHAR.
nothing more to-dress-ourselves and to-leave
As soon as we get dressed, we're leaving.

The use of two infinitives makes (66) indistinguishable from
(64),

since in both sentences the verbs express "immediate

actions".

Garcia de Diego's examples above, as well as his

temporal infinitive and sentential temporal absolute are, in
fact, indistinguishable from one another, as well from his
narrative or descriptive infinitive, from Hernanz Carb6's
narrative infinitive, from some of Skydsgaard's descriptives, and from GonzAlez Muela's descriptive infinitive, as
the examples below show:
Garcia de Diego's narrative or descriptive
infinitive (1951:330):
(67)

Nos divertimos mucho, por la tarde
ourselves we-enjoyed much in the afternoon
BAILAR, por la noche JUGAR.
to-dance in the night to-play

--------

-

. . . .•..

_. -_. . .-.
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We had a very good time.

In the afternoon,

we danced; at night, we played.
Hernanz Carb6s narrative infinitive (1982:370):
~68)

Venian sofocados. CORRER a un
they-were-coming suffocated to-run to one
lado, CORRER a otro.
side to-run to other
Run
They arrived suffocated. {

They'd run

}to one

run
side, {

they'd run

}to the other.

Skydsgaard's descriptive infinitive (1977:1135):
(69)

OIRlo y CAER en la cuenta de que
to-hear-it and to-fall in the count of that
andaba por ah1 el cap~tAn.
he-was-walking in there the captain
it
As soon as I heard{ . } , I realized that
hl.m
the captain was around.

GonzAlez Muela's descriptive infinitive
(1954:117-8) :
(70)

En el verano SUDAR e en el ynvierno
in the summer to-sweat and in the winter
TEMBLAR.
to-shiver
I sweat in summer and shiver in winter.

Group 2:

Skydsgaard lists sentence (71) below

(among others) under the heading descriptive (1977:1137):
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(71)

iIRse a Italia, a una ciudad viva, alegre!
to-go-se to Italy to a city alive happy
Oh, to go to Italy, to a live, happy city!

Hern~ndez

Alonso gives sentence (72) as an example of the

optative infinitive (1983:280):
(72)

;VIVIR, VIVIR, VIVIR!
to-live to-live to-live
Oh, to live, to live, to live!

The term optative is commonly used to refer to a
Greek mood used for expressing wishes or desires; by
extension, it is also used to characterize a sentence that
is expressive of wish or hope.

Sentence (72) above can

certainly be used in this manner (and, if taken in this
sense, is indistinguishable from (71) above, which is not
called optative); it might, for instance, be uttered by a
death-row prisoner who surprisingly receives an eleventhhour pardon.

But it might just as appropriately be uttered

by a terminally-ill patient in great pain who would prefer
to die.

In the latter case, the speaker would be expressing

surprise at having to live,

so the term optative is not a

felicitous one.
The term descriptive for (71) is similarly inapt.
(71) cannot be said to describe anything, since it does not
give an account of something that existed, exists, or will
exist.

Nor would the term optative be the proper
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characterization for (71).

That this sentence can be taken

to express wish or desire is due to the positive meaning we
associate with words like viva 'alive' and alegre 'happy'.
But sentences of the same type as (71) can certainly be nonoptative:
(73)

iIRse a Nicaragua, a una selva
to Nicaragua to a rainforest

to-go-~

infestada de culebras y contras!
infested with snakes and Contras
Oh, my, to go to Nicaragua, to a rain forest
infested with snakes and Contras!
The crucial fact about (71) and (72), then, is that they are
non-distinct as types.

Neither one describes anything (in

this connection, the glosses are instructive); and neither
one is optative -- they both may, but need not, express
wishes or desires.
Group 3.

Skydsgaard gives the sentence below as an

example of an exhortative (1977:1135):
(74)

Ustedes no SER tontos.
you-pl. not to-be fools
Don't you be fools.

But this sentence is indistinguishable from (75) below,
which is not a mere exhortative, but an exhortative/
descriptive (1977:1137):
(75)

Pero ya en plan de salir, al menos
but already in plan of to-go-out at least
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HACERlo a gusto.
to-do-it to taste.
But being all ready to go out, at least do it
to your liking.
Both (74) and (75) are clearly commands, yet their labels
are not the same.
Group 4. Skydsgaard also gives the same label,
exhortative/descriptive, to other sentences which are not of
the same type as (75) above,

for example (76) below

(1977:1136) :
(76)

Y tn, lDEJARte robar?
And you to-let-yourself rob
And you, you let yourself be robbed?

Being a question, (76) seems to be quite different from
(75), yet it's classified exactly the same.
Clearly, previous classifications have not fulfilled
the foremost requirement of an insightful taxonomy: to
arrange systematically into groups all and only related
phenomena.

To be meaningful, a classification must be both

constrained and precise.
Non-Instrumental Classification of Non-Infinitive
Sentences and of Infinitives on the Same Patterns
In this section, previous, non-instrumental
classifications of non-infinitive sentences will first be
set forth and described and will subsequently be shown to
offer the same set of distinctions as a non-instrumental
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classification of infinitives. Thus, this section sets the
stage for (and strengthens) the claims which will be made in
section 3 about the formal properties of infinitive
sentences.

At the same time, it shows how infinitive

sentences correlate with the known intonation facts of noninfinitives and how they fit into the more general pattern
of all Spanish sentences.
Declaratives
The intonational contour of declaratives has three
stages, grossly as follows:

(1)

the voice starts on a low

note and rises from the initial syllable to the first
accented syllable more or less gradually, depending on the
number of atonic syllables with which the sentence begins;
if the sentence begins with an accented syllable, the voice
begins on a higher note, a slight ascent being sufficient to
reach normal pitch within that syllable: (2) a more-or-less
18
even,
normal pitch is maintained during the rest of the
sentence until the last stressed syllable is reached; and
18. During this stage, the voice does not maintain
a precisely steady pitch, but rather undulates slightly.
This fact is due to "phonetic causes, spontaneously produced" (Navarro ThomAs, 1967:214) and is not predictable:
the intonation contours of sentences are therefore
schematic. In any case, the voice "rarely falls or rises
more than one-third of the note corresponding to normal
pitch" (Navarro ThomAs 1967:213).
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(3) the final descent begins on the last accented syllable
and continues, more or less quickly, to a point always lower
than the beginning pitch (Navarro ThomAs 1967:212-19).

The

following sentences exemplifies the typical contour of a
19
declarative:
(77)

(p. 217)

abif caldo en una
I

e
he
it

had fallen into a trap.

For more complicated utterances, other declarative
patterns are possible.

For example, in two conjoined de-

claratives only the last one has the three stages above
described.

The first one has stages (1) and (2), but for

stage (3), the voice does not descend, but ascends from two
to three notes above normal pitch on the last accented
syllable (Navarro TomAs 1967:214, 217-18).

The following is

an example of a conjoined declarative; it has the intonational contour just described:
(78)

~
(p. 222)

I closed the window and I returned to
Fernando's side.
19. All examples of non-infinitives are from Navarro
TomAs (1967).
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As a further example of other intonational patterns,
if several declaratives are concatenated, the last one has
falling intonation, the voice descending to a point below .
the beginning pitch;

the penultimate has rising intonation;

and the preceding one(s) have falling intonation, but the
descent of the voice is lesser than for the final one.

The

following example will illustrate:
(79)

---

~izo un movimiento
~reir,
(p.

222)

de

sorpr~

{ He }made a startled movement, began to
She
laugh and hid again.
Regardless of what elements enter into the compos ition of declaratives (i.e., parenthetic material, enumerations, etc.), their overall intonational contours are based
on combinations of the two patterns above described, that

------,.-

is,/

and / '

Exclamatives
The intonation of exclamatives includes a high,
20
intense point ("HIP")
over the first accented syllable
20. A point in a higher
amplitude than any other part of
perceived as higher in pitch and
description of HIP will be given
chapter.

frequency and with greater
the utterance; it is
louder. A fuller
in Section 3 of this
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(Navarro TomAs 1967:230-1). The distinguishing characteristic of exclamatives is, "more than the intonation, the
increase of intensity that falls over said accented
syllable, an increase which, itself acting upon quality
and pitch, causes the accented syllable in said cases to
be longer and more acute than in merely declarative
expressions" (Navarro TomAs 1967:230-1).
Exclamatives have the following intonational
contour:

"the voice ascends over the first accented

syllable and descends abruptly, from a sixth to an eighth,
over the final [accented] syllable" (Navarro TomAs
1967:230).

Between the initial high point and the final

descent, the contour is a descending one (Navarro TomAs
1967:233).

The initial high point "acquires considerable

relief, uniting ••• the most acute pitch, the strongest
accent, and the greatest duration" (Navarro TomAs 1967:233).
The following example shows the intonation of exclamatives:
(80)

~be

10 que yo debo a esta

seno~21

(p. 233)
Nobody knows what lowe this woman!
Sometimes two or more words in the same exclamative
will be emphasized.

In such

~ases,

"each one of

000

[the

21. Henceforth, the HIP in sentences will be
schematized by means of the small "peak" occurring above the
strong syllable.
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words] occupies a preeminent height within the general line
of intonation, resulting in a very marked undulation between
the strong syllables of said words and the rest of the
syllables in the sentence" (Navarro TomAs 1967:233-4).
Navarro TomAs gives no examples of this type of exclamative.
Interrogatives
There are various types and subtypes of interrogatives but only two will be considered

here~

the others are

not germane to this discussion.
Ordinary, non-infinitive yes/no questions have a
rise of pitch over the first accented syllable and end with
a rising intonation.

A subtype of interrogative with a

question word also has an initial high rise of pitch, but
ends with a circumflex intonation.
Yes/No Questions.

In the intonation of yes/no

interrogatives, "the voice, upon reaching the first accented
syllable of the sentence, ordinarily rises above the normal
pitch, then descends gradually until the penultimate
syllable, and rises again over the last syllable" (Navarro
TomAs 1967:226).

The following is an example:
(p. 226)

(81)

Has your father come?
WH-Questions.

These questions have a circumflex

ending: "the voice is elevated above the normal pitch over
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the first [accented] syllable ••• " (Navarro TomAs

1967:229)~

they end "with a circumflex intonation, describing over the
last accented syllable an elevation of the voice, followedimmediately by ~ quick_descent ••• " (Navarro TomAs
1967:230).

The following is an example:
10 ha

(82)

(p. 230)

Who has told you that?
Commands
The phonological features of commands are quite
similar to those of exclamatives.

The voice "begins on a

relatively low note if the first syllable is unstressed, ascends in a considerable manner over the accented syllable •••
and ends with a great descent ••• " (Navarro TomAs 1967:
234), as in the following example:

(83)

evAntate tempra

(p. 234)

Get up early.
Sentence (83) has the same intonational outline as
the exclamatives previously described in this section.

What

distinguishes exclamatives and commands is not intonation,
but duration of the syllable upon which the voice reaches
its highest point.

In exclamatives, this syllable is

lengthened considerably: "[In exclamatives] ••• strong
syllables ••• augment

••• their intensity and quantity"
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(Alcina Franch and Blecua 1982:482), whereas in commands it
is reduced (Alcina Franch and Blecua 1982:480).
The foregoing, then, is a description of the
distinctions displayed by non-infinitive Spanish sentences.
Infinitive sentences display exactly the same distinctions,
as will be demonstrated.
Infinitive Sentence Intonation Patterns
The intonational facts of infinitive sentences
presented in this Chapter were obtained as follows:

tapes

were made of seven native speakers of Spanish (three women
and four men) reading 145 infinitive sentences of all four
types from a list.

All the tapes were then listened to

consecutively several times, and intonational contours were
drawn on the written sentences.

Comparison of these

contours with the ones in Navarro Tomas (1967) disclosed the
same systematicity in infinitive sentences as in noninfinitive ones.

There is, for every non-infinitive sen-

tence type, a particular intonational contour associated
with it, and the same is true of every infinitive sentence
type.
Enunciatives.

An infinitive sentence corresponding

to a declarative is herein termed "enunciative".

It has the

same intonational contour as its non-infinitive counterpart;
compare (84) below with (77), repeated for convenience:

- - - - - - - - _ .. _---_ .._.
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(84)

anana IRnos a Tole
tomorrow to-go-ourselves to Toledo
Tomorrow we're going to Toledo •

.. (77) -1t"abia caido en una

tr~~

(p.217)"

I

he
she
it

had fallen into a trap.

Two conjoined enunciatives, as in (85) below, yield the same

-

contour as two conjoined declaratives; cf.

(78):

(85)~Rse Franco~Rse

todo para aba~
to-die-se Franco and to-go-se everything
downhill
As soon as Franco died, everything went
downhill •

.. (78) ~~ la ventana
I-closed the window and I-returned to-the side
of Fernando.
(p. 222) ..
I closed the window and returned to Fernando's
side.
Similarly, a series of concatenated enunciatives follows
exactly the overall contour of a series of concatenated
declaratives.

Compare enunciative (86) below with declara-

tive (79):
(86)

Muy bien~ERle a uno de sorpr~
very well to-take-one to one of surprise
ECHAR la ventajita,
to-make-the-most-of the little-advantage
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~ego

MANDAR a la sefio~
and then to-send the wif~~

Very nice.

They take one by surprise, they

make the most of it, and then they send the
missus.
"(79) Aizo un movimiento de sorpr~
he-made a movement of surprise

~

e ocult6 de nuevo.
se threw to laugh and se hid of new
jHe t made
l She~

22)"

a startled movement, began to

laugh, and hid again.
Recall that, whether declaratives were composed of
parenthetic material, enumerations, etc., their overall
intonational contours were based on combinations of the two

-

patterns/

Crucially,

and

the same can be said of enunciatives, their infinitive
counterparts.
Exclamatives.

The HIP of non-infinitive exclama-

tives is a feature which infinitive exclamatives (as well as
all non-enunciative infinitive sentences, as Section 3 will
show) also display; compare (87) below with (80), repeated
here:
(87 )

~
to-marry-myself

I

I'm going to get married!
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n

(80) -

i Nadie

-;!be 10 que yo debo a esta seii.o~
(p.233)"

Nobody knows what lowe this woman!
In the description of non-infinitive exclamatives above, an
intonational pattern was mentioned for sentences in which
two or more words are emphasized, producing a strong undulation between the strong syllables of the emphasized words
and the rest of the syllables in the sentence.
of such a contour were given by Navarro ThomAs.

No example
But infini-

tive examples are not hard to corne by, as in the following
sentence, a subtype of exclamative which always has at least
two HIP's within the general line of intonation:

(88)~
to-have-it said

You should have said so!
Interrogatives.

Infinitive yes/no questions and WH-

questions follow the respective intonational contours of
non-infinitive questions, with one exception: infinitive
questiQns, like all infinitive non-enunciatives, have a HIP
(i.e., extra height and added intensity on the first
accented syllable) not displayed by non-infinitives/interrogatives.

In other words, they begin like exclamatives

end like questions:
(89)

~

I to-marry-myself

What, me get married?

but
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Yes/no question (89) above has, apart from the HIP, the same
contour as the non-infinitive yes/no question repeated
below:
" (81)

(p.226)"

.....-::,u ...

Has your father come?
Sentence (90) below has, also apart from the HIP, the same
contour as the non-infinitive WH-question,
(90)

(82):

ro c6mo ELEGIR
but how to-choose
But how is one to choose?
(p.230)"

" (82)
Who told you that?
Commands.

Finally, infinitive commands have the

same contour as non-infinitive ones; compare sentence (91)
below with

the non-infinitive command (83):

(91)

JARos de apues s.
to-leave-yourselves rom bets
Don't make any bets.

'~83

(p.234)"

)
Get up early.

Summary
It has been shown that the intonational contours of
infinitive sentences follow closely those of non-infinitives.

Ordinary interrogatives differentiate between yes/no

and WH-word questions.

So do infinitive interrogatives.
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Declaratives combine two or more intonational patterns for
conjoined and concatenated sentences.
identically.

Enunciatives behave

In short, it can be said that, intonation-

ally, every infinitive sentence has a non-infinitive
counterpart, as follows:
Infinitive Sentences

Non-Infinitive Counterparts

Enunciative

Declarative

Exclamative

Exclamative

Interrogative:

Interrogative:

Yes/No

Yes/No

WH-Word

WH-Word

Command

Command

Intonation has the same differentiating function for
infinitive sentences as for non-infinitives.

The non-

instrumental findings compared in this section show that
infinitive sentences offer the same set of distinctions as
non-infinitives.
A Formal Classification
In this section, a new classification of infinitive
sentences is proposed based on formal features.

Instru-

mental evidence is presented which shows that these
structures are divided into discrete classes on purely formal grounds, specifically, their intonational properties.

-------------._-----------------------------
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Intonation can be defined as "the phonic facts that
shape (a)

••• sequence of phonemes into a unit, the sen-

tence, set off by pauses; ••• " (Alarcos Llorach 1976:108).
Intonation in Spanish has a differentiating
function:

"In sentence phonology,

distinguish among sentences"

[phonic elements]

(Alarcos Llorach 1976:36).

Phonic elements constitute a melodic curve which is
associated with a specific meaning of the unit, such as
affirmation and interrogation (Alarcos Llorach 1976:108).
Since the "same sentence ••• can have an affirmative,
interrogative or exclamative value, according to the
intonation with which it is uttered"

(Navarro TomAs

1967:209), intonation is crucial in differentiating sentence
types.

Infinitive sentences, no less than others, have

distinctive intonations which serve to divide them into
types.
Infinitive sentences are here classified into two
large groups based on just one intonational feature: the
presence or absence of a high, intense point ("HIP") near
the beginning of the melodic curve.
I.

The two groups are:

Enunciatives.

II. Affectives.
Based on the degree of intensity of the high point and
other, secondary intonational features, affectives are subdived into three groups:

------------------------------------------------
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II. Affectives:
1. Exclamatives.

2. Interrogatives.

3. Commands

Spectrographic Evidence for the formal Classification
The spectrographic evidence dictates the parameters
of the new classification.
The spectrograms used are of the sentence CERRAR
'to close' uttered with enunciative, exclamative and command
intonation, and of the sentence lNostros CERRAR? uttered
with interrogative intonation.

The sentences were uttered

by a woman who is a native speaker of the Castilian dialect
22
of Spanish.
Wide-band and narrow-band spectrograms of
22. Due to limitiations of time and space, only one
dialect of Spanish was used for the spectrograms presented
here. However, spectrograms of two other speakers were
made, a man and a woman, speakers of Castilian and Latin
American Spanish (Mexican dialect), respectively, whose
intonational characteristics corresponded, in all major
features, to the ones presented here. Additionally, tapes
were made of 145 infinitive sentences representing all four
types by seven speakers (three women, four men), including
two speakers of Latin American (one Mexican, one Chilean).
All the tapes were listened to carefully several times and
the corresponding intonational contours were drawn and redrawn upon the written sentences. Surprisingly, the
intonation of all the American-Spanish speakers corresponded
to the Spaniards' in all major characteristics (i.e., the
HIP of affectives'~the final rise of interrogatives and the
"compression" of commands). Even more surprising was the
rather flat intonation the Latin American speakers gave
enunciatives; these sentences are not part of their dialects, yet they seemed to have an intuitive feel for how
such structures should be intoned. The intonational facts
discussed here thus have validity beyond the Castilian dialect of Spanish.

------------------------------------------_.

-
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each sentence were made.

The wide-band spectrograms

include a waveform, the narrow-band ones an amplitude
spectrum.
Such short sentences do not, of course, provide a
full picture of the facts of sentential intonation.

The

one-word enunciative does not, for instance, show the pitch
throughout an utterance, i.e. the part between the first
accented syllable and the last one, since in any given.word
the first and last accented syllables are one and the same,
but the purpose of the spectrograms was not to show what the
overall intonation of infinitive sentences is; this has been
done in Section 2.
evidence is

to

The purpose of the spectrographic

show that the new classification is based on

the absence or presence of a high point which differentiates
between enunciatives and affectives, and even one-word sentences do show this, as well as to show that the subdivision
of affectives into three subtypes, based on degree of intensity and secondary characteristics, is also dictated by the
formal properties.
The spectrograms will show that the HIP of
affectives has the acoustic correlates of high frequency and
greater amplitude than are present in enunciatives.

The
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frequency facts will be set forth first, and the intensity
facts and secondary characteristics last.
Height. Height refers to high pitch, and pitch is
related to frequency. The pitch of a sound "depends on the
rate of vibration of the vocal cords" (Ladefoged 1975:186).
Put another way, frequency is the acoustic correlate of what
we perceive as pitch: "a low-frequency sound produces a
perception of low pitch"

(Borden and Harris 1980:280), and

when "a sound goes up in frequency, it also goes up in
pitch" (Ladefoged 1975:163).

Thus,·in order for a sentence

to have a high point, part of it must be produced in the
higher frequencies, relative to the speaker's norm.

The

spectrograms show that enunciatives do not have a high
point, but affectives do.
The high point was taken to be only frequencies at,
or higher than, 220 Hz. occurring during the tonic syllable,
since in none of the sentences is the high point of that
syllable in a frequency lower than 220 Hz.
Enuncia~ives

In all

Spani~h

sentences, the voice starts on a

(relatively) low note and rises, more or less gradually,
from the initial syllable to the first accented syllable
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23
(Navarro TomAs 1967:212).

This rise is much lower in

enunciatives that in affectives.
The narrow-band spectrogram (Figure 1, Spectrogram1) of the enunciative /gefar/

'to close' shows that the

utterance begins on a low note, reaches its highest point on
the first accented syllable, and descends to a point lower
than the beginning.

In Spectrogram (1), we see, if we take

the fifth harmonic, that the tonic syllable far shows the
pitch pattern just described.

The starting frequency for f

is 950 Hz., the highest point occurs at the beginning of a
at 1100 Hz., and the lowest point occurs on
tely 900 Hz.

~

at approxima-

Dividing by five yields a fundamental

frequency (fo) of 190 for the beginning, 220 for. the highest
'point, and 180 for the end, a

(relatively) rather flat

23. This statement simplifies the facts somewhat.
The first rise normally occurs on the first accented
syllable, but not always.
It sometimes occurs on the
accented syllable of a word the speaker wishes to emphasize,
as can be the case with exclamatives. For the purpose of
describing the intonational contour of sentences in this
Chapter, the terms "the first accented syllable" or "the
strong syllable" will refer to either the first stressed
syllable in the sentence or the first stressed syllable of
the word receiving special emphasis.

------------------------------_._----------_.
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and even intonation line which can be schematized as in the
following figure:
-220
-210
-200
-190
-180

Figure 2
Intonation Contour of an Enunciative
The frequency variations in the sentence are not
very great.

There is a difference of 30 Hz. in fo

between·

the beginning and the high point, and 40 between the high
point and the end.

Enunciatives really lack a high point.

It has been shown in Section 2 of this Chapter that enunciatives are intonationally like declaratives, whose "high"
point coincides with the speaker's normal pitch maintained
throughout the utterance (Navarro TomAs 1967:212).

But

since this is a circular argument, i.e., enunciatives lack a
high point because they are enunciatives, and they are
enunciatives because they lack a high point, the spectrographic facts will be used to support the claim that enunciatives do not have a high point in the way that affectives
do.
Affectives
Classifying exclamatives, interrogatives and
commands together into one group is justified by the high
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point which all three have.

The spectrograms show that this

high point is present in all three subtypes.

But, because

they display other characteristics which distinguish among
them, each one will be set forth'separately.
Exclamatives.

The high point of exclamatives is

second in height among the affectives. For the fifth
harmonic (see Figure 3, Spectrogram (3)), the starting frequency for the ~ of the syllable ~ar is 800 Hz.; by the
middle of the vowel

~,

where the highest point occurs, the

frequency has risen to 2050 Hz., and from there it plunges
down to 700 Hz. for the final r.

The fo

is thus 160 for the

beginning, 410 for the peak of the high point, and 140 for
the end, yielding a contour as follows:

.
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-410
-400
-390
-380
-370
-360
-350
-340
-330
-320
-310
-300
-290
-280
-270
-260
-250
-240
-230
-220
-210
-200
-190
-180
-170
-160
-150
-140
Figure 4
Intonation Contour of an Exclamative
The frequency variation in the sentence is large
indeed:

250 Hz. between the beginning and the peak, and 270

between the peak and the end.

----------------------

--------

---------------
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Interrogatives.

Of all the affectives, interroga-

tives reach the highest frequency.

Although the high point

is perceived as being on the first strong syllable, it is .
actually spread out over four syllables:

it begins on the

0

of so, continues to rise on tros, begins to descend on ce

leel,

and reaches the lower frequencies on the a of the

last syllable, 1ar, close to the beginning of the vowel.
The fifth harmonic (see Figure 5, Spectrogram 5)
shows a beginning frequency of 1200 Hz. at the onset of the
high point;

the peak occurs on the e of ce

leel

at 2450

Hz.; and the low point of the descent is at 1200 Hz.

The fo

is therefore 240, 490 and 240 Hz. for the beginning, peak,
and descent, respectively.

The difference in

~

between

the beginning and the peak and between the peak and the
descent is the same:

250 Hz.

The contour of the interroga-

tive is schematized in Figure 6 below:
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-490
-480
-470
-460
-450
-440
-430
-420
-410
-400
-390
-380
-370
-360
-350
-340
-330
-320
-310
-300
-290
-280
-270
-260
-250
-240
Figure 6
Intonation Contour of an Interrogative
Between the end of the high point and the interrogative rise at the end, the frequency stays at around 1100 Hz.
(220 Hz. fo' the speaker's norm) for 16 centiseconds, all in
the a of far, the final syllable.

The final rise is from

1200 Hz. at the beginning to 2200 Hz. at the end of the
syllable, or 240 to 440 Hz. fo

(201 to 230 centiseconds in

Spectrogram 5, 199 to 228 in Spectrogram 6, Figure 7).
The spectrographic information perhaps explains the
not uncommon classification of interrogatives as
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exclamatives.

The high point is a characteristic of all

exclamatives, both infinitive and non-infinitive.

The

initial high point of the interrogative is so high and so
spread out that the hearer may focus on that element to the
exclusion of the final rise, which is not as high (440 Hz.
fo for the initial rise versus 490 Hz. for the high point)
nor as spread out (one syllable versus four).
Commands.

The high point of the command is lower

than that of the other affectives.
shorter, or "compressed".

It is also perceived as

This is understandable in

comparison to the interrogative, whose high point has a
duration of 60 centiseconds versus the command's 40.

But

the perception of the command's high point as shorter than
the exclamative's isn't due to actual duration, since the
command's is 40 centiseconds versus the exclamative's 31.
Rather, it is due to two other factors:

(1)

In the

command, the HIP is spread out over two syllables, the e of
~

/ge/ and the final syllable f-ar.

But since "vowels have

the highest intensity" (Ladefoged, 1975:165), that is, they
are perceived as louder, and since in the exclamative the
height runs for 31 centiseconds of the vowel a (versus 28
centiseconds for both vowels of the command), the total
length of vowel height is slightly longer for the exclamative, thus making the exclamative's high point louder and,
as a consequence, to appear longer1 and (2)

The peak of the
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command's high point is at a lower frequency than the
exclamative's (380 Hz. for the command, 410 for the exclamati ve) •
Again, concentrating on the fifth harmonic of
Spectrogram 7 (Figure 8), the beginning frequency for e is
1250 Hz., the high point of
point of

~

~

is 1900 Hz., and the lowest

is 1200 Hz., yielding respective fundamental

frequencies of 250, 380 and 240.

The resulting contour is

as in the following figure:
-380
-370
-360
-350
-340
-330
-320
-310
-300
-290
-280
-270
-260
-250
-240
Figure 9
Intonation Contour of a Command
The frequency variation in the sentence amounts to
130 Hz. between e and the peak of
peak and the end.

~,

and 140 Hz. between the
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Enunciatives do not have a high point in the way
that affectives do.

In affectives, there is a rise in the

tonic syllable(s) to the higher frequencies, while in

enun~

ciatives the "high" point corresponds to the speaker's
normal frequency.
The graph below is a representation of the high
point of affectives.

Frequency is plotted against time.

The frequencies of the fifth harmonic of the first tonic
syllable for each of the four sentences were taken at fivecentisecond intervals.
on the abscissa:

Frequency is on the ordinate, time

500
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1.

Enunciative

3.

Interrogative

2.

Exclamative

4.

Command

Figure 10
Graph of The High Point of Infinitive Sentences
Intensity.

Intensity is related to loudness:

"Just

as frequency is the acoustic measurement most directly
corresponding to the pitch of a sound, so acoustic intensity
is the appropriate measure corresponding to loudness.
intensity is proportional to the
1975:163).

The

••• amplitude" (Ladefoged

A sound with greater amplitude is louder, or
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perceived as more intense, than one with less amplitude.
Thus, to determine the intensity of the high point, the
amount of amplitude during the high point comes into play.
The amount of amplitude is simply a measurement,
expressed in square centimeters, of the area covered by the
amplitude spectrum on each narrow-band spectrogram, that is,
the average height of the area times the length of the high
point.

This procedure shows that the enunciative, just as

it cannot be said to have a high point in the way that
affectives do, also lacks intensity.

It further shows that

the three subtypes of affectives have different degrees of
intensity, since their areas of amplitude vary from one
another.

This difference in intensity, along with secondary

characteristics which are also distinct, distinguishes among
the affectives.
Enunciative.

The enunciative has the smallest

amplitude area covered by its high point and thus the least
intensity.

Taking the length of the high point in

Spectrogram 1 (Figure 1) to be from 165 to 170.5
centiseconds (181 to 186.5 centiseconds in the waveform of
Spectrogram 2, Figure 11), or 7 millimeters, and
multiplying by the average height of the amplitude, which is
25.8 millimeters, yields an area of 1.8 square centimeters
covered by the amplitude of the high point.
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Exclamative.

The length of the exclamative's high

point runs from 157 to 188 centiseconds in Spectrogram 3
(147 to 178 in the waveform of Spectrogram 4, Figure 12),
or 38 millimeters.

The average height of the amplitude is

24.16 millimeters, giving 9.18 square centimeters as the
area covered by the amplitude of the high point.

The

overall intensity of the high point of the exclamative is
therefore 5.1 times greater than that of the enunciative
(9.18 square centimeters divided by 1.8).
Interrogative.

The intensity of the interrogative's

high point is considerable, running 120 to 185 centiseconds
in Spectrogram 5 (Figure 5) and 118 to 183 in Spectrogram 6
(Figure 7), 65 centiseconds.
composed of three parts:

The area of intensity is

the first one, between 120 and 128

centiseconds (Spectrogram 5, Figure 5), is 10 millimeters
long, with an average height of 9.25 millimeters, giving a
total area of intensity of .93 square centimeters; the
second one, from 131 to 158 centiseconds (Spectrogram 5,
Figure 5), with a length of 33 millimeters and an average
height of 12.87 millimeters, covers an area of 4.25 square
centimeters; and

th~

third one covers from 160 to 185 centi-

seconds (Spectrogram 5, Figure 5), is 32 millimeters long,
and has an average height of 15.5 millimeters, giving an
area of 4.96 square centimeters.

The total length of the

area of intensity is thus 75 millimeters, and the total area

- - - - - - - - - ---------
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covered is 10.14 square centimeters, an intensity 5.6 larger
than that of the enunciative (10.14 divided by 1.8).
As for the intensity of the final rise of the
interrogative, it runs from 201 to 230 centiseconds in
Spectrogram 5 (Figure 5); 199 to 228 in Spectrogram 6,
(Figure 7), for a total of 36 millimeters.

Multiplying by

the average height of 16.22 millimeters yields an area of
intensity of 5.84 square centimeters.
It is worth noting that the intensity of the initial
high point of the interrogative is far greater than the
intensity of its final rise (10.14 square centimeters for
the amplitude area of the high point versus 5.84 square
centimeters for the final rise).

This greater intensity,

coupled with the greater height of the high point, would
certainly make the exclamative element much more salient
than the interrogative one, thus explaining the classification of some interrogatives as exclamatives.
Command.
all affectives.

The command has the greatest intensity of
The high point has a length of 50

millimeters (from 160 to 200 centiseconds in Spectrogram 7
(Figure

8), from 149 to 189 in Spectrogram 8 (Figure 13),

or 40 centiseconds) which, multiplied by the average height
of 25.72 millimeters, yields a total area of intensity of
12.86 square centimeters.

The intensity of the command is
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thus 7.1 times larger than that of the enunciative (12.86
divided by 1. 8)
In summary, the area between the last frequency line
and the amplitude spectrum corresponding to the points in
the tonic syllable(s) where frequencies were at or above 220
24
Hz.
was measured and squared. The results were the
following:
Enunciatives

1.8 square centimeters

Exclamatives

9.18

Interrogatives

10.14

Commands

12.86

.
.
..

.
.
.

The following table shows these results:
24. Although 220 Hz. is taken to be the speaker's
normal frequency, and thus cannot be said to constitute a
HIP, it had to be included so as to be able to compare
enunciatives to affectives.
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Table II
Comparison of High-Point Intensity

13
12
11
10
9

8

7
6
5
4

3
2

1

0I

II

III

IV

I.

Enunciative

III. Interrogative

II.

Exclamative

IV.

Command

As Table II shows, all three affectives have far
greater intensity than the enunciative:

the exclamative is

5.1 times greater, the interrogative 5.6 times, and the
command 7.1.

Yet, all three affectives vary from one

another, with the exclamative having the lowest degree of
intensity and the command the highest.
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Affectives also vary in secondary characteristics,
as Figure 5 above shows.

Though affectives all have a high

point, they are still sufficiently distinct to warrant their
sUbdivision into three subtypes.

Interrogatives have the

greatest duration and height of the high point plus a final
rise, commands begin and end on higher frequencies, and
exclamatives show the greatest variation in frequency within
a single syllable.
Summary
The spectrographic evidence fully supports the
division of enunciatives and affectives into two groups
based on the HIP the latter manifest.
The spectrograms also justify the subdivision of the
affectives into three subtypes based on other
characteristics:

exclamatives have the sharpest drop in

frequency at the descent, interrogatives have a considerable
rise at the end, and commands descend to a frequency that is
higher than normal.

Exclamatives display the greatest

frequency variation throughout the tonic syllable, commands
the least.

Finally" the command's HIP has the lowest height

in frequency but the highest intensity, the interrogative
has the greatest duration and height, but is second to the
command in intensity, and the exclamative is second in
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height but least in intensity;

it is also the only one of

the affectives where the HIP occurs in a single syllable.
The spectrographic facts show that infinitive
sentences are divisible into discrete classes on the basis
of purely formal features.
Justification for a Formal Classification
So far, this Chapter has shown that previous
classifications of infinitive sentences lack precision and
has proposed a classification based on intonational
features.

In this section, the present (formal) classifica-

tion will be further justified.
The fuzziness of previous classifications, based, as
they have been, on non-formal grounds, has led to two
pervasive problems:
(2)

(1)

misclassification.

a proliferation of categories, and
A formal classification avoids both

these problems, has semantic consequences, and is more
elegant.
Up to now, classifiers of infinitive sentences have
25
consistently ignored the formal facts.
But we have seen
25. Skydsgaard does take intonation into account,
but only to explain the functional independence of infinitive structures, which he would not consider sentences
without "marked" intonation.
In fact, his account of
intonation facts predicts that enunciatives do not exist.
He neither gives examples of what he means by "marked"
intonation nor uses intonation as a means of classification.
It is in this sense that he can be said to ignore intonation
facts.
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that it is the formal facts that yield nicely articulated
results.

The presence or absence of a high, intense rise

over the first accented syllable neatly separates enunciatives from affectives.

Secondary intonational features

further distinguish among exclamatives, interrogatives and
commands.

And, the intonational patterns of infinitive

sentences fit very well into the general scheme of Spanish
sentential intonation.
All Spanish sentences other than interrogatives
begin on a higher pitch than they end in, and infinitive
sentences do the same, as the spectrographic findings below
show:
Beginning Freguency

Ending Freguency

Enunciatives

190 Hz.

180 Hz.

Exclamatives

160

140

Commands

250

240

Only certain intonational contours are possible in
Spanish, and they are not randomly applied. Infinitive sentences manifest these contours exactly as non-infinitives
do.

Formal classifications, even non-instrumental ones, are

free of the problems that plague non-formal ones.
Proliferation of Categories Under Previous Classifications
Previous classifications have been unconstrained,
thereby violating basic linguistic objectives of simplicity
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and generalizability.

Enunciatives, for example, have been

classified as constituting various groups, some sui generis:
historical or narrative, narrative, narrative or de scrip- .
tive, temporal, infinitive dependent on a previous linguistic context, reply infinitive, and sentential temporal
absolute.

Most classifiers have given no justification for

the different labels; those who have, have been off the
mark.

GonzAlez Muela, for instance, justifies his separa-

tion of historical or narrative from descriptive on the
grounds that a "series of historical infinitives often
corresponds to a series of individual events that follow one
another in time, while descriptive infinitives never do;
instead, they [descriptive infinitives] describe either a
set of facts more or less simultaneous or, at the very
least, without a precise chronological order"

(1954:117).

The difference he sees, then, is aspectual, for "[I]t is
axiomatic that all events must take place in time and that
there are only two possible relationships between events:
they must either be simultaneous or sequential" (Bull
26
1960:8).
In Spanish, this difference is signaled, in noninfinitives, by the use of the preterit tense for perfect,
26. They can also overlap, that is, one part of an
event can be simultaneous with another and the other part of
it sequential. I am indebted to Richard Oehrle for this
observation.
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or sequential, action, and the imperfect for imperfective,
or simultaneous, events, as in the following two examples:
Preterit:
(92)

Vine, vi, venci.
I came, I saw, I conquered.

Imverfect:
(93)

Caminaba y masticaba chicle al mismo tiempo.

{ ~eShe}was walking and chewing gum at the

same

tilne.
But this difference would not justify coining two terms for
past-tense sentences, one for those that have a sequence of
preterits and one for those that have a sequence of imperfects.

Compound sentences that express past action often
27
as in the example below, and would
mix both past tenses,
create obvious problems for this division:
Mix of imperfect and preterit:
(94)

Mientras estaba comiendo, son6 el tel~fono.
IMPERFECT
PRETERIT
While

{~e l

was eating, the phone rang.

shef

Infinitive sentences likewise embody aspectual differences.
Recall that sentence (67), repeated below for ease of
27.
In fact, this is how the "overlap" relationship
pointed out above is signaled.
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reference, expresses sequential events, dancing and playing.
It can easily accommodate a stative infinitive (in the
bracketed part of the sentence) with imperfectivity built
right into its semantic makeup:
(95)

Nos divertimos mucho, por la tarde
ourselves we-enjoyed much in the afternoon
BAILAR, por la noche JUGAR, [y VIVIR
to-dance in the night to-play [and to-live
como reyes todo el verano.]
like kings all the summer]
We enjoyed ourselves a lot.

In the after-

noon, we played; at night, we danced;

[and

we lived like kings the whole summer.]
The sequential events to-dance and to-play are clearly
simultaneous with the stative to-live.
Enunciatives need not even express past action;
(67), for example, can be situated in the present:
(96)

Nos estamos divirtiendo mucho.
ourselves we-are enjoying much
Por la tarde, BAILAR: por la noche,
in the afternoon to-dance in the night
JUGAR.
to-play
We are enjoying ourselves a lot.

In the

afternoon, we play; at night, we dance.
Sentence (22), repeated below for convenience, is an example
of an enunciative expressing future action:
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(97)

Vas a tener cantidad de trabajo.
you-go to to-have quantity of work
Nada mas REGRESAR y PONERte a
nothing more to-return and to-put-yourself
escribir, tno?
to to-write no
You're going to have lots 6f work.

You're

going to start writing as soon as you
return, right?
The problem with non-formal classifications, then,
is that it isn't at all clear what criteria should be used.
One.can focus on tense, aspect, modality, sentence function,
pragmatics, the meaning of the verb, the propositional basis
of the sentence, or on more than one of these.

This

imprecision of the basis for classification leads to, among
other things, attaching different labels to the same type of
sentence.

Thus, for instance, Hernandez Alonso sets up the

category optative and Skydsgaard exhortative/descriptive for
simple infinitive exclamatives.

Table I in Section 1 of

this. Chapter, with its 16 categories for infinitive
sentences, gives a clear picture of the proliferation of
categories that has plagued previous classifications.
Misclassification
Another problem inherent in non-formal classifications has been misclassification.
interrogative are a case in point.

The exclamative and the
Both types express

------

--~-----~----

-
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surprise, but the interrogative additionally denies its
proposition (Garcia de Diego 1951:330; GonzAlez Muela
1954:115).

Thus, with sentences where the meaning of the

proposition is such that the speaker must be understood to
find it unacceptable, the difference between an exclamative
and an interrogative can be very subtle, as in the following
pair of sentences:
(98)

iAGUANTAR yo esto!
to-stand I this
Me stand this!

(99)

lAGUANTAR yo esto?
What, me stand this?

In both sentences, the speaker is expressing amazement at
being expected to stand some situation.

In the interroga-

tive, the speaker is additionally implying that he/she is
not going to stand it.

But both sentences can -- in fact,

must -- be taken to mean that the speaker does not want to
stand the situation and is amazed at being expected to do
so, which makes both sentences equally suitable for an
exclamative classification (or misclassification, in the
case of the interrogative).

This must be what prompted

Hernandez Alonso to collapse the two types and to use the
punctuation marks of both (1982:280).

But if we focus on

the intonational facts instead of on semantic and/or

- - - - - - - - _...•_._------
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pragmatic ones, we achieve unequivocal classification:

only

the interrogative has final rising intonation.
Conclusions
A formal classification offers simplicity and precision.

It can, for instance, classify under one category all

enunciatives, regardless of their tense or aspect, based
only on their flat intonational contour.

It can take

sentences of varying semantic parameters and classify them
as exclamatives because of their HIP and low descent.

Being

formal, the bases for classification are rigorous and
precise.
That there are semantic properties associated with
the intonational contours is undeniable.

Others have noted

that the intonation of commands and exclamatives utilizes
greater articulatory effort, higher pitch, and intonational
lines rich in ascents and descents (Alcina.Franch and Blecua
1982:480-1; Alarcos Llorach 1976:109; Navarro TomAs
1967:230).

This is eminently true of affectives with their

HIP, a feature which undoubtedly directs the hearer's attention to their semantic nature:
more or less felt"

they have a "modal tinge,

(GonzAlez Muela 1954:109), which

expresses surprise, denial, volition, emotion, etc. Enunciatives, by contrast, maintain a rather even, normal pitch
between the initial rise and the final descent.

This, too,

-------

..

_-
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reflects their semantic nature.

The evenness of the intona-

tion suggests a neutral, uninvolved attitude on the part of
the speaker, since he/she is expressing "action that really
takes place, or a state that truly exists"

(GonzAlez Muela

1954:109) •

It is to the advantage of a formal classification
that semantic facts correlate with it;

they corroborate its

precision, since the purpose of intonation is, after all, to
distinguish among sentence types.

But non-formal properties

have not led to an unequivocal classification.

The purely

formal properties, by contrast, precisely divide the sentences into discrete classes and quantify their differences.
The formal classification is primary, the semantic facts, a
bonus.
Moreover, both non-instrumental and instrumental
findings fulfill the formal requirement of the definition of
sentence. That this should be so points to the correctness
of the definition.

At the same time, the confirmation of

sentencehood of infinitive structures leads to the analysis
in the next chapter, thus clarifying the role intonation
plays in the syntactic composition of a sentence.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS
This chapter offers a syntactic-composition analysis
of infinitive structures which makes clear their status as
sentences.

At the same time, it sheds light on the notion

sentence and on compositionality itself.
This Chapter is organized as follows:

Section 1

presents the framework for the analysis; Section 2 analyzes
the composition of sentences in Spanish, with particular
emphasis on infinitives; Section 3 examines the role of
intonation in sentence composition; and Section 4 offers
some conclusions.
A Syntactic Composition Framework
The framework used here is that proposed by Steele

in her analysis of Luiseno (to appear).

It is based on two

general principles which hold across grammars:
"I.

Any syntatic Domain of Analysis has a

Domain-Defining Element.
"II.

~

If the Domain of Analysis is good, its

Domain-Defining Element is satisfied."
116
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Principle I
A Domain-Defining Element ("DOE")

is a functor, or

"unsaturated symbol" (Adjukiewicz 1967:209), capable of
mapping "other elements to a new entity"

(Steele to appear).

A Domain of Analysis which contains a DOE thus contains an
argument to it.
Principle II
In order for the DOE to be satisfied,

(1) each

functor must have at least one argument to range over, and
(2) all parts of the domain must be directly or indirectly
interrelated, such that analysis of the domain exhausts all
its parts (Steele to appear).
Advantages of the Framework
This framework has the virtue of simplicity:
assumptions are minimal.

its

It assumes merely two entities,

the Domain of Analysis and the DOE, and the necessity of
conditions for the DOE's satisfaction.
The framework is adequate on at least three counts:
first, it is, at once, highly abstract in its scope and
completely language-particular in its application.

On the

one hand, its principles are general enough to accommodate
any language; on the other, it applies only on a languageinternal basis -- an application which does not preclude the
possibility of making comparisons and stating linguistic
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universals, but that goes about such goals in a different
way.

Second, it obviates appeals to markedness because,

though the principles are general and govern the analysis,
each language is analyzed internally, without the necessity
of appealing to interlinguistic rules or categories.

(This,

however, does not exclude the possibility of generalizations
intervening between the language-specific properties and the
very general ones.)

This approach is necessitated by the

"lack of absolute point-by-point identity among the grarnars
of languages" (Steele et al., 1981:13).

Since all syntactic

properties are specified language-internally, there may be
equivalence, but never identity, among languages. Last, a
syntactic-composition framework sheds light on compositionality itself by testing it empirically.
Sentence Composition in Spanish
In Chapter I, the notion sentence was defined.
Based on that definition, infinitive structures in Spanish
are sentences: they are used to perform speech acts whose
analysis depends on propositional satisfaction conditions,
and they have

partic~lar

intonation contours, as has been

shown in Chapter III, which distinguish them from other
linguistic units and from one another.
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Intonation
It follows from Principles I and II above that,
since a sentence is a syntactic Domain of Analysis, it must
have a Sentence Defining Element ("SDE").

In Spanish, into-

nation is the SDE, the functor which takes a proposition as
its argument and maps it into a sentence.

The relationship

between intonation and the sentence can be schematized as
follows:
Functor

Argument

New Entity

(proposition»--------> Sentence

(SDE
Intonation:

The (abstract) proposition
(100 )

Manana IRse a Toledo
tomorrow to-go-~ to Toledo

cannot perform a speech act.

It is an abstraction of a

sentence, containing the semantic and syntactic relations
which the set of words comprising it enter into, and it is a
potential sentence, but it is not realized as a sentence in
the absence of a particular intonation, symbolized below by
the intonational contours (and reflected in the orthography
by the punctuation marks) :
( 101)

a.

IRse a Toled
Tommorow they're going to Toledo.

b.

a Tole
Oh, to go to Tpledo tomorrow!

--------------------------------_.. _----- - - -
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c.

IRse a Tole
(You-pI.-formal) Go to Toledo
tomorrow.

d.
What!

a Toledo?
'You-pl.- }
formal
Them

't

go to Toledo tomorrow?

Clearly, the selfsame proposition can be used to perform
four distinct speech acts, depending on the contour of
(a) it asserts,

intonation (its DOE):

(b) it exclaims,

it commands, and (d) it asks a question.
II, if (a) -

Thus, by Principle

(d) above are good -- and they are

is satisfied.

And their SDE is, as

(c)

their SDE

has been shown,

intonation.
The Sentence and Its Parts
Principles I and II above predict that (1) any
syntactic Domain of Analysis can be divided into at least
two parts, the DOE and its argument, and that (2) the parts
can be composed.
A sentence is composed of the (hierarchically
arranged) parts in the following schema (where ACE
Argument Categorizing element~ AS
Proposition

Radical~

P

= Argument

= Proposition~

and S

=

Structure~

=

Sentence):

~=
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Domain of Analysis
Argument

Functor

New Entity

(AS»---------------> {P

1.

(ACE
Verb Root:

2.

(DOE
Verbal Inflections:

3.

(SDE
Intonation:

({P»--------------> P
(P»----------------> S

Line 3, the mapping of a sentence from a proposition, has already been discussed; lines 1 and 2 will also be
looked into.
Proposition Radical.

A proposition radical is, as

its name implies, the root part of a proposition.

fP is the

entity resulting from the mapping of a given argument structure by its ACE, or verb root.

A verb root is a base form

to which compatible verbal inflections comprising notions of
person, number, tense, aspect and modality must attach.
We can think of a
of a verb in the lexicon.

IP

as the syntactic specification

Any given verb would be specified

for obligatory and/or optional arguments such as NP's,
clauses, clitics, predicate nouns and adjectives, other
verbs, PP's, etc.
specified as

For example, a transitive verb might be
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28
[V

Obligatory Arguments (Optional Arguments)]

A verb's syntactic specification thus yields a schema of the
ACE and the arguments over which it ranges:
[(ACE:Verb Root (Obligatory Args.
A

~,

(Optional Args.»]

then, is composed of an argument structure whose

properties are fixed by a verb root.

Since the leftmost

element must, by definition, be able to take compatible
verbal inflections, nouns and adjectives can never be the
ACE of a

{P, only verbs can.

And infinitives, as we saw in

Chapter I, take the same number and types of arguments as
their conjugated counterparts (i.e., a finite verb in a
paraphrase).
In Spanish, the number of obligatory arguments ACE's
may range from 0 to 2.

The subject is not part of the

argument structure, since notions of person and number
(among others) are contained in the verbal inflections, or
the function from

iF

to P.

Following Grigsby, I analyze the

notion subject in Spanish as a syntactic value "outside the
range of the ACE •••

[extracted from] particular formal

properties of the sentence"

(Grigsby 1984:72), and the

lexical item which is traditionally analyzed as the subject
28.
If there are optional arguments that can occur
with all verbs in the language, this generalization could be
stated in such a way that it need not be repeated with every
stem. The optional arguments in the specification refer to
those arguments that go with particular verbs, such as
directionals with~, locatives with live, etc.
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NP as an "adstructural element added to the sentence to
perform some non-syntactic function"

(Grigsby 1984:75).

In

short, on this analysis, "if a semantic predicate controls
n-arguments, its corresponding ACE controls n-1"

(Grigsby

1984:59) •
The functor and its argument interact. There is no
way to predict the number or type of arguments a verb root
will take.

Verb roots are lexically specified for their

argument structure, and any given root can take only those
arguments corresponding to it; anything else would result in
ungrammaticality.

An intransitive verb like naufragar,

'to

sink, to be shipwrecked' for example, may take optional
arguments such as PP's, but, being specified for 0 obligatory arguments such as object NP's, it may take none of
these:
( 102)

Naufrag6 en el Egeo.
It sank in the Aegean.
29

(103 )

*Naufrag6 a 77 tripulantes.
It sank 77 crew members.

A verb that takes an obligatory clitic as part of its argument array, on the other hand, may not omit such argument.
Arrepentirse 'to repent', for example, must take a reflexive
clitic:
29. Generally, human accusatives in Spanish are
preceded by ~ 'to'.
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(lD4)

*Maria arrepinti6 en seguida.

whose grammatical version should be:

(105)

Maria se arrepinti6 en seguida.
Maria repented right away.

The functor is sensitive to its argument in that it may
combine with an argument array for which it is lexically
specified and no other.
Verbal Inflections. We have already seen that a
proposition is an entity composed of all the lexical
requirements for a sentence, but lacking intonation; we have
also seen how a

IF

is composed.

We now need to look at

the syntactic composition of P.
Line 2 of the schema of a sentence's composition
says that P is the entity resulting from the mapping of

IF

by its DOE, which is anyone of the verbal inflections on
the list in Chapter I.
The verbal inflections are divided into four moods:
the Indicative, the Subjunctive,
the Imperative, and the
29
Infinitive
(hereafter sometimes designated IND, SUBJ, IMP
and INF, respectively).
Just as there is an interaction between the ACE and
its argument, there is one also between the verbal
29. The Infinitive Mood is traditionally treated as
comprised of all three non-finite forms:
the infinitive
itself, the gerund, and the past participle. These last two
are excluded here because they are not being analyzed at all
and are, in any case, irrelevant to the discussion.
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/P.

inflections and the
tive to

The verbal inflections are sensi~.

the verb root in the

There are three morpho-

logically distinct classes of verbs in Spanish, known as the
-ar or First Conjugation, the

-~

or Second Conjugation, and

the -ir or Third Conjugation, exemplified by hablar 'to
speak', comer 'to eat', and vivir 'to live'.

For some para-

digms, for example the future, the initial vowel of each
verbal inflection (commonly known as the "thematic" vowel)
differs according to whether the verb belongs to the first,
second or third conjugation:
First

1
2

3

habl

-

-ar

Second

sg.

pI.

-.~r~

-aremos 1

-ar~s

habl

-ar~

sg.

-ar~is

2

-ar~n

3

Third

com

2
3

-ir~s

-er~s

com

-er~is
-er~n

-ir
pI.

-ir~

viv

-eremos

-er~

-

-er
pI.

-er~

sg.
1

-

-iremos
viv-

-ir~

-ir~is
-ir~n

For other paradigms, the thematic vowel may not be present
for some persons, will be the same for some persons of the
Second and Third conjugations, and will be distinct for some
persons of all three conjugations.
paradigm is instructive:

The present indicative
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No thematic vowel - 1st person singular:
hablcom-

-0

vivThematic vowel same for Second and Third Conjugations but
different for First - 2 sg., 3 sg., and 3 pl.
First Conjugation

Second and Third Conjugations

-as
com
habl-

-a
viv
-an

-es

-

-e

-

-en

Thematic vowel different for all three conjugations - 1
pI., 2 pI.
First Conj.
habl-

r!!mos
-A is

Second Conj.
com-

{-~mos
-~is

Third Conj.

.

vJ.v-

{ -lmos
.
-1s

The thematic vowel of the infinitive is distinct for all
three conjugations.

Some paradigms, like the imperfect,

differ not just in the thematic vowel, but in the entire
inflection as well, for the first conjugation versus the
other two:
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Imperfect First Conjugation

Second and Third Conj.

-aba

-ia

-abas

-ias

-aba

-ia

habl-

com-Abamos

-iamos
viv-

-abais

-iais

-aban

-ian

The inflections that are compatible with a given
root are lexically specified, much like irregular, defective
and "weather" verbs, which likewise may take only certain
inflections.

The functor is thus sensitive to the type of

verb root in the

{F.

The functor and its argument combine

to yield only grammatical propositions.
The verbal inflections express notions of tense,
aspect, modality, person and number.
Tense.

The inflections which include tense belong

to the Indicative mood.

There are basically two tenses in

Spanish, Past and Non-Past.

The preterit, imperfect and

conditional belong to the former, the present and future to
the latter.

The Imperative and both Subjunctive paradigms

are tenseless (Sandoval 1984:140).
Aspect.
imperfective.
are aspectual:

In Spanish, aspect may be perfective or
Only three members of the indicative paradigm
the present and the imperfect are
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imperfective, and the preterit is perfective.

All other

verbal inflections are non-aspectual.
Modality.
some qualification.

The notion of modality as used here needs
It does not include such modal verbs as

deber 'to be obligated', poder 'to be able', querer 'to
31
want', necesitar 'to need', etc.,
because the modality of
these verbs is semantic -- it is inherent in their meaning.
For the purposes at hand, modality includes only such modal
31.
I make no distinction between auxiliaries such
as these and other verbs, but simply treat all leftmost
verbs in a verbal sequence as ACE's whose arguments are
infinitives, as in Quiero SALIR 'I want to go out'. This is
essentially what Culicover and Wilkins (1986:120, 122, 136)
and Grigsby (1984:92) do.
The analysis of embedded infinitives as arguments to
another verb rather than as S' complements brings up an
issue beyond the scope of this dissertation: control. Control could be a problem if such GB Theory constructs as PRO
and the Projection Principle were maintained.
But they need
not be. Other frameworks, taking approaches to control
different from GB's, dispense with such theoretical constructs. See, for example, Culicover and Wilkins 1986. In
fact, some of the theoretical constructs of GB Theory cannot
account for Spanish infinitive sentences. Under GB, infinitives are base generated preceded by PRO, an empty category
in an ungoverned position (Chomsky 1981:191). GB thus
preuicts that infinitive sentences must have PRO as their
subject. Nothing else is possible. But Spanish infinitive
sentences with a phonetically-realized NP which, under GB,
must be analyzed as subject, are not uncommon. Not only do
such subject NP's appear in an ungoverned -- and therefore
caseless -- position, but they also have nominative case.
If we analyze such infinitive sentences as having AGR as the
case assigner and governor of the subject NP, as indeed we
must, then we get PRO and AGR alternating in a position
which clearly excludes the possibility of alternation.
These facts of Spanish, then, are not obviously easily
accounted for under GB Theory.

---------~.---------- ..

--.
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notions as are syntactically encoded into the verbal inflections (and at times modified or enhanced by the SOE, as will
be shown later), such as the wonderment or probability that
can be expressed by the future or the wonder and possibility
of the conditional (FUT and CONO, respectively):
(106)

J,Quien llamarA?
FUT

SerA Juan.

~T

who {he} _ will-call
she

he} -will-be Juan
{ she

I wonder who's calling.
(107)

~Quien llamaria?
CONO

It's probably Juan.

Seria Juan.
CONO

who {he }-Would-call {he} -would-be Juan.
she
she
I wonder who called.

It might've been Juan.

In addition to wonderment, probability and possibility, modality also includes (but need not be limited to)
contingency and impossibility or unlikelihood.

Besides the

future and conditional inflections, the inflections of both
32
subjunctive paradigms also mark modality: the present-form
32. The two subjunctive paradigms are traditionally
called "present" an~ "past", which implies they have tense,
but they do not (Sandoval 1984:140); they merely agree
formally, when they appear in clauses, with the tense of the
matrix verb. The present is used with present and future
matrices, the past with preterit, imperfect and conditional
ones.
"Present-form" and "past-form" are thus better terms,
as they point to the formal nature of these inflections.

---------------------------
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subjunctive marks contingency, the past-form unlikelihood or
impossibility.

The following sentences are illustrative:
haya
pro from

..

(108)

QuizAs ya

venido Juan.
*hubiera
past for

Perhaps John has already come.
venga
pro form

(109)
OjalA

Juan.
Viniera
past form
Juan

{may
}
would only

come.

In sentence (108), because quizAs is an adverb expressing
possibility but not certainty, the present-form subjunctive
with contingent modality may appear, but the past form,
expressing impossibility or unlikelihood, may not. But in
sentence (109) both forms of the subjunctive may appear,
with a concomitant change in meaning, because ojalA expresses hope or wish on the part of the speaker -- one can
obviously desire something impossible.
Notice that, just as the future and the conditional
may, but need not, express modality, both subjunctive paradigms also have non-modal uses, as in subordinate clauses in
which their appearance is syntactically demanded by the
embedding verb.
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Infinitive Inflections.

Recall from Chapter II how

traditional grammarians have treated the infinitive:

some-

times as a verb, sometimes as a noun, sometimes as both, and
sometimes as neither.

Recall further that inflectional

behavior and morphosyntactic patterns unified infinitives
and finite verbs, showing them, as a class, to have internal
consistency.

The compositional analysis offered here both

confirms and gives substance to the claims made in Chapter
II as to the infinitive's verbhood.

This analysis shows

that the infinitive performs all the functions that verbs
perform.
The infinitive has traditionally been treated as a
form which expresses neither person nor number.

The very

name infinitive (=uninflected, vs. finite=inflected) points
to this form's being perceived as unable to encode subject
(and other) information.

But the infinitive is certainly

inflected; its inflections are -ar,

-~

and -ire This poses

the question: "What grammatical information do infinitive
inflections encode?"

It is inevitable that they encode some

information, since they are the function from

{P

to P.

The question will be addressed in some detail.
Person and Number.

Following Grigsby (1984:73), as

previously stated above, I analyze Spanish verbal inflections as containing a syntactic value which yields (among
other things) the person and number of the sUbject.

The
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following range of values is possible in Spanish for each
category:
person
1
2
3
Non-2
Pro

r!Snumber
sg.

<::10(

pI.
N

The person value includes 1, 2, and 3 for all plural subjects of the Indicative and Subjunctive paradigms; 1, 2, and
3 for singular subjects of the Present, Preterit and Future
Indicative, and 2 and Non-2 for singular subjects of the
Imperfect and Conditional Indicative and the present-form
and past-form Subjunctive; and 2 singular and plural for the
Imperative.

Of the person and number values of the infini-

tive, Grigsby states that they are "truly open; a word with
any value [i.e., the NP that "agrees" with the verb] can be
added to sentences with an infinitive

"

(1984:66).

The

person and number values for the infinitive, being unrestricted, are represented by Pro and N.
Tense, Aspect and Modality.

As to the range of

values for the categories tense, aspect and modality, the
following are possible in Spanish:

--------_._--------------

-
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~ Aspect

~Modality

Past

Perfective

Wonderment

Non-Past

Imperfective

Probability

Non-Tense

Non-Aspectual

Possibility

~

Tense

Contingency
Impossibility
There may possibly be other modalities.

It is

difficult to be sure one has discovered them all on intuitive grounds alone, and there is a paucity of information on
modality in the Spanish literature.

Nevertheless, these

five modal notions included here are certainly encoded in
the verbal inflections, as has already been shown.
For the infinitive, the tense and aspect values are
completely open, just as they were for the person and number
ones.

(The modality value, however, is not; the infinitive

appears unable to express probability and possibility.)

The

following sentence is illustrative:
Non-Tense, Non-Aseectual, Modal:

(110)

COMER tu esa fruta y HACERte dano
to-eat you that fruit and to-make-you harm
As soon as you eat that fruit, it'll make
you sick.
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In this sentence, the infinitives express a contingent
modality.

The actions are seen as likely but not certain.

Past, Perfective Aspect, Non-Modal:
(111)

TU Ie dirAs a tu marido:
you to-him you-will-say to your husband
IR a la Ballesta, IR al Puebla,
to-go to the Ballesta to-go to-the Puebla
Y COMER Y BEBER buen vino.
and to-eat and to-drink good wine
You'll say to your husband: I went to the
Ballesta (Street), I went to the Puebla
(Restaurant), and I ate and I drank good
wine.

Here, all the infinitives can be replaced by the Preterit,
which has past tense and perfective aspect values.
Past, Imperfective Aspect:
(112)

Venlan sofocados. CORRER a un lado,
they-were-coming suffocated to-run to one
lado, CORRER a otro •••
side to-run to other
Run
They arrived suffocated.

{ They'd

run
to one side,

{ they'd run}

to the other •••

In sentence (112) above, both infinitives can be replaced by
the imperfect (and only the imperfect), which has past tense
and imperfective aspect values.
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Non-Past, Imperfective Aspect, Non-Modal:
(113)

Soy un torbellino. LLEGAR, MONTAR,
I-am a whirlwind to-arrive to-set-up
ESTRENAR Y MARCHARme.
to-debut and to-leave-myself
I'm a whirlwind.

I arrive, I set up, I

debut and I leave.
In (113) above, the four infinitives are replaceable by the
present indicative, which has non-past tense, imperfective
aspect and non-modal modality values.
Past, Non-Aspectual:
(114)

Pues yo, padre, por recobrar el carino de
well I father for to-regain the love of
mi Manolo, IR descalza por las calles,
my Manolo to-go barefoot through the streets
PEDIR de puerta en puerta • • • todo, todo.
to-beg from door in door all all
As for me, father, to regain my Manalo's
love, I'd go barefoot through the streets,
I'd beg from door to door • • • anything,
anything.

Here the two infinitives can be replaced only by the conditional, an indicative form with past tense, non-aspectual
aspect, and (in this case) non-modal modality values.
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Tenseless, Non-Aspectual, Non-Modal:
(115 )

IRse a case
Y tu, joven, hasta luego.
and you young-man till then to-go-~ to home

.

en seguida, teh?
right away huh
As for you, young man, so long.

Go home

right away, okay?
In this sentence, the infinitive performs the function of
the imperative, a tenseless, non-aspectual, non-modal form.
Tenseless, Non-Aspectual, Modal:
(116 )

.

cVOTAR ahora, despu~s de siglos de
to-vote now after centuries of
mandar ustedes?
to-rule you-pl.
To vote now, after centuries of your ruling?

(117 )

lHUMILLARse ~se?
to-humble-himself that-one
What, him humble himself?

(118)

iMaldita sea!
damned she-be

PONERme en un bochorno
to-put-me in a shame

como ~ste cada ocho dias!
like this every eight days
Damn!

To put me in a tight spot like this

once a week!
(119)

iJUGARte la pasta de esa manera!
to-play yourself the dough in that manner
To gamble your money that way!
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(120)

iLLORAR el, que no se apura por nadal
to-cry he that not ~ worries for nothing
Him cry, he who doesn't worry about
anything!

In sentences (116) through (120) above, the infinitives
cannot be replaced by any other forms.
(120) express modalities of wonderment.

Sentences (118) to
Sentences (116) and

(117) express modalities of wonderment and impossibility; in
both, the speaker expresses surprise that the action should
be expected, as well as a belief that the action will not
take place at all.

Since the infinitive is an open form as

far as what notions it may express, it appears to be intonation that makes the modal force possible. This will, in
fact, be corroborated by later discussion, when the interaction of verbal inflection and intonation is expanded upon.
But it is a fact that sentences (116) to (120) above express
modalities of wonderment/impossibility and wonderment for
which the infinitives are exclusively appropriate.

That

such modalities are expressed by the SDE is immaterial.

It

is the nature of the infinitive that allows the modal force
to be expressed by the SDE, since other moods cannot be used
to paraphrase.
Summary of Verbal Inflections.

The features and

values of the different paradigms of verbal inflections can
be summarized as in the following feature bundles:
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Indicative
Present

Preterit

Imperfect

Person 1, 2, 3

Person 1, 2, 3

Number sg., pl.

Number sg., pl.

Person 1, 2, 3,
Non-2
Number sg., pl.

Tense Non-Past

Tense Past

Tense Past

Aspect Imperfectiv

Aspect Perfective

Modality Non-Modal

Modality Non Modal

Aspect Imperfective
Modality NonModal

Future

Conditional

Person 1, 2, 3
Number sg., pl.

Person 1, 2, 3,
Non-2
Number sg., pl.

Tense Non-past

Tense Past

Aspect Non-Aspectua

Aspect Non-Aspectual

Modality Non-Modal,
Probability,
Wonderment

Modality Non-Modal,
Possibility,
Wonderment

Subjunctive
Present-Form

Past-Form

Person 1, 2, 3
Non-2
Number sg., pl.

Person 1, 2, 3,
Non-2
Number sg., pl.

Tense Non-Tense

Tense Non-Tense

Aspect Non-Aspectua

Aspect Non-Aspectual

Modality Non-Modal,
Contingency

Modality Non-Modal,
Impossibility

.

----------- --
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Imperative

Infinitive

Person 2

Person Pro

Number sg., pl.

Number N

Tense Non-Tense

Tense T

Aspect Non-Aspectual

Aspect A

Modality Non-Modal

Modality Wonderment,
Contingency,
Impossibility,
Non-Modal

The true nature of the infinitive becomes evident in
the feature matrix, where T and A stand for unspecified
values of tense and aspect.

Far from being an uninflected

form that cannot express tense, person, or number,

the

infinitive is the one form that is open to express almost
33
tense, aspect and modality
anything.
Its person, number,
values are virtually unlimited; except for the modality of
probability and possibility of the future and conditional,
it subsumes the values present in all other paradigms.
The infinitive does not face the restrictions that
other forms face.

For example, when the values for tense

and aspect are not non-tense and non-aspectual

(as in the

present, preterit and imperfect), the modality value can
only be non-modal.

As another example, when the tense,

aspect and modality values are non-tense, non-aspectual and
33. It's worth noting here that getting a lexical
subject for infinitive sentences presents no problem because
of the Pro N values.
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non-modal, the paradigm is limited to expressing one person
value (as in the imperative).
have any such constraints.

But the infinitive does not

It is truly the wild .verb of the

inflectional deck.
The Role of Intonation in Sentence Composition
In all Spanish sentences, there are certain affinities between the SDE (intonation) and its argument (P,
containing the temporal element or mood, i.e., the tense,
aspect, and modality values of the verbal inflections).
Like other functors, intonation requires certain properties
of its argument in order to map it into a sentence.

And, it

plays a crucial role in yielding that sentence's total modal
force and in providing the judgment for its truth value.

It

is, then, the mapping by the SDE of a proposition into a
sentence that yielas that sentence's overall syntacticsemantic properties.

This interaction is rather complex.

The SDE's Requirements of Its Argument
It is necessary to distinguish among four different
types of (abstract) propositions, according to the mood of
their verbal inflections: indicative,
tive and

~nfinitive

propositions.

subjunctive,

impera-

It is then easier to see

~

the interaction of the SDE and its argument.

Particular

intonation contours require certain properties of their
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argument, and distinguishing among propositions points up
their different formal properties.
In Chapter III, a total of five intonational contours for non-infinitive and infinitive sentences were
described and schematized: declarative, exclamative, interrogative and command, for non-infinitives (all from
Navarro Tomas 1967), and enunciative, exclamative, interrogative and command for infinitives (all supported with spectrog~aphic

evidence).

Recall that the non-infinitive de-

clarative, exclamative and command had intonational contours
identical to the infinitive enunciative, exclamative and
command, but that the non-infinitive and infinitive interrogatives differed in that the latter had a high, intense
point at the beginning of the melodic curve, whereas the
former did not.

We thus wind up with the following five

gross intonational contours and their corresponding sentence
types:
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Table III
Intonational Contours and Their Corresponding
Sentence Types
Sentence Type

Intonational Contour
1.

Declarative or Enunciative

2.

Exclamative

3./

""

/'------------~

4. / '

5.~

Command

Non-Infinitive
Interrogative
Infinitive Interrogative

For simplification, final circumflex intonation of
interrogative subtypes (both infinitive and non-infinitive)
is conflated with final rising intonation.

Such details,

discussed in Chapter III, are irrelevant to the present
discussion.
Each intonation contour may combine with from one to
three types of proposition, but none may combine with all
four.

The permissible and proscribed combinations are the

following:
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Intonation

Permissible

Proscribed

contour

Propositions

Propositions

1. Declarative

IND

*IMP

INF
SUBJ
2. Exclamative

IND

*IMP

INF
SUBJ
3. Command

IMP

*IND

INF
SUBJ
4. Non-Infinitive
Interrogative

5. Infinitive
Interrogative

IND

*IMP

SUBJ

*INF

INF

*IMP
*IND
*SUBJ

The following sentences (in which the HIP is
symbolized by the "-" above the strong syllable, the mood is
identified below each verb, and infinitives are capitalized
as before) provide examples of each possible combination of
intonation contour and type of proposition:
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1.

Declarative Intonation with Indicative, Infinitive and
Subjunctive Propositions.
(121)

Se fueron al Jap6n
IND
They went to Japan

(122)

REGRESAR e IRnos al Jap6n.
to-return and to-go-ourselves to-the-Japan
AS soon as we return, we're going to Japan.

(123)

2.

Ojala me lleve Juan al Jap6n.
SUBJ
Hopefully, John may take me to Japan.

Exclamative Intonation with Indicative, Infinitive and
Subjunctive Propositions.

(124)

iSe fueron al Jap6n!
IND
Th:y went to Japan!

(125)

iIRse al Jap6n!
to-go-~ to-the Japan
Oh'Ato go to Japan!

(126)

3.

jViera qu~ guapo es Juan!
SUBJ
You should
}
see how handsome Juan is!
{
I wish you coula

Command Intonation with Imperative, Infinitive and
SUbjunctive_propositions.
(127)

Vete al Jap6n.
IMP
Go to Japan.
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(128)

No LLEVAR a Juan al Jap6n.
not to-take to Juan to-the Japan
Don't take Juan to Japan.

(129)

4.

-

No salgas con Juan.
SUBJ
Don't go out with Juan.

Non-Infinitive Interrogative Intonation with Indicative
and Subjunctive Propositions.

5.

(130)

iFuiste al Jap6n con Juan?
IND
Did you go to Japan with Juan?

(131)

lQuisieras vivir en el Jap6n?
SUBJ
Would you like to live in Japan?

.

Interrogative Intonation with Infinitive Proposition.

(132)

tIRme al Jap6n con Juan?
to-the Japan with Juan

to-go-~

What, me go to Japan with Juan?
Of the twenty logically possible combinations of intonation and mood (five gross. intonational contours times
four moods), only twelve occur.

The combinatory poss-

ibilities face certain constraints because the
certain formal properties of its argument.

snE

requires

The permissible

combinations yield sentences associated with specific sentence types; anything else is ungrammatical, as the
following data show:

1.

Declarative Intonation with the Imperative Mood.

(133)* CAsate con Juan.
IMP
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2.

Exclamative Intonation with the Imperative Mood.

explanation is necessary here.

Some

Very often in writing,

commands are represented with exclamation signs, as in iVe!
'Go!',

;Hazlo rapido!

'Do it quickly!', etc.

We must assume

that, through the convention of the exclamative

punctu~tion,

the writer is trying to emphasize a certain intonational
element, i.e., the HIP of the command, since the HIP is the
element that both commands and exclamatives have in common.
But we saw in Chapter III, both from Navarro Tomas's (1967)
non-instrumental descriptions and from the spectrographic
evidence, that the command's and exclamative's HIP's are
indeed different.

The spectrograms showed that the height

of commands was somewhat less for commands (380 Hz. at the
peak) than for exclamatives (410 Hz.).

As to intensity,

Navarro Tomas says that, though exclamatives and commands
coincide, intonationally, along the same general lines, "it
is well known ••• that among the elements that collaborate
••• to distinguish the imperative from the affirmative, it
is not tone precisely, but the accent of intensity, that
plays the principal role" Navarro Tomas (1967:234).

The

spectrograms show that this difference in intensity is
dramatic: 9.18 square centimeters for the exclamative, 12.86
for the command.

We must thus not interpret written ex-

clamation signs as making commands sound like exclamatives;
they cannot.

Rather, they signal a stronger, more energetic
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command, whereas their absence indicates a more attenuated
intonation, perhaps something (pragmatically) closer to a
request than a command, but they do not symbolize an
exclamative intonation.
with this explanation in mind, and letting the ex-

r!, stand for exclamative intonation only,

clamation signs,

we can definitely say that this intonational contour and the
imperative mood_may not combine:

(134) *iCAsate con Juan!
IMP
3.

Command Intonation
with the Indicative Mood.
x

(135) *Te casas con Juan.
IND

4.

Non-Infinitive Interrogative Intonation with the
Imperative or Infinitive Mood.

(136) *LCAsate con Juan?
HIP

(137) *tCASARte con Juan?
to-marry-yourself with Juan

5.

Infinitive Interrogative Intonation with the Imperative,
Indicative

~r

Subjunctive Mood.

(138) *lCAsate con Juan?
IMP
(139) *lTe casas con Juan?
IND

-

(140) *tTe cases con Juan?
SUBJ
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The foregoing discussion shows that the SOE and its
argument interact.

The intonation of a sentence is

sensitive to its argument, i.e., the type of proposition it
maps into a sentence, in that only certain combinations of
intonation contour and proposition type are permissible and
in that particular intonation contours yield specific
sentence types.
Interaction of SOE and Mood in Providing the Total Modal
Force
The SOE and its argument interact to provide a sentence's modal force, with the SOE being the more important
of the two elements.

Two types of modality are discussed

here, the modality provided by the proposition and the
modality provided by the SOE.

Together, they determine a

sentence's total modal force.

The SOE may combine with the

proposition's modality without contributing any modal notions, but allowing the proposition's gramatically-encoded
modal notions to come through, or it may combine with the
proposition's modality to enhance it.

Alternatively, it may

completely override the proposition's modality and impose
its own, even if it is contrary to the proposition's.

It is

this last way of interacting that shows that the role of the
SOE in providing a sentence's modality is the crucial one.
Recall that the future and conditional paradigms,
members of the indicative, can express a modality of
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wonderment and probability or possibility.

Thus, declara-

tive sentences like (121) above can be modal if they have
future or conditional verbal inflections and are non-modal
with any other indicative inflections.

By contrast, sen-

tences like (124), also indicative, are always modal.

They

always express some degree of wonderment or surprise, regardless of the indicative paradigm their verbal inflections
belong to.

Sentence (130), in the preterit indicative (a

non-modal paradigm), is instructive.

Thus, the modality of

declarative sentences seems to reside only in the verbal
inflections themselves, or their mood, and that of exclamatives like (124) in their intonation.
like declaratives;

Enunciatives behave

(110) and (122), for example, are modal,

since they express contingent modality, but they may also be
non-modal, as in (111),

(112) and (113).

This is exactly

what one would expect of the infinitive, since its inflections have multiple modal values, including the possibility
of non-modality.

Infinitive interrogatives, on the other

hand, behave like exclamatives -- they are always modal.
See, for example, sentence (132).

This singles out the

intonational contour as a modal element in both exclamatives
and infinitive interrogatives.

We thus have one type of

modality being expressed by the verbal inflections themselves and another one by the intonational contour.

In

addition, modality may be expressed by the combination of
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verbal inflection and intonation.

For example, Sentence

(126), an exclamative in the subjunctive mood, carries the
modality of impossibility. or unlikelihood inherent in the
past-form subjunctive (see Sentence (109»

and an additional

modal force of surprise, which is, as with

Sente~ces

and (125), contributed by the intonation.

(126) implies

(124)

that Juan is surprisingly handsome; the same sentence
without exclamative intonation does not.
Because of the foregoing, it is necessary to distinguish among total modal force, which is the sum of modal
notions expressed by a sentence, inflectional

mo~ality,

or

the modal notions (grammatically) encoded in the verbal
inflections, and intonational modality, or the modal notions
expressed by the SDE itself.

Total modal force, then, re-

fers to a sentence's global modality, whereas inflectional
and intonational modality refer to localized modal notions.
Table IV below sets forth the inflectional and intonational modality and the total modal force values of the
sentences mapped by the various intonation

contours~
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Table IV
Intonation Contour, Modality and Total Modal Force
Intonation
Contour
1.

Declarative

Mood
IND

+ or

INF

+ or

SUBJ
2.

Exclamative

Command

+ or

-

+ or -

+

+
+

+

INF

+ or

-

+

+

+

+

+

IMP

SUBJ

5.

-

+ or -

INF

4.

Total
Intonational Modal
Force
Modalitl

IND

SUEJ
3.

Inflectional
Modalitl

+ or

-

+

Non-Infinitive IND
Interrogative
SUBJ

+ or

Infinitive
INF
Interrogative

+ or

-

+ or

+

-

+

-

+

+

Table IV shows the role the SDE plays in determining
a sentence's total modal force.

In the case of declarative

and non-infinitive interrogative intonation contours (Types
1 and 4) which, themselves, contribute no modal notions to
the total force, it is the verbal inflections that determine
the total modal force.

But in the case of the exclamative,

the infinitive-interrogative and the command intonation
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contours (Types 2, 5 and 3), it is the SDE that determines
the total modal force, though not by itself in all cases.
Consider exclamative intonation combined with indicative and infinitive verbal inflections, both of which
may be modal or non-modal.

When the inflectional modality

has a negative value, the total modal force remains positive
(as in Sentence (124) above).

In other words, the intona-

tional modality overrides the non-modality of the verbal
inflections.

The same is true of the infinitive-interroga-

tives (Type 5).

The intonational modality (which may

possibly express two modal notions, surprise

and unlikeli-

hood, i.e., amazement at and denial of the proposition)
overrides the negative modal value of the infinitive inflections.

(It is also quite possible, in this case, that the

modal notion of unlikelihood is contributed by the infinitive inflections, in which case the SDE would not override
any negative value.

Such propositions might simply always

be specified as [+modal].

In such a case, however, the SDE,

rather than overriding any [-modal] value, would enhance, or
combine with, the [+modal] value of the inflectional
modality, since the total modal force of the sentence is
mul tiple.)
Command intonation, Type 3, provides the strongest
evidence of the SDE's importance in providing the total
modal force.

Command sentences are always non-modal;
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nothing else is possible.

In the case of the imperative

command, whose inflectional modality value is negative, the
total modal ·force could come from either the inflections or
the intonation, which also has a negative value, thus making
moot the question of-the total modal force's source.

In the

case of infinitive propositions, whose inflectional modality
can be negative or positive, the intonational modality
appears to override the [+modal] value.

Alternatively, it

can be said that, in such propositions, the inflectional
modality is specified only as [-modal].

But here, as in the

case of the infinitive interrogative, the intonational
modality would still combine with and/or enhance the inflectional modality to render a [-modal] total modal force.

The

subjunctive proposition, however, demonstrates, beyond any
doubt, that it is the SDE that provides the total modal
force: the subjunctive inflections are specified only for a
[+modal] value (they can function non-modally only in subordinated clauses), yet the intonational modality overrides
the [+modal] value, since the total modal force is negative.
Since the exclamative, command and infinitiveinterrogative intonation contours (Types 2, 3 and 5,
respectively) are the three that include a high, intense
point (HIP) near the beginning of the melodic curve, the
ineluctable conclusion is that when the SDE includes a HIP,
the intonational modality value overrides the inflectional

- - - - - - - - - --------- -_.

·

~

.,
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one.

Thus, for these sentences, the SDE provides the total

modal force, whereas for non-HIP sentences, the SDE's modal
value is neutral and allows the inflectional modality to be
the element providing the total modal force.

In other

words, the SDE, as a functor, allows its argument to provide
the total modal force when it, the functor, is of a certain
type, i.e., when it lacks a HIP.

On the other hand, the SDE

requires its argument to give up its modal force in favor of
the SDE's (the HIP) when the SDE's modal value is not
neutral.

In short, then, intonation is like other fUnctors

in that it exacts certain requirements of its argument, but,
regardless of what it requires, the SDE can impose certain
global properties upon its argument even in the absence of
the formal requirements.
Interaction of SDE and Mood in Providing the Judgment
Consider the hypothesis that every sentence has an
element "which makes possible a judgment regarding its truth
value"

(Steele et al. 1981:157).

In Spanish, every sentence

embodies the property of assertion or non-assertion, which
is what makes the judgment possible.

The judgment made

possible by assertion is that a sentence's proposition is
true, by non-assertion that truth is not relevant.
A sentence asserts if its propositional basis is
satisfied, i.e., if it corresponds to the way the world is
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(Steele et ale 1981:170); a declarative is an example of an
assertion.

A sentence non-asserts if its propositional

basis is not satisfied; a command is an exmaple of a nonassertion.

"Non-assertion" does not equal false in any

mathematical sense; rather, by non-assertion a speaker can
express such notions as doubt,

lack of information or

knowledge, subjective belief, emotional involvement, etc.
In Spanish, the element that signals assertion is the SDE.
The properties of assertion and non-assertion are
predictable from the application of the intonation contour
to particular propositions.

A particular contour, command

intonation, maps certain propositions into commands; another
contour, final rising intonation, makes certain propositions
interrogatives; and another one, declarative intonation,
maps its propositions into declaratives.

In the case of an

exclamative contour, the SDE yields non-assertions with
infinitive and subjunctive propositions but assertions with
indicatives.

The table below shows the property of asser-

tion and non-assertion according to intonation contour:

- - - - - - - _..._- - - -
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Table V
Intonation Contour and Assertion
Intonation
Contour
1.

2.

Mood

Dec larati ve

Exclamative

Assertion

IND

+

INF

+

SUBJ

+

IND

+

INF
SUBJ
3.

IMP

Command

INF
SUBJ
4.

Non-Infinitive
Interrogative

IND
SUBJ

5.

Infinitive
Interrogative

INF

The property of assertion, then, is also predictable
from the intonational contour, with one apparent exception.
A rising intonation and/or a HIP, as in the Exclamative,
Command, and Non-Infinitive and Infinitive Interrogative,
distinguish non-assertions from assertions.

See, for in-

stance, Sentences (125) through (132) above, all of which
have a HIP and/or rising intonation and are non-assertions.
See also (121),

(122) and (123), the declaratives and

--------------------_._---------_..._-- - - - -
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enunciative, which have falling intonation, lack a HIP, and
are assertions.
The exception is the indicative exclamative (Sentence (124», which has a HIP but asserts.

But since we

have distinguished among indicative, subjunctive, imperative
and infinitive propositions, we can conclude that, in the
case of indicative propositions, intonation distinguishes
between assertions by means of a final element of the intonation contour (i.e., rising intonation yields non-assertions); in the case of imperative propositions, intonation
produces only non-assertion -- indeed, it is hard to see
what else it could produce; and in the case of infinitive
and subjunctive propositions, intonation distinguishes between assertion and non-assertion by means of the initial
element of the contour, the HIP, and/or final rising intonation, whose presence signals non-assertion.

Thus, the ex-

ception turns out to be not an exception at all, but application of the SDE in a particular way to a particular
proposition.

In Spanish, then, the judgment about the truth

value of a sentence is provided oy the SDE: intonation.
The foregoing discussion has shown that the functor
SDE interacts with its argument, and that the purpose of
such interaction is to provide a sentence's global properties.

The functor makes certain demands of its argument and

it provides the total modal force and the judgment regarding
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the sentence's truth value.

Table VI below reflects the

result of the interaction between intonation and its argument:
Table VI
Global Properties of Sentences Provided
by the Interaction of the SDE and its Argument
Intonation
Contour
1.

2.

3.

Declarative

Exclamative

Command

Mood

Total Modal
Force

IND

+ or -

+

INF

+ or -

+

SUBJ

+

+

IND

+

+

INF

+

SUBJ

+

Assertion

IMP
INF
SUBJ

4.

5.

Non-Infinitive
Interrogative
Infinitive
Interrogative

IND

+ or -

SUBJ

+

INF

+

Table VI summarizes the array of sentential properties that the mapping of a proposition by its functor, the
SDE, yields.
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Conclusions
Until now, infinitive sentences had not been
formally analyzed as such, though a formal analysis is
clearly superior to a non-formal one •.
formal analysis is adequate.

But, not just any

I have shown in Chapter II

that two previous analyses, one structural and one generative, are incapable of treating infinitive sentences as
sentences in their own right, and must appeal to ad hoc
solutions.
A compositional analysis, by contrast, can account
for them and leaves no doubt as to their status as sentences; it also reveals why they are sentences.

'First, it

sheds light upon the infinitive itself and what notions it
may express.

Second, it explains precisely how the syntac-

tic domain sentence is composed.

Third, by analyzing in-

finitives as inflected verbs that can perform sentential
functions, it achieves two important generalizations: the
unified treatment of all verbs and all sentences.

~Fourth,

by granting infinitive structures sentential status in their
own right, it obviates the need for ad hoc and unconstrained
solutions, such as the theory of general ellipsis and the
positing of abstract subordinating sentences.

Last, it

accounts for infinitive sentences in an elegant way, something that, until now, had not been done.
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As to the compositional analysis, the framework used
here is highly abstract, and thus more encompassing, than
other current frameworks, while at the same time permitting
language-particular, empirical instantiation of its two
principles.

Such a framework, though obviously revealing in

its analysis of infinitive sentences, has interest beyond
this

lan~uage-bound

application.

It can be used profitably

for other languages and other structures.
This analysis has both descriptive adequacy and explanatory power.

The framework of syntactic composition

transmits to it two chief advantages: insight and simplicity.

Thus, the framework used here has consequences for

linguistic theory.
This dissertation has accomplished its stated purpose.

It has examined infinitive sentences in Spanish in a

way that had not been done before, and it has analyzed them
and explained them.
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APPENDIX A
The sentences set forth below constitute the data on
which the analysis is based.

The sentences are organized by

sentence type: Commands, Enunciatives, Exclamatives and
Interrogatives.

Within

each type, they are in alphabetical

sequence by the first word of each.
There is a total of 575 sentences, broken down as
follows: 344 Commands, 70 enunciatives, 113 Exclamatives,
and 48 interrogatives.
I.
1.

COMMANDS.
A DAR vueltas y silencio.
to to-give turns and silence
Turn around and be quiet.

2.

A mi no ENTREMEZCLARme.
to me not to-mix-me-up
Don't get me involved.

3.

ABRIGARos.
to-coyer-yourselves
Cover up.

4.

ABRIR.
to-open
Open up.

5.

ABSTENERSE agencias.
to-abstain agencies
Agencies abstain.
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6.

ACOSTARos.
to-go-to-bed
Go to bed.

7.

Adelante, MARCHAR ligero.
ahead to-march lightly
Move on and go lightly.

8.

Adi6s, Pepe, PASARlo bien.
good-bye Pepe to-pass-it well
Goodbye, Pepe, and have a good time.

9.

Adi6s, senorita Elvira, DESCANSAR.
good-bye miss Elvira to-rest
Goodbye, Miss Elvira, take it easy.

10.

ADMIRARme.
to-admire-me
Admire me.

11.

AGACHARse y no CORRER.
to-bend-down-se and not to-run
Bend down and don't run.

12

AGARRARSE que me voy.
to-hold-on-se that myself I-go
Hold on, 11m leaving.

13.

AGARRARse que volcamos.
to-hold-on-~ t~at we-tip-over
Hold on, welre tipping over.

14.

AGUARDARme.
to-await-me
wait for me.

15.

Ahora DECIRme vosotros.
now to-tell-me you-pl.
Now, you tell me.
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16.

Al baiIar, PONER muchisima atenci6n.
to-the to-dance to-put-very-much attention
Pay close attention when dancing.

17.

Al ejecutar con la flauta el do y sol,
to-the to-execute with the flute the do and sol
ELEVARlos una octava.
to-elevate-them one octave
When executing do and solon the flute, raise them one
octave.

18.

Al m~dico, confesor y letra~o, HABLARle claro.
to-the doctor confessor and learned to-speak-to-him
clearly
When speaking to the your doctor, your priest and a
learned man, speak clearly.

19.

Alarma, TIRAR.
alarm to-pull
Pull alarm.

20.

ALEGRAR esas caras.
to-gladden those faces
Put on a happy face.

21.

ALEGRARos
to-gladden-yourselves
Be happy.

22.

AN DAR con Dios.
to-walk with God
Go with God.

23.

ANDAR, que suben.
to-walk that they-climb
Go on, they're climbing.
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24.

Animal peligroso. No ACERCARse.
animal dangerous not to-get-near-~
Dangerous animal. Don't come near.

25.

ANADIR los dos vasos de vino.
to-add the two glasses of wine
Add the two glasses of wine.

26.

APAGAR luz de cruce.
to-put-out light of cross
Turn off your parking lights.

27.

APARTAR del fuego y PONER a escurrir.
to-remove from-the fire and to-put to to-drain
Remove from burner and drain.

28.

ARREGLARle bien la cola.
to-arrange-to her well the tail
Fix her (wedding gown) train.

29.

APRETAR aqul.
to-push here
Push here.

30.

ARRIMARse pa acA.
to-get-close-~ to here
Get closer to me.

31.

ASAR los pimientos verdes en la parrilla.
to-roast the peppers green on the grill.
Roast the green peppers on the grill.

32.

As! que MARCHARse y VOLVER todos a las doce.
so that to-Ieave-se and to-return all to the twelve
Leave, then, and everyone come back at twelve.

33.

ASOMBARARos.
to-amaze-yourselves
Get a load of this.
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34.

AVANZAR la jugada pulsando el bot6n correspondiente.
to-advance the play pushing the button corresponding
Make your move, pushing the corresponding button.

35.

AVISAR a 105 guardias.
to-.let-konw to the guards
Let the guards know.

36.

BAJAR la voz.
to-lower the voice
Lower your voice.

37.

BESARos en mitad de la calle.
to-kiss-each-other in middle of the street
Kiss each other in the middle of the street.

38.

Bueno, no GASTARse bromas.
well not to-spend jokes
Well, don't kid around.

39.

Bueno, IRos, IRos.
well to-go-yourselves to-go-yourselves
We 11, go, go.

40.

Bueno, PERDONAR.
well to-forgive
Well, excuse (me).

41.

CALLARse.
to-be-quiet-se.
Be quiet.

42.

CALLARse, que ya es tarde.
to-be-quiet-se that already it-is late
Be quiet, it's late already.

43.

CALLARse y OIR al senor Silvino.
to-be-quiet-~ and to-hear to-the mister Silvino
Be quiet and listen to Mr. Silvino.
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44.

CALMARse, rediez.
to-calm-~ good-God
Good God, calm down.

45.

CERRAR la puerta por favor.
to-close the door by favor
Please close the door.

46.

CERRAR cuidadosamente todas las puertas.
to-close carefully all the doors
Close all the doors carefully.

47.

COGERla.
to-catch-her
Catch her.

48.

COLOCAR la bandeja en el horno.
to-place the dish in the oven
Place the dish in the oven.

49.

COMPRAR el disco.
to-buy the record
Buy the record.

50.

COMPRAR cofiac y LLENAR la bota ahora mismo.
to-buy cognac and to-fill the wineskin right now
Buy cognac and fill the wineskin right away.

51.

COMPRIMIRse un poco.
to-compress-~ a little
Get a little bit closer together.

52.

COMPUNGIRse.
to-feel-sad-se
Be sad.

53.

CONSUMIR antes de la fecha indicada en la base.
to-consume before of the date indicated on the base
Eat before the date printed on the bottom.

- - - - - - - - - ----------- --.
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54.

CONTINUAR con la instalaci6n de las piezas
to-continue with the installation of the pieces
que forman las paredes.
that they form the walls
Continue with the assembly of the walls.

55.

COMERme, COMERme.
to-eat-me
to-eat-me
Eat me up, eat me up.

56.

CONTROLAR mejor los momentos de tensi6n.
to-control better the moments of tension
Be in better control of tense moments.

57.

CONVALIDAR su bono tren aqui.
to-validate your voucher train here
Validate your train voucher here.

58.

CORRER.
to-run
Run.

59.

CORTAR en juliana.
to-cut in julienne.
Cut in julienne.

60.

CORTAR la carne y COCINARla a fuego lento.
to-cut the meat and to-cook-it to fire slow
Cut the meat and cook it on a low flame.

61.

CORTAR los calamares en anillos finitos.
to-cut the squid in rings fine-little
Slice the squid in the very thin rings.

62.

Che, DEJARme.
che to-leave-me
Leave me alone, dude.
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63.

{Chist! CALLARse.
hush be-quiet-~
Hush, be quiet.

64.

DAR conocimiento de esta resoluci6n a la Guardia
to-give knowledge of this resolution to the Guard
Civil.
Civil
Make this resolution known to the Civil Guard.

65.

DAR siempre 10 mejor.
to-give always the best
Always give the best.

66.

DARle aceite.
to-give-him oil
Give him oil.

67.

DARle agua, que tiene hipo.
to-give-him water that he-has hiccups
He has the hiccups; give him some water.

68.

DARme agua, que me ahogo.
to-give-me water that me I-choke
I'm choking; give me some water.

69.

DARme mi hija.
to-give-me my daughter.
Give me back my daughter.

70.

DARme una silla.
to-give me a chair
Give me a chair.

71.

DECIRle que 10 haga enseguida.
to-tell-him that it he-do right-away
Tell him to do it right away.
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72.

DEJAR cocer a fuego medio durante cinco minutos.
to-leave to-cook to fire medium during five minutes
Let it cook over a moderate flame for five minutes.

73.

DEJAR reducir bastante el caldo.
to-leave to-reduce plenty the broth
Let the broth reduce quite a bit.

74.

DEJARla y DEJARla que huela.
to-leave-her and to-leave-her that she-smell
Leave her alone and let her smell.

75.

DEJARla que llore.
to-leave-her that she-cry
Let her cry.

76.

DEJARme.
to-leave-me
Leave me.

77.

DEJARme aqul, DEJARme aqul.
to-leave-me here to-leave-me here
Leave me here, leave me here.

78.

DEJARme solo.
to-leave-me alone
Leave me alone.

79.

DEJARse de regafios.
to-leave-~ of scoldings
No scolding, please.

80.

DEJARos de apuestas.
to-leave-yourselves from bets
Don't make any bets.

81.

DEPOSITAR la basura dentro.
to-deposit the garbage inside
Deposit garbage inside.
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82.

DEPOSITAR los envases en el contenedor
to-deposit the containers in the container
de su mismo color.
of their same color
Deposit all containers in the cans of the same color.

83.

DERRETIR la mantequilla en la sarten y PASAR
to-melt the butter in the frying pan and to-pass
por ella las chuletas.
through her the chops
Melt the butter in the frying pan and dip the chops in
it.

84.

DESABROCHARla, DESABROCHARla.
to-unfasten-her to-unfasten-her
Unfasten her, unfasten her.

85.

DESCUBRIRse.
to-uncover-se
Uncover yourself.

86.

DISPENSARme.
to-excuse-me
Excuse me.

87.

DESTAPAR Y REMOVER.
to-uncover and to-stir
Uncover and stir.

88.

ECHAR el tomate junto con la sal y la pimienta.
to-throw the tomato together with the salt and the
pepper
Add the tomato together with the salt and pepper.

89.

Eleuterio, no CONTAR conmigo.
Eleuterio not to-count with-me
Eleuterio, don't count on me.
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90.

EMPUJAR.
to-push
Push.

91.

EMPUJAR la puerta hacia el interior.
to-push the door towards the interior
Push door inwardly.

92.

En caso de averia, PULSAR el bot6n de alarma.
in case of breakdown to-pulsate the button of alarm
In case of breakdown, push the alarm button.

93.

En caso de emergencia, ACTUAR el interruptor.
In case of ememgency to-actuate the interruptor
de parada.
of stop
In case of emergency, push the stop button.

94.

En caso de error, GIRAR el mando de anulaci6n.
in case of error to-turn the control of cancellation
In case of error, turn the cancel control.

95.

En caso de reclamaciones, LLAMAR a Tecnotr6n,
in case of reclamations to-call to Tecnotron
In case of claims, call Tecnotron 475 51 31.

96.

En el mismo momento, ECHAR la mantequilla
in the same moment to-throw the butter
para que se deshaga.
for that se it-undo
At that very moment, put in the butter to melt.

97.

ENCENDER luz de cruce.
to-put-on light of crossing
Turn parking lights on.
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98.

Entonces no TENER la mAquina aqui.
then not to-have the machine here
Then don't have the machine here.

99.

ENTRAR, ENTRAR.
to-enter to-enter
Come in, come in.

100. ESCONDERse todos.
to-hide-se all
Everyone hide.
101. ESPERAR.
to-wait
Wait.
102. ESPERAR a que vuelvan.
to-wait-~ to that they-return
Wait till they return.
103. ESPERAR que entren.
to-wait that they-enter.
Wait till they come in.
104. ESPERARse.
to-wait-se
Await.
105. ESPOLVOREAR con el parmesano rallado.
to-dust with the Parmessan grated
Dust with the grated Parmessan.
106. ESPOLVOREAR con pan rallado y trocitos de mantequilla.
to-dust with bread grated and little-bits of butter
Sprinkle with bread crumbs and dot with butter.
107. FIJARse en este cuadrito a la acuarela.
to-notice-~ in this little-square to the watercolor
Notice this little watercolor.
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109. FIJARse en este mech6n.
to-notice-se in this tuft
Notice this tuft (of hair).

110. FLAMEAR con conac.
to-flambe with cognac
Flambe with cognac.

111. FOLLAR, nino.
to-screw boy
Screw, boy.

112. FORMARse.
to-form-se
Line up.

113. FREIRlas en aceite abundante.
to-fry-them in oil abundant
Deepfry them.

114. FREIRla en una cazuela con aceite.
to-fry-it in a casserole with oil
Fry it in oil in a casserole.

115. FROTAR con zumo de lim6n.
to-rub with juice of lemon
Rub with lemon juice.

116. Garaje. No TAPAR la puerta.
garage not to-cover the door
Garage.

Don't block the door.

117. GIRAR la palanca a posici6n completamente abierta.
to-turn the handle to position completely open
Turn the handle all the way.

118. GRATINAR en horno bien caliente.
to-gratinate in oven well hot
Gratinate in a very hot oven.
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119. HACER cola.

to-make tail
Queue up.
120. HACER corro,

HACER corro.
to-make ring to-make ring

Stand in a circle, stand in a circle.
121. HACER el favor de no insultar.

to-make the favor of not to-insult
Be good enough not to insult (me).
122. HACER paquetes aplastados y pIanos.

to-make

packag~s

flattened and smooth

Make flat, even packages.
123. HACERla aire.

to-make-her air
Fan her.
124. HACERla tila.

to-make-her linden-blossom-tea
Make her some linden tea.
125. HACERme el favor, por 10 que mAs querAis.

to-do-me the favor that which more you-love
Do me that favor, I beg of you.
126. HERVIR los langostinos en agua salada.

to-boil the prawns in water salted
Boil the prawns in salted water.
127. HERVIR los spaghettis en agua y sal durante

to-boil the spaghettis in water. and salt during
quince minutos.
fifteen minutes
Boil the spaghetti in salted water for fifteen minutes.

- - - - - - - - - --------- ----
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128. Hombre, a mi no CONTARme nada hasta la una.
man to-me not to-tell-me nothing until the one
Man, don't tell me anything until 1 o'clocko
129. Hombre, CALLARse y AGUARDARse.
man to-be-quiet-~ and to-await-~
Man, be quiet and wait.
130. Hombre, DEJARme, que no estoy de humor.
man to-leave-me that not I-am of humor
Man, leave me alone, I'm not in the mood.
131. Hombre, HACER el favor de abrirme.
man to-make the favor of to-open-me
Man, please open the door and let me in.
132. HUIR por aqui, por el corralillo.
to-flee through here through the little-back-yard
Go this way, out the back door.
133. INICIAR el montaje colocando la primera
to-initiate the assembly putting the first
hilera de piezas.
row of pieces
Begin the assembly by setting up the first row of
pieces.
134. INTRODUCIR una moneda.
to-introduce a coin
Put in a coin.
135. INTRODUCIR una moneda de 25 pesetas.
to-introduce a coin of 25 pesetas
Put in a twenty-five-peseta coin.
136. IR a llamar.
to-go to-call
Go call.
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137. IR haciendo las maletas.
to-go making the suitcases
Start packing your bags.
138. IRse a cantar al infierno.
to-go-~ to to-sing in-the hell
Go sing in hell.
139. IRse a casa, hasta luego, eh?
to-go-se to house until then huh
Go home, so long, okay?
140. JODER con la ancianitao
to-screw with the little-old-lady
Screw the little old lady.
141. JODER con la diosa y sus oficiantes
to-screw with the goddess and her priests
Screw the goddess and her priests.
142. LANZAR sucesivamente las cinco bolas.
to-throw successively the five balls
Throw the five balls in succession.
143. LAVAR a mano.
to-wash to hand
Wash by hand.
144. LAVAR bien los r~nones y CORTARlos a
to-wash well the kidneys and to-wash-them to
lonjas muy finas.
slices very fine
Wash the kidneys and slice them thinly.
145. LAVAR en frio.
to-wash in cold
Wash in cold water.
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146. LAVAR los tomates y CORTAR a dados.
to-wash the tomatoes and to-cut to dice
Wash and dice the tomatoes.
147. LEVANTARse rapido.
to-get-up quickly
Get up quickly.
148. LIGAR la salsa con el marisco.
to-bind the sauce with the seafood
Bind the seafood with the sauce.
149. LIMPIAR el lenguado, QUITARle la piel
to-clean the sole to-remove-from-it the skin
y LAVARlo.

an to-wash-it
Clean the sole, skin it and wash it.
150. LIMPIARlos Y LAVARlos.
to-clean-them and to-wash-them
Clean them and.wash them.
151. LUCHAR por la primavera.
to-fight for the spring
Fight for spring.
152. LLAMAR a esos.
to-call to those
Call them.
153. LLAMAR tarde.
to-call late
Call late.
154. LLAMAR timbre interior.
to-call buzzer interior
Ring inside

buzzer.
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155. LLEVARme a esa hija de mi vista.
to-take-from-me to that daughter from my sight
Take that daughter of mine from my sight.
156. LLEVARme a un taxi.
to-take-me to a taxi
Take me to a taxi.
157. LLEVARme a donde querAis.
to-take-me to where you-might-want
Take me wherever you want.
158. LLEVARse1a, porque si no 1a despedazo.
to-take-her because if not her I-tear-to-pieces
Take her or I'll tear her to pieces.
159. MANDAR.
to-command
Command (me).
160. MANTENER 1impio Toledo.
to-maintain clean Toledo
Keep Toledo clean.
161. MARCHARse a1 Retiro.
to-1eave-se to-the Retiro
Go to the Retiro (Park).
162. METER en el horno cinco minutos y SERVIR caliente.
to-put-in in the oven five minutes and to-~rve hot
Put in the oven for five minutes and serve hot.
163. Mi hija, DEVOLVERme mi hija.
my daughter to-return-to-me my daughter
My daughter, give me back my daughter.
164. Mientras hierve e1 ca1do, PREPARAR el pescado.
while it-boils the broth to-prepare the fish
Prepare the fish while the broth is boiling.
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165. Mira, VERlo, est~ roto, Alberto.
look to-see-it it-is broken Alberto
Look Albert, see it, it's broken.
166. MIRAR bien donde se pisa.
to-look well where ~ one-steps
watch your step.
167. MIRAR de frente
to-look of front
Look straight ahead.
168. MIRAR m~s all~.
to-look more there
Look yonder (Look to the future).
169. MIRAR, se ha nublado hace un rato.
to-look se it- has clouded it-makes a while
Look, it's been cloudy for a while.
170. MIRARla.
to-see-her
Look at her.
171. MOJAR con el vino blanco, incorporando
to-moisten with the wine white incorporating
los tomates picados.
the tomatoes chopped
Moisten with the white wine, mixing in the chopped
tomatoes.
172. MOVERse.
to-move-se
Move (Move it).
173. No, a mi no METERme que fue por tu culpa.
no to me not to-put-me-in that it-was for your fault
No, don't involve me; it was your fault.

------------------ ---------------

--- -------- - - -
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174. No ACAMPAR.
not to-camp
No camping.
175. No ACERCARse a la entrada.
not to-get-near-~ to the entrance
Don't come near the entrance.
176. No ALARMARse.
no-to-alarm-se
Don't be alarmed.
177. No APARCAR, llamamos grua.
not to-park we-call tow-truck
No parking, towaway zone.
178. No ARROJAR cigarrillos.
not to-throw cigarettes
Don't put cigarettes (in here).
179. No ARROJAR objetos como toallas 0 bolsas de papel
not to-throw objects like towels or bags of paper
en el interior de la taza.
in the interior of the toilet-bowl
Don't put objects such as towels or paperbags
in toilet bowl.
180. No ASUSTARse, caramba, no ASUSTARse.
not to-get-frightened-~ golly not to-get-frightened-~
Golly, don't be afraid, don't be afraid.
181. No ATORMENTARme" mAs.
not to-torment-me more
Don't torment me anymore.
182. No BLOQUEAR el cruce.
not to-block the crossing
Don't block street crossing.
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183. No CAMBIAR de posici6n durante los cuatro disparos.
not to-change of position during the four shots
Do not change position during the four shots (of the
camera).

184. No CHILLAR tanto.
not to-shriek so-much
Don't shriek so much

185. No CHILLARme, hombre.
not to-shriek-me man
Don't shriek at me, man.

186. No DARle dinero a este sujeto.
not to-give-to-him money t9 this subject
Don't give this guy any money.

187. No DECIRla nada ahora.
not to-say-to-her nothing now
Don't say anything to her now.

188. No DEJAR la falda arrugada.
not to-leave the skirt wrinkled
Don't leave the skirt wrinkled.
189. No DEJAR solos a los nin-os en las escaleras
not to-!e~ve alone to the children on the ladders
mecAnicas.
mechanic
Don't leave children alone on the escalators.
190. No DEPOSITAR tapones ni elementos extrafios.
not to-deposit tops nor elements strange
Don't put in tops (caps) or foreign objects.
191. No DOBLAR este billete.
not to-fold this ticket
Don't fold this ticket.
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192. No EMPLEAR ning~n acto de fuerza.
not to-employ none act of force
Don't force anything.
193. No FIJAR carteles.
not to-affix signs
Don't post signs.
194. No FUMAR.
not to-smoke
No smoking.
195. No FUMAR en el lavabo.
not to-smoke in the lavatory
Don't smoke in the lavatory.
196. No GAS TAR bromas
not to-use jokes
Don't kid around.
197. No HACERme caso, hijos.
not to-make-me mind sons
Don't mind me, children.
198. No IMPEDIR el funcionamiento normal de los
not to-impede the functioning normal of the
dispositivos de seguridad.
devices of security
Don't tamper with security devices.
199. No INSISTIRme.
not to-insist-to-me
Don't insist.
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200. No INTENTAR salir antes de que el ascensor
not to-intent to-go-out before of that the elevator
est~

parado a nivel de piso.
it-is stopped to level of floor.

Don't step out until the elevator comes to a full stop.
201. No INTRODUCIR vidrio plano.
not to-introduce glass flat
Don't put in flat pieces of glass.
202. No IRRITAR al jefe. Ya se encarga su mujer.
not to-irritate the chief already se she-takes-care
his wife
Don't annoy the boss; his wife is managing it quite
well.
203. No MEZCLARla con la de colores claros, con
not to-mix-it with that of colors light with
lano 0 con fieltro.
wool or with felt
Don't mix it with light colors, with wool or with felt.
204. No MOLESTAR.
not to-bother
Do not disturb.
205. No MOVERse nadie
not to-move-se nobody
Nobody move.
206. No OBSTRUIR las puertas.
not to-obstruct the doors
Don't block the doors.
207. No PASAR.
not to-pass
No entry.
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208. No PEGARse y CALMARse.
not to-hit-each-other and to-calm-se
Calm down, don't hit each other.

209. No pISAR el c~sped.
not to-step the grass
Don't step on the grass.

210. No PREOCUPJARse.
not to-preoccupy-~
Don't worry.

211. No PULSAR el bot6n.
not to-press the button.
Don't press this button.

212. No REPLICARme.
not to-reply-to-me
Don't talk back to me.

213. No ROMPERlo.
not to-break-it
Don't break it.

214. No SALIR tan pronto.
not to-leave so soon
Don't leave so soon.

215. No SENTARse aqui.
not to-sit-down-se here
Don't sit down here.

216. No SOBREPASAR nunca los cuatro kilogramos.
not to-go-over never the four kilograms
Never exceed eight pounds.

217. No TARDAR.
not to-delay
Don't be late.
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218. No TIRAR colillas en el suelo.
not to-throw butts on the floor
Don't throw cigarette butts on the floor.
219. NO TOCAR.
not to-touch
No touching.
220. No TOCAR los articulos.
not to-touch articles
Don't touch the merchandise.
221. No TOCARlo.
not to-touch-it
Don't touch it.
222. No VACIAR contenido.
not to-empty contents
Don't empty out the contents.
223. OIR Y ERIZARos.
to-hear and to-bristle-yoursleves
Listen to this and eat your heart out.
224. OIRlo bien.
to-hear-it well
Listen to this carefully.
225. OIRme.
to-hear-me
Listen to me.
226. ORGANIIZARse en parejas.
to-organize-~ in couples
Pair up with each other.
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227. Oye, ARRIMARseme.
you-listen to-come-near-to-me-~
Get close to me.
228. PAGAR, 10 ultimo.
to-pay the last
Pay at the end.
229. Pajarillos ••• RECORDARle al hombre que quiero
little birds to-remind-him to-the man that I-love
que venga a mi reja por la madrugA.
that he-comes to my window-bars in the dawn
Little birds ••• remind the man I love to come to my
window at dawn.
230. Para bajar la mesa, LEVAN TAR el cerrojo y TIRAR.
to to-lower the ta~le to-lift the latch and to-pull

To lower the table, lift the latch and pull it.
231. Para coronas, LLAMAR tel~fono 419 07 32.
for wreaths to-call to telephone 419 07 32

For wreaths, call 419 07 32.
232. Para todo 10 referente a servicios a~reos,
for all it referring to services air

DIRIGIRse a Recepci6n.
to-direct-se to recepton
Go to Reception Desk for all air service matters.
233. Para usarlo, TIRAR de la palanca hacia abajo.
to to-use-it to-pull of the handle to down

To use, pull handle down.
234. PASAR, pichones.
to-pass pigeons

Come in, sweeties.
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235. PASAR por harina y FREIR con aceite caliente.
to-pass through flour and to-fry with oil hot
Dredge with flour and fry in hot oil.
236. PASAR un trozo de lim6n por los bordes del vaso.
to-pass a piece of lemon around the rims of-the glass
Rub a piece of lemon around glass rim.
237. PASARlos por az6car.
to-pass-them through sugar
Dust with sugar.
238. PASMARse.
to-astonish-se
Get a load of this.
239. PEDIR informaci6n aqu!.
to-ask for information here
Ask for information here (Information Desk.)
240. PELAR la anguila y LAVARla.
to-peel the eel and to-wash-it
Peel the eel and wash it.
241. PELAR la cebolla y PICARla.
to peel the onion and to-chop-it
Peel and chop the onion.
242. Pero por Dios, no HUIR, no SER as!.
but for God not to-flee not to-be thus
For God's sake, don't run away, don't be like that.
243. PESAR la ropa a limpiar.
to-weigh the clothes to to-wash
Weigh clothes to be washed.
244. PICAR de prisa y con cuidado.
to-chop of hurry and with care
Chop quickly and carefully.
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245. PONER a escurrir.
to-put to to-drain
Set to drain.
246. PONER a gratinar en el horno.
to-put to to-gratinate in the oven
Put in the oven to gratinate.
247. PONER la mantequilla en una cazuela.
to-put the butter in a casserole.
Put the butter in a casserole.
248. PONER luces.
to-put-on lights.
Turn on your lights.
249. PONER luces de cruce.
to-put-on lights of crossing
Put on parking lights.
250. PONERle una camisa
to-put-him-on a shirt
Put a shirt on him.
251. Por detrAs del dibujo I, INSERTAR el II.
by behind of-the drawing I to-insert the II
Insert drawing II through the back of I.
252. Por Dios, Nicanora, no ARMARIa, no ARMARIa.
by God Nicanora not to-fight-it not to-fight-it
For God's sake, Nicanora, don't pick a fight, don't
pick a fight.
253. Por favor, ABONAR el tabaco al recibirlo.
for favor to-pay the tobacco at-the to-recieve-it
Please pay for tobacco when you receive it.
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254. Por favor, APAGAR los motores.
for favor to-turn-off the engines
Please turn off engine.
255. Por favor, no APARCAR.
for favor not to-park
No parking, please.
256. Por favor, no ECHAR alimentos ni objecto alguno
for favor not to-throw food nor object any
a los animales.
to the animals
Please don't toss food or any objects to the animals.
257. Por favor, no MOLESTAR a los animales.
for favor not to-bother to the animals
Please don't bother the animals.
258. Por favor, no TOCAR.
for favor not to-touch
Please don't touch.
259. Por favor, RESPETAR el c~sped y las plantas.
for favor to-respect the grass and the plants
Please be careful with the grass and plants.
260. Por 10 menos, QUEDARos a comer.
for it least to-reamain-yoursleves to-eat
At least stay for dinner.
261. Pos SOSTENERse solito, eh?
well to-support-~ little-alone huh
Well, your'e going to have to support yourself.
262. PREGUNTAR al portero.
to-ask to-the dooorman
Inquire from doorman.
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263. PREPARAR la mayonesa con un poco de
to-prepare the mayonnaise with a little of
tomate concentrado.
tomato concentrated
Prepare mayonnaise, adding a bit of tomato paste.

264. PRESENTAR su papel para ensefiarle su fotografia.
to-present your paper to to-show-you your photograph
Present you paper and we'll show you your photograph.

265. PRESIONAR para vaciar.
to-press to to-empty
Press to empty.

266. PRESIONAR pulsador jugada.
to-press button play
Press "turn" button.

267. PREVEER los huecos de puertas y ventanas.
to-foresee the hollows of doors and windows
Make provision for door and window openings.

268. Pues FIGURARse que ese cacho de prima de hija
well to-figure-se that that bit of excellence of
daughter
-Just imagine that that first-rate daughter (of mine)

269. Pues IRos a un cine.
then to-go-yourselves to a cinema
Then go to the movies.

270. PULSAR bot6n de start.
to-press button of start
Press 'start' button.

271. PULSAR boto'n de stop.
to-press button of stop
Press 'stop' button.
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272. PULSAR e1 bot6n del pi so a1 que desea ire
to-press the button of-the floor to-the which you youwish to-go
Press the button of floor to which you want to go.
273. PULSAR e1 bot6n y SOLTAR.
to-press the button and to-let-go
Press button and release.
274. PULSAR para detener avances.
to-press to to-detain advances
Press to prevent opposing player from advancing.
275. Que si, hombre, no REIRse.
that yes man not to-1augh-~
Heck, yes, man, don't laugh.
276. QUITAR las ventosas de los tentAcu10s
to-remove the suckers from the tentacles
Y LAVAR.
and to-wash
Remove suckers from tentacles and wash (them).
277. QUITAR los fi1amentos de sangre.
to-remove the filaments of blood
Remove the bloody membranes.
278. REBOZAR10s can e1 pan ra11ado.
to-bread-them with the bread grated
Cover thickly with breadcrumbs.
279. REHOGAR en e110 los pepini110s cortados a tiras
to-brown in it the little-pickles cut to sticks
muy finitas.
very little-fine
Brown in it the pickles sliced in a very fine matchstick cut.
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280. RESPETAR las seflales.
to-respect the signals
Respect (traffic) signals.
281. REMOVER continuamente.
to-stir continously
stir constantly.

282. RETIRAR los rulos y CEPILLAR el pelo
to-remove the rollers and to-brush the hair
varias veces.
several times.
Remove rollers and brush hair several times.
283. RETROCEDER pulsando simultAneamente 'Retroceso'.
to-go-back pressing simultaaneously 'Return'.
Go back by simultaneously pressing 'Return'.
284. ROCIAR con la mantequilla los lenguados.
to-sprinkle with the butter the sole
Brush sole with butter.

285. RODEAR a Felipe.
to-surround to Felipe
surround Felipe.
286. ROMPER el cristal.
to-break the glass
Break glass.

287. SALIR.
to-go-out
Leave.

(Go out.)

288. SALTEAR cuando el aceite est~ bien caliente.
to-saute when the oil is quite hot.
Saute when the oil is quite hot.
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289. SALTEARlos a fuego vivo hasta que tomen color.
to-saute-them to fire alive until that they-take color
Saute them over a high flame until they change color

290. SALVARme, por 10 que mAs querAis.
to-same-me for that which more you-want
Save me, for the love of God.

291. SAZONAR con la sal correspondiente.
to-season with the salt corresponding
Season with salt to taste.

292. SAZONAR con sal y pimienta.
to-season with salt and pepper
Season with salt and pepper.

293. SELECCIONAR la apuesta con el pulsador 'avance'.
to-select the bet with the button 'advance'.
Select your bet pushing 'advance' button.

294. SELECCIONAR el importe de la jugada.
to-select the aMount of the play
Select the amount of play.

295. SELECCIONAR el numero de avances con el
to-select the number of advances with the
pulsador 'avances'.
button 'advances'
Select the number of plays with the 'advance' button.

296. SENTARse.
to-sit-down-se
Sit down.

297. SENTARse aqui.
to-sit-down-se here
Sit down here.
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298.

SENTAR~en un banquito apartao.
to-sit-down-se on a little-bench apart

Sit down on a secluded bench.

299

SENTARse, pedacitos.
to-sit-down-se little-bits
Sit down, darlings.

300. SEPARARse, que la afloje el corse.
to-~parate-~ that her I-loosen the corset
Make room, let me loosen her corset.
301. SERENARse, valor.
to-calm-down-se courage
Calm down, take heart.
302. SERVIR bien calientes.
to-serve well hot
Serve very hot.
303. SI est! cerrado, LLAMAR al numero 6.
if it's closed to-call to-the number 6
If it's closed, call number 6.
304. Si observa alguna dificultad, LLAMAR al
if you-observe any difficulty to-call to-the
telefono 261 60 00.
telephone 261 60 00
If you have any problem, call 261 60 00.
305. SOLICITAR cat!logo gratuito.
to-solicit catalogue free
Ask for free catalogue.
306. SOLTARme.
to-release-me
Let go.
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307. SOLTARme, que voy a escabechar un bonito.*
to-release-me that I-go to to-pickle a bonito (a dandy)
Let me go, 11m going to pickle a {bOnitotfish.
dandy.~

308. SONREIRse, SONREIRse.
to-laugh-~ to-laugh-~

Smile, smile.
309. SUBIR todos.
to-climb everyone
Everyone go up.
310. TENER cuidado para no introducir el pie.
to-have care to not to-introduce the foot
Watch your step.
311. TENER lastima de un pobre hombre que esta en la cama.
to-have pity of a poor man that he-is in the bed
Take pity on a poor, sick man.

312. TERMINAR la salsa afiadi~ndole la glasa de carne.
to-finish the sauce by adding-to-it the glace of meat
Finish the sauce by adding to it the meat glace.

313. TIRAR.
to-pull
Pull.
314. TIRARla por el balc6n.
to-throw-her throught the balcony
Throw her out the balcony.
* This is a pun.
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315. TOMAR 10 que querais.
to-take that which you-want
Take whatever you want.
316. TRAER agua.
to bring water
Bring water.
317. TRINCHAR el perejil.
to-cut the parsley
Mince the parsley.
318. To y Sony INTENTAR traerle otra vez aqui.
you and Sony to-intent to-bring-him other time here
You and Sony try to bring him back here.
319. UNIR la miga de pan con los champifiones.
to-unite the crumb of bread with the mushrooms
Mix together the breadcrumbs and mushrooms.

320. UNIR la salsa a los spaghettis y ESPOLVOREAR
to-unite the sauce to the spaghetti and to-dust
con pimienta.
with pepper
Add sauce to spaghetti and dust with pepper.
321. UNTAR con mantequilla una bandeja de hornear.
to-spread with butter a dish of to-bake
Butter a baking dish.

322. USARla.
to-use-it
Use it.

323. USARla bien.
to-use-it well
Use it well.
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324. UTILIZAR el secador de rna no a baja temperatura.
to-utilize the dryer of hand to low temperature
Use the hand dryer at low temperature.

325. UTILIZAR las papeleras, por favor.
to-utilize the trash-cans for favor
Please use trashcans.

326. Uy, Dios, CORRER.
Oh God to-run
Oh, God, run.

327. Vamos, CORRER para alcanzarlo.
let's-go to-run to-reach-him
Come on, run to catch up with him.

328. VENIR.
to-come
Come (here).

329. VENIR aqu! dos chicos.
to-come here two boys
Two boys come here.

330. VER grafico adjunto.
to-see graphic attached
See attached drawing.

331. VER informaci6n esta pagina.
to-see information this page
See information on this page.

332. VER pagina 71.
to-see page 71
See page 71.

333. VER si es bueno.
to-see if it-is good
See if it's good.
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334. VER tabla de premios.
to-see table of prizes
See prize list.

335. VERlos Cuesta San Vicente 15.
to-see-them Cuesta San Vicente 16.
See them at Cuesta San Vicente 16.

336. VOLVER prontito, ieh?
to-return little-soon huh
337. Vosotras ECHAR en el carro 10 que falta.
you to-throw in the car that which it-lacks
You girls put what's left in the car.

338. Y a esta, DARla tila para la exaltaci6n.
and to this-one to-give-her linden-blossom-tea for the
exaltation
And give her some linden tea for her nerves.

339. Y ahora, DEJArme un rato.
and now to-leave-me a while
And now, leave me alone for a while.

340. Y ahora vosotros IRse.
and now you to-go-~
And now you can go (leave).

341. Y ARRIMARse, que voy a leer unos versos.
and to-come-near-~ that I-go to to-read some verses
And come near, because I'm going to read some poetry.
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Y MIRAR el fondq, MIRAR el fondo.
and to-look the bottom to-look the bottom
And look at the bottom, look at the bottom.

343. Y no CONTRADECIRme, vaya.
and not to-contradict-me it-goes
I say, don't contradict me.
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344. Yanquis, DEJAR en paz a Centroam~rica.
yankees to-leave in peace to Central America.
Yankees, leave Central America in peace.
II.

ENUNCIATIVES.

345. ACAMPAR en el jardin en Villafranca junto a la
to-camp in the garden in Villafranca next to the
iglesia.
church.
We camped in the garden in Villafranca next to the
church.
346. BEBERme una copa de tarde en tarde.
to-drink-myself a glass from afternoon in afternoon
I sometimes take a drink in the afternoon.
347. CALLEJEAR, lqu~ vamos a decirte?
to-be-out-in-the strees what we-go to tell you
As for roaming the streets, what can we tell you?
348. CASARme.
to-get-married-myself
Get myself married.
349. CERRAR.
to-close
I'm closing (the door).
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350.

COGER a ese polIo de que venga y
to-catch to that chicken of that he-comes and
DECIRle que he determinao que renucie
to-tell-him that I-have determined that he-ronounce
a esa mujer pa siempre.
to that woman for ever
I want to catch that cocky man when he comes and tell
him that I've decided that he give up that woman
forever.

351. COGERle a uno de sorpresa, APROVECHAR
to-catch-him to one of surprise to-tak8-advantage of
la ventajita y luego MANDAR a la senora.
the little-advantage and then to-send to the missus
They catch one by surprise, they take advantage of it,
and then they send the missus.

352. COMENTAR el asunto y METERte en 110s.
to-comment the matter and to-get-yourself in trouble
As soon as you discuss the matter, you'll get in
trouble.

353. COMER tu esa fruta y HACERte dano.
to-eat you that fruit and to-make-you harm
As soon as you eat that fruit, it'll make you sick.

354. DECIRte cuatro palabras, solos y en serio.
to-tell-you four words alone and in earnest
To tell you a thing or two, alone and in earnest.

355. DEJARte en paz, s1: DEJARte, no.
to-leave-you in peace yes to-leave-you no
To leave you alone, yes: to leave you, no.
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356. DENUNCIARlos.
to-denounce-them
To denounce them.
357. Durante la etapa, VISITAR en Cacabelos el Monasterio
during the stage to-visit in Cacabelos the monastery
Carracibo y San Florencio, residencia de dona Urraca.
Carracibo and San Florencio, residence of dona Urraca
During the stop, we visited in Cacabelos the Carracibo
Monastery and st. Florencio, Mistress Urraca's
residence.
358. EI lunes ESTARse alIi, HABLAR y ARREGLAR
the Monday to-stay-~ there to-talk and to-fix
las cosas.
the things
Monday they'll stay there, talk and patch things up.
359. ENTRAR ustedes y SALIR ellos.
to-enter you and to-leave they
You came in as they left.
360. ENTRAR yo Y SALIR to.
to-enter I and to-go-out you
You left as I came in.
361. ESCRIBIR Y ACORDARme. iBuen trabajo!
to-write and to-remember-myself good work
I should write and remember.

Some job!

362. ESCUCHAR eso Ana, SUBIR al cuarto de su
to-listen that Ana to-climb to-the room of her
marido, DESPERTARlo, VESTIRLe, TIRARle
husband to-wake-him to-dress-him to-throw-him
la maleta y ECHARle a la calle.
the suitcase and to-throw-him to the street
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No sooner did Ana hear that than she went up to her
husband's room, woke him up, got him dressed, threw his
suitcase at him and threw him out in the street.
363. ESTAR hecha un espantapAjaros dando de mamar
to-be made a scarecrow giving of to-suck
a un hijo tuyo
to a son yours
I looked like a scarecrow, breastfeeding one of your
children.
364. GUARDAR las sillas de la Castellana.
to-put-away the chairs of the Castellana
To put away the chairs lining Castellana (Street).
365. IR a la Ballesta, IR a1 pueb1a, y
to-go to the Ballesta to-go to-the Puebla and
COMER Y BEBER buen vino.
to-eat and to-drink good wine.
I went to Ballesta (Street), to the Puebla
(Restaurant), and ate and drank good wine.
366. IRme.
to-go-myself
I'm leaving.
367. LEER.
to-read
I'm reading.
368. LLEGAR, MONTAR, ESTRENAR Y MARCHARme.
to-arrive to-~t-up to-debut and to-leave-myself
I arrive, set up, debut and leave.
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369. Manana IR alIi, QUEDARme un rata y
tomorrow to-go there to-stay-myself a while and
LLEVARme 105 libros.
to-take-myself the books.
Tomorrow I'll go there, stay a while and take the books
with me.
370. r.1ARCHARme a mi pueblo
to-leave-myself to my town
I'm going back to my hometown.
371. MATAR tambien.
to-kill also
To kill also.
372. MATARte.
to-kill-you.
I'm going to kill you.
373. Mejor DEJARla.
better to-leave-her
It's better to leave her.
374. Mejor MATARme cien veces antes de
better to -kill-myself hundred times before of
manchar mi honor.
to-stain my honor
I'd sooner kill myself a hundred times before
I'd stain my honor.
375. Mejor MORIRme que ceder.
better to-die-myself than to-cede
I'd rather die than give in.
376. Mejor QUEDARse solterona que mal casarse.
better to-stay-~ spinster than badly to-m~rry-se
It's better to remain a spinster than to marry badly.
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377. MORIRme
to-die-myse1f
I'm going to die.
378. MORIRte de hambre.
to-die-yourself of hunger
You'll starve to death.
379. MORIRse Franco e IRse todo para abajo.
to-die-se Franco and to-go-~ all to down
As soon as Franco died, everything went to pot.
380. Nada mAs SALIR, DAR vuelta a la izquierda
nothing more to-go-out to-give turn to the left
y all! VERlo.
and there to-see-it
As soon as you go outside and turn to the left,
you'll see it there.
381. Ni ACORDARse del asunto.
neither to-remember-se of-the matter
One should not even remember the matter.
382. Ni CENAR ni nada.
neither to-dine neither nothing
You didn't even eat dinner, nothing.
383. Ni GUARDAR la ropa.
neither to-put-away the clothes
Not even to put away his clothes.
384. Ni HABLAR.
neither to-talk
One should not even talk about it.
385. Ni INCORPORARlo siquiera.
neither to-incorporate-him at-least
I could not even get him to at least sit up.
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386. Ni nombrarlo.
neither to-name-him
We shouldn't even name him.

387. Ni PENSARlo.
neither to-think-it
I'm not even going to think of it.

388. Ni SONARlo.
neither to-dream-it
We should not even dream of it.

389. OFENDERme.
to-offend-me
You're going to offend me.

390. OLER los polvos y MORIRse.
to-smell the powders and to-die-~
,"

As soon as one inhales the powders, one dies.

391. OLVIDARme de todo.
to-forget-myself of everything
I'm going to forget everything.

392. Peor mal CASARse que QUEDARse soltera.
worse badly to-marry-~ than to-stay-se single
It is worse to marry badly than to remain single.

393. Preferible SALIR 10 mAs pronto posible.
preferable to-leave it more soon possible
It's better to leave as soon as possible.

394. PREPARAla.
to-prepare-her
To prepare her.
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395. Pues yo, padre, por recobrar el car~no de mi
well I father for to-regain the love of my
Manolo, IR descalza por las calles, PEDIR
Manolo to-go barefoot through the streets to-beg
de puerta en puerta, ••• todo, todo.
of door in door all all
As for me, father, to regain my Manolo's love, I'd go
barefoot throught he streets, beg from door to door,
anything, anything.
396. Que Dios se acuerde de mi y PASAR a peor vida.
that God se remember of me and to-pass to worse life
I wish God would remember me and that I'd die.
397. QUERERla y na mAs.
to-Iove-her and nothing more
Just to love her.
398. ROBARme.
to-rob-me
To steal from me.
399. SABER si podia llevarte ya el desayuno
to-know if I-could to-take-you already the breakfast
a la cama.
to the bed
I wanted to know if I could bring you breakfast
in bed now.

•••
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400. SACARle diez mil duritos a un.
to-extract-from-him ten thousand little -duros to a
pobre hombre, y luego, como es un mandria,
poor man and then since he-is a coward

.

DIVERTIRse con su mujer y su hija, tno?
to-enjoy-themselves with his wife and his daughter no
They do a poor man out of ten thousand duros,
and then, since he is a coward, they have fun
with his wife and daughter, no?
401. SACRIFICARse.
to-sacrifice-se
To sacrifice yourself.
402. SALIR el comprador y ENTRAR ustedes.
to-leave the buyer and to-enter you
The buyer left as you came in.
403. SALIR yo Y LLEGAR vosotros.
to-go-out I and to-arrive you
As soon as I left, you arrived.
404. SERVIR.
to-serve
To serve.
405. Si, PONERme un taller con un mont6n de herramientas
yest to-put-myself a shop with a pile of tools
Y TRABAJAR con metales.
and to-work with metals
Yes, I'd like to set up a shop with lots of tools
and work with metal.
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406. TOCARlo, nada mas.
to-touch-him nothing more
I'm going to touch him, that's all.
407. TOCARte, no.
to-touch-you no
To touch you, no.
408. Vamos, OIR yo aquello y PONERme como un basilisco.
let's-go to-hear I that and to-put-myself like a
basilisk
Well, as soon as I heard that, I was fit to be tied.
409. VENIR a su casa y SALUDARla como si nada.
to-come to your house and to-greet-you as if nothing
I come to your house and greet you as if nothing
had happened.
410. VER mi padre a la CAstillo y ENAMORARse
to-see my father to the Castillo and to-fall-in-Iove
como loco.
like crazy
As soon as my father saw the Castillo (woman), he fell
madly in love.
411. VERlos.
to-see-them
To see them.
412. VOLVERme loco de vergUenza •••
to-turn-myself crazy fo shame
I'm going crazy with shame.
413. Y LAVARlo y PLANCHARlo.
and to-wash-it and to-iron-it
And to wash it and iron it.
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III.

EXCLAMATIVES

414. Y t~, nada mAs REGRESAR y PONERte a escribir, ino?
and you nothing more to-return and to-put-yourself
to to-write no
And you, you'll start to write as soon as you return,
no?
415.

jABANDONAR a Manolo!
to-abandon to Manolo
To leave Manolo!

416.

jABRAZAR a Martina!
to-embrace to Martina
To hug Martina!

417.

iAGUANTAR esta maganta sin provecho denguno!
to-stand this sad-woman without profit none
To stand this worthless long face!

418. ;AGUARla!
to-water-it-down
To water it down!
419.

iARMARla, ARMARIa!
to-arm-it to-arm-it
To fight, to fight!

420.

iATROPELLAR a mi hija!
to-run-over to my daughter
Run over my daughter!

421.

iAVASALLARle a uno!
to-subjugate-one to one
To enslave one!

422.

iCALUMNIARte yo!
to-slander-you I
Me slander you!
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423.

jCASAR a mi hija con un mostrenco as!!
to-marry to my daughter with a coarse-man thus
To marry off my daughter to such a boor!

424. jCASARme contigo!
to-marr-myself with-you
Me marry you!

425.

jCASARse!
to-marry-~

To get married!

426.

iCASARse sin mi permiso!
without my permission

to-marry-~

To marry without my permission!

427. iCASARte to, Daniel!
to-marry-yourself you Daniel
You get married, Daniel!

428.

jCERRAR!
to-close
To close!

429.

iCLAVARte en el suelo si das un paso mAs!
to-nail-you in the ground if you give one step more
To nail you to the ground if you take one more step!

430. 1C6mo CORRESPONDER a la acci6n tan generosa que
how to-correspond to the action so generous that
me preparaba!
me he-was-prepa!ing
How to pay him back for the good turn he was planning
to do me!

431. iC6mo no DEMOSTRARte toda mi efusi6n!
how not to-demonstrate-to-you all my effusion
How can I not show you all my excitement!
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432. ;C6mo OLVIDARlo!
how to-forget-him!
How can I forget him!

433.

jCOMPRARme una peluca!
to-buy-me a wig
To buy me a wig!

434.

iCONSENTIR yo que mi hija se separe!
to-consent I that my daughter ~ separates
Me consent to my daughter's separating!

435.

jCONSEGUIRte el fichaje!
to-get-you the signing-up-in-the-team
To get you a place on the team!

436.

iCHIVARme!
to-annoy me
To get on my nerves!

437. iDARle estos disgustos al chico!
to-give-him these disgusts to-the boy
To give the boy such annoyances!

438. ;DARme estos disgustos, sabiendo que
to-give-me these disgusts knowing that
padezco de "blonquitis pulmonal"!
I-suffer of bronquitis pulmonary
To give me such annoyances, knowing
that I suffer bronquitis of the lungs!

439.

IDECIR que no sabemos 10 que significa
to-say that not we-know that which it-signifies
el hambre!
the hunger
To say that we don't know what hunger is!
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440. ;DECIR que no soy tu madre!
to-say that not I-am your mother
To say that I'm not your mother!
441.

jDECIRle a don Claudio que no habia estudiado!
to-say-to-him to Master Claudio that not I-had studied
To tell Master Claudio that I hadn't studied!

442.

jDECIRme a mi en mi propia casa el cafe
to-say-to-me in my own house the coffee
que he de usar!
that I-have of use
To tell me in my own house the coffee I
should use!

443.

;DECIRme que trabaje!
to-say-to-me that I-should-work
To tell me I should work!

444. ;DEJAR sin comer a un hombre que tie
to-leave without to-eat to a man that he-has
que estar toa la santa manana trabajando!
that to-be all the holy morning working
To leave without food a man who has to work
the livelong day!
445. ;DESHONRAR a mi hermana y TOMARme a mi el pelot
to-dishonor to my sister and to-take-me to me
the hair
To disgrace my sister and pull my leg!
446.

iDESPACHARme a mil
to-dismiss-me to me
To sack me!
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447. iDORMIRseme el despertador!
to-sleep-~-on-me the alarm-clock
To sleep

50

late!

448. iECHARnos como perros!
to-throw-us like dogs
To throw us out like dogs!
449. jElla MIRAR a otro!
she to-look at another
She look at another man!
450.

iEMPENARse en que estAbamos arruinados
in that we-were ruined

to-persist-~

y que teniamos la culpa nosotras!
and that we-had the fault we
To insist that we were ruined and that we (women)
I

451.

were to blame!
iEMPENARse en que vaya!
to-persist-se in that I-should-go
To insist that I go!

452.

jENCONTRARla aqui!
to-find-her here
To find her here!

453.

IENGANARme ami!
to-deceive-me to me
To deceive me!

454.

,

jENGANARnos a nosotros!
to-deceive-us to we
To deceive us!

455.

jESCRIBIRnos tan lac6nicamente!
to-write-to-us so laconically
To write us

50

tersely!
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456. jESTAR malita y no DECIRnos una sola palabra!
to-be little-sick and not to-tell-us one only word
To be sick and not tell us about it!
457.

jGASTARse doce pesetas y no TENER
twelve pesetas and not to-have

to-spend-~

ni que cenar en una noche como esta!
neither what to-dine on a night like this
To spend twelve pesetas when he doesn't
even have what to eat on a night like this!
458. iHABERla pegao, so primo!
to-have-her hit jerk
You should have hit her, jerk!
459.

jHABERlo dicho!
to-have-it said
You should have said so!

460.

iHABERlo dicho, reinas!
to-have-it said queens
You should have said so, cuties!

461. iHABERmelo dicho antes!
to-have-it-to-me said before
You should have told me before!
462

iHABERse ido a banar sin la senora!
gone to bathe without the wife

to-have-~

To have gone to bathe without his wife!
463.

~ABERte

ido en su momento!
to-havve yourself gone in its moment

You should have gone at the right time!
464. IHABERtelo pens ado antes!
to-have-yourself-it thought before
You should have thought about it before!
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465. jHACERle burla a uno!
to-make-one mockery to one
To make fun of one!
466.

jHACERle semejante porquer1a a mi hijo!
to-make-him such filth to my son
To do such a filthy thing to my son!

467.

jHACERme de menos a m1 con un viejo!
to-make-me of less to me with an old-man
To toss me aside for an old man!

468.

jHombre, HABER dicho que era uste, senor Laredo!
man to-have said that it-was you mister Laredo
Sir, you should have said it was you, Mr. Laredo!

469. (Hombre, HABERlo dicho!
man to-have-it said
Man, you should have said so!
470

jHombre, HABERme avisao y hubiera ido yo!
man to-have-me warned and I-would-have gone I
Man, you should have let me know and I would
have gone!

471.

iHUIR, HUIR a donde fuera!
to-flee to-flee to where it-might-be
To flee, to flee to any place!

472.

iIR yo con ell
to-go I with him
Me go with him!

173.

iJUGAR con el casero y TOMARle el pelo
to-play with the landlord and to-take-him the hair
a un servidor!
to a servant
To play with the landlord behind yours truly's back!
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474. iJUGARte la pasta de esa manera!
to-play-yourself the dough in that manner
To gamble your money that way!
475.

iLARGARse de aqui!
to-get-out-of here-se from here
To get out of here!

476.

,LLEVARmele!
to-take-him-with-me
To take him with me!

477. jLLORAR el, que no se apura por nada!
to-cry he that not ~ he-worries for nothing
Him cry, he who doesn't worry about anything!
478.

jMANDARme a la Prosperidad por cerillos,
to-send-me to the Prosperidad for matches
que he tenido que tomar un auto!
that I-have had that to-take a car
To send me all the way to the Prosperidad (store)
for matches!

479.

I've had to take a taxi!

iMARTIRIZARme a una hija tan rica!
to-torment-me to a daughter 50 rich
To torment (to my disadvantage) such a wonderful
daughter (of mine) !

480.

iMATAR a su hija!
to-kill his daughter
To kill his daughter!

/

481.

jNEGARle la llave al chico!
to-deny-him the key to-the boy
To deny the boy his key!
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482. iNi COMPARARte con el, desde luego!
neither to-compare-yourself with he from then
You can't compare with him, of course!
4 8 3. i Ni HABLAR!
neither to-speak
No speaking of it, even!
484.

;Ni MENCIONARlo siquiera!
neither to-mention-him at-least
Not even to mention him!

485.

jNi BAILAR con feast
neither to-dance with ugly-women
No da-ncing with ug ly women!

486.

iNo COMER, por HABER comido!
not to-eat for to-have eaten
Not eating, because you already ate!

487. ;Nosotros COMER el pan del crimen!
we to-eat the bread of-the crime
Us live off ill-gotten money!
488.

jPASARnos la vida sin hacer naa,
to-pass-us the life w~thout to-do nothing
que es el ideal de la gente trabajadora!
that it-is the ideal of the people working
To live in idleness, the ideal of all working
people!

489.

jPEGARnos nosotros con el encargo que
to-stick-us we with the errand that
yo tenia pa uste!
I I-had for you
Us steal the stuff I was bringing for you!
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490. iPero hija, PELEARse antes de la una!
but daughter to-fight-~ before of the one
But my daughter, how can you fight with each
other before one o'clock!
491. iPero IRme de mi casa, ABANDONAR a mi
but to-go-myself from my house to-abandon to

my

padre, JUNTARme con un hombre, TIRAR mi honra,
father to-join-myself with a man to-throw my honor
eso no!
that no
Me leave home, leave my father, live with a man, throw
away my self-respect, no way!
492. ;Pobre Valentinito, CREERte un alma en penal
poor Valentinito to-believe-yourself a soul in pain
Poor Valentinito, to believe yourself a ghost!
493.

jPONERme en un bochorno como ~ste cada ocho dlas!
to-put-me in a tight-spot like this each eight days
To put me in a tight spot like this once a week!

494.

jPONERme tan triste por tal cosa!
to-put-myself so sad for such thing
To get so sad for such a thing!

495.

jPONERte esos zapatos!
to-put-on-yourself those shoes
You put on those shoes!

496.

;PREFERIR un cacho e pan a un cacho e gloria!
to-prefer a bit of bread to a bit of glory
To settle for something inferior!
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497. iPREFERIR un mediquillo ignorante a un muchacho
to-prefer a little-doctor ignorant to a boy
de una fortuna que asusta!
of a fortune that it-frightens
To prefer an ignorant ne'er-do-well doctor to a
boy who is filthy rich!
498.

;PREOCUPARte de ese necio!
to-preoccupy-yourself of that fool
You fret over that fool!

499.

iPues HABERlo hecho, si tan importante era para til
then to-have-it done if so important it-was for you
Then you should have done it, if it was that
important to you!

500. ,Que raro 10 de Antonio, no QUERER volver
what rare that of Antonio not to-want to-return
por aqui!
through here
How strange that Antonio doesn't want to
come back here!
501.

iQUERER al marido!
to-love to-the husband
To love one's husband!

502. jRECOGERnos!
to-pick-us-up
To pick us up!
503. iREIRte de mil
to-laugh-yourself of me
You laugh at me!
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504. iSACARme del obrador!
to-take-me-out of-the shop
To take me out of the shop!

505. iSACRIFICARme por ~l y que me 10 pague
to-sacrifice-myself for he and that me it he-pays
de esta manera!
of this manner
To sacrifice myself for him so that he can repay
me in such a way!

506. ;SALIR a ganar tu bolsa y la revancha!
to-go-out to-win your bag and the revenge
You go out and win, get your money and your revenge!

507. iSALIR a perder!
to-go-out to to-lose
To go out and lose!

508.

jSALIR as!, estando como estamos!
to-go-out thus being as we-are
To go out like that, when we are in such a state!

509. iSALIRse con la suya!
to-go-out-~ with the his
He got away with it!

510. iSEPARARse para siempre!
to-separate-themselves for ever
Them separate forever!

511.

iSOLTARlo!
to-release-him
To .celease him!

512. jTanto como ASUSTARme ••• !
50-much as to-frighten-me
So much as to frighten me ••• !
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513. iMelecio TENER celos de ml!
Melecio to-have jealousy of me
Melecio be jealous of me!
514.

jTENERnos tres horas diarias cosiendo!
to-have-us three hours daily sewing
To make us sew three hours a day!

515.

fTIRAR por los suelos un carifio como el
to-throw for the ground a love like the
de esta criatura!
of this creature
To throwaway a love like this child's!

516.

jTOMARlo a mal!
to-take-it to bad
To take it as an insult!

517.

jTOMARme el pelo a m! una mequetrefa!
to-take-me the hair to me a whippersnapper
A whippersnapper fool me!

518. jTOMARme las sobras yo!
to-take-myself the left-overs I
Me drink his leftovers!
519.

iVENIRme con esa canci6n!
to-come-to-me with that song
To give me such a song and dance!

520.

iY ademas de ese espanto PERDERte a ti!
and besides of that scare to-lose-you to you
And on'top of such a scare, to lose you!

521

jy HABERse perdido un carifio as!!
and to-have-se lost a love thus

And to have lost a love like that!
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522. jY LLEVAR de madrina a una tropera
and to-take of maid-of-honor to a cattle-driver
que se retiraba!
that ~ was-withdrawing
And to take as maid of honor a cowgirl who was
drawing back!
523.

jY PENSAR que he estado a punto de asar
and to-think that I-have been to point of to-roast

a un yerno!
to a son-in-law
And to think that I've been about to kill
a son-in-law!
524.

jy RETENERme aqul a la fuerza, con amenazas!
and to-retain-me here to the force with threats
And to keep me here by force, with threats!

525. IYo CASARme!
I to-marry-myself
Me get married!
526.

iYo MATARte!
I to-kill-you
Me kill you!

527.

jYo SALIR!
I to-go-out
Me go out!

.

IV.

INTERROGATIVES

528. tA ml ABURRIRmelas?
to me to-bore-them-for-me
What, bore them (to my disadvantage)?
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529. dAMENAZARle a usted?
to-threaten-you to you
What, threaten you?
530. ~CAMBIARlo yo?
to-change-it I

What, me change it?
531. lCASARse el?
to-marry-~

he

What, him get married?
532. iCASARse mi cunado?
to-marry-se my brother-in-law
What, my brother-in-law get married?
533. lC6mo CLASIFICAR y EXPLICAR las previsiones
how to-classify and to-explain the forecasts

que, al realizarse, han dejado a todos
that to-the to-realize-~ they-have left to all
un poco sorprendidos?
a little surprised
How can one classify and explain the forecasts
whose fulfillment has left everyone surprised?
534. lC6mo LEVANTARlo?
how to-raise-him

How can one raise him?
535. aC6mo no CASARte con un hombre as!?
how not to-marry-yourself with a man thus

How can you not marry a man like that?
536. dC6mo no QUERERlas?
how not to-love-them

How can one not love them (=those women)?
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537. iCONCEBIRte yo?
to-conceive-you I
What, me conceive you?
538. tOEJAR al hombre en su rabia?
to-leave to-the man in his rage
What, leave the man enraged?
539. lOEJARlo?
to-leave-him
What, leave him?
540. iENGANARme ella?
to-deceive-me she
What, her deceive me?
541. tESTROPEARlo mAs?
to-ruin-it more
What, ruin it further?
542

c!HACER?
to-do
What, do (it)?

543. tHUMILLARse e~e?
to-humble-se that-one
What, him take it'?
544. lIRse con ella?
to-go-~ \-li th her
What, him go with her?
545. lLLEVARselo?
to-take-it-se
What, him go with her?
546. tMARCHARse?
to-leave-se
What, him leave?
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547. AMONTAR yo esa maquinaria?
to-set-up I that machinery
What, me set up that machinery?
548. tPara qu~ ARRIMARteme?
for what to-come-close-to-me-you
Why do you como close to me?
549. lpara qu~ DEJAR esto aqu!?
for what to-leave this here
Why leave this here?
550. {Para qu~ VESTIRte a estas horas?
for what to-dress-yourself at these hours
Why get dressed at this time?
551. lPero c6mo ELEGIR?
but how to-choose
But how is one to choose?
552. lPor qu~ no COMENTARlos publicamente?
why
not to-comment-them publicly
Why not discuss them publicly?
553. iPor qu~ no IR de compras y BUSCAR uno nuevo?
why not to-go of buys and to-look-for one new

Why not go shopping and look for a new one?
554. !Por qu~ no VENIR cara a cara?
why not to-come face to face
Why not get together face to face?
555. tPor qu~ PONERse as! porque se la ha ido una chica?
why to-put-~ thus because ~ to-him has gone a girl

Why act like that just because a girl left him?
556. lPor qu~ PONERse ese vestido rojo?
why to-put-on-~ that dress red

Why put on that red dress?
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557. tQue DECIRle a tu madre despues?
what to-tell-her to your mother afterwards
What to say to your mother later?
558. lQue HACER ahora que te vas?
what to-do now what you leave
What to do now that you're leaving?
559.

tQue HACER con estos chicos?
what to-do with these children
What to do with these children?

560. tQuien, RESPETARte yo?
who to-respect-you I
Who, me respect you?
561. iROBARte ellos?
to-rob-you they
What, them rob you?
562. tSALVARme?
to-save-me
What, you save me?
563. tSENTARme?
to-sit-down-myself
What, me sit down?
564.

~Sin ECHAR siquiera un vistazo dentro?
without to-throw at-least a look inside

without at least taking a look inside?
565. dSustancia MALTRATARme ami?
Sustancia to-mistreat-me to me
What, Sustancia mistreat me?
566. lT~
t~ CASARte conmigo?
you you to-marry-yourself with-me
What, you ••• you marry me?

._------------------_."
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567. tTRABAJAR tu marido?
to-work your husband
What, your husband work?
568.

~VOTAR ahora, despu~s de siglos de mandar ustedes?
to-vote now after of centuries of to-rule you

What, to vote now, after centuries of your ruling?
569.

~Y qu~

COMER?
and what to-eat

And what to eat?
570. ly qu~ HACER?
and what to do?
And what to do?
571. ~Yo ACOMPARARlas?
I to-accompany-them
What, me go with them?
572. lYo por esa reja HABLARle?
I through that window-bar to-talk-to her
What, me talk to her at her window?
573. lyo MORIRme?
I to-die-myself
What, me die?
574. ~Yo SER tu padre?
I to-be your father
What, me be your father?
575. eYo TENERte miedo?
I to-have-of-you fear
What, me be afraid of you?
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